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Executive Summary

O�shore Wind Energy is one of the key technologies in the transition towards a low-
carbon economy with an a�ordable cost of energy. In the last decade, o�shore wind
turbines (OWTs) grew in size and moved to deeper waters while a wider variety of sup-
port structures was developed and realized. Despite the current trend toward larger
monopiles, it is expected, that a significant share of the future OWTs, in the respective
waterdepthand turbine size class,will bemountedonmulti-member support structures
such as jackets. These structures must be cost e�icient and reliable.

The design of the structures is based on load e�ects from simulations with aeroelastic
tools. One possibility to unlock cost reduction potentials – while keeping the level of
reliability – therefore is to increase the accuracy of these simulations. This, in turn leads
tomore realistic load e�ects and to a better understanding of the system’s behavior and
finally allows for reduced conservatism in the structural design.

The largest inaccuracies in structural simulation of multi-member support structures
in aeroelastic tools are due to the simplified modeling of the joints. In this work, joint
modeling and simulation is enhanced using a superelement feature in the aeroelastic
tool Aeroelastic and Dynamic Computation of Systems (ADCoS)-O�hore. A tripod and a
jacket support structure are investigated bymeans of results comparison for beammod-
els (basic), superelement models (new development) and shell models (reference, used
if possible).

Modeling of the jacket and the tripod support structure reveal, that higher order global
modes of the support structures – that are usually calculated with aeroelastic tools in
which the structures are modeled as beams – should be treated with caution for rela-
tively low frequencies already, becausemodes occur inmore accuratemodels, that can-
not be represented with beams.

A�er verificationof ADCoS-O�hore and the superelement feature inparticular, it is found
that the modeling of structural mass generally is possible with all types of models used
here. Eigenfrequencies in contrast, are lower for the higher fidelitymodels and for some
of the frequencies, large di�erences are found for both structures, tripod and jacket. The
globally more compliant higher fidelity models lead to larger deflections.

The loadpath through thestructures ishighlydependenton joint sti�nessesand is there-
fore not well modeled with the simple beam models. The di�erences in the results are
larger for the tripod than for the jacket, but for the jacket, the values are significant as
well. General tendencies toward larger or smaller load e�ects for oneor the other type of
model cannot be determined. This is shown in results from static load cases, in terms of
member load e�ects, and in fatigue load case results, mainly in terms of damage equiva-
lent loads (DELs). If eigenfrequency results alonewerecompared, as it is commonlydone
early in the design process, large di�erences in load e�ects would not be predicted.

Based on the results of this work, the use of superelements for the joint modeling of
multi-member support structures in aeroelastic simulation – or at least the use of an-
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other approach that includes local joint flexibility (LJF) even if it’s not as straightforward,
elegant or physically accurate – is recommended.

Keywords: O�shore wind turbine, branched support structures, modeling.



Zusammenfassung

O�shore-Windenergie ist eine der Schlüsseltechnologien auf dem Weg in eine kohlen-
sto�arme Zukun� mit bezahlbarer Energieversorgung. Im vergangenen Jahrzehnt
wuchs die durchschnittliche Größe der O�shore-Windenergieanlagen und zunehmend
wurden Standorte mit größeren Wassertiefen erschlossen. In diesem Kontext wurden
neue Tragstrukturtypen entwickelt. Trotz des derzeitigen Trends zu immer größeren
Monopile-Strukturen ist davon auszugehen, dass ein relevanter Anteil der Anlagen –
im entsprechenden Größen- und Wassertiefenbereich – auf verzweigten Strukturen wie
Jackets errichtet werden wird. Diese Strukturen müssen dabei sowohl kostene�izient
als auch betriebssicher sein.

Die Auslegungdieser Strukturen erfolgt auf Basis vonSchnittgrößen, diemitHilfe gekop-
pelter Simulationswerkzeuge (aeroelastic tools) berechnet werden. Eine weitere Opti-
mierung und damit eine Kostenreduktion kann durch eine Erhöhung der Simulations-
genauigkeit ermöglicht werden, wobei das Zuverlässigkeitsniveau erhalten bleibt. Die
Erhöhung der Simulationsgenauigkeit führt zu einem besseren Systemverständnis
und zu realistischeren Lasten, was schlussendlich weniger konservative Entwürfe er-
möglicht.

Der größte Fehler bezüglich der Abbildung der Struktur in der gekoppelten Simulation
resultiert aus der vereinfachten Modellierung der Rohrknoten verzweigter Tragstruk-
turen. Daher wird in dieser Arbeit eine – mit Hilfe eines Substrukturierungs-Ansatzes
(Superelemente) – verbesserte Abbildung der Rohrknoten in der Simulationsso�ware
ADCoS-O�shore genutzt. Am Beispiel einer Tripod- und einer Jacket-Struktur wer-
den Berechnungen auf Basis des bisherigen Ansatzes (Balkenmodelle), auf Basis der
verbesserten Modelle (Superelemente) und mit Hilfe von Referenzmodellen (finite el-
ement (FE)-Shell-Modelle) durchgeführt. Die Ergebnisse werden verglichen und inter-
pretiert.

Die Verwendung höherer globaler Eigenformen der Strukturen, die mit Balkenmodellen
berechnet wurden – was einem verbreiteten Vorgehen entspricht – ist kritisch zu betra-
chten. DieuntersuchtenStrukturen zeigen schonbei relativ niedrigenFrequenzenEigen-
formen, die mit Balkenmodellen nicht darstellbar sind.

ADCoS-O�shore wird mit einem Fokus auf dem neu integrierten Superelement ver-
ifiziert. Die folgenden Berechnungen zeigen, dass die genaue Modellierung des
Eigengewichts der Strukturen in keinemderModelle eineHerausforderung darstellt. Die
Eigenfrequenzen unterscheiden sich dagegen: Diese sind grundsätzlich niedriger für die
höherwertigen Modelle und für einige der Frequenzen sind die Unterschiede sehr deut-
lich. Dies gilt sowohl für die Tripod- als auch für die Jacket-Struktur. Die weicheren
höherwertigen Modelle der Strukturen führen wie erwartet zu größeren Verformungen.

Der Lastabtrag in den verzweigten Strukturen hängt stark von der Modellierung der
Steifigkeit der Rohrknoten ab und kann aus diesem Grund nicht hinreichend genau
mithilfe der einfachen Balkenmodelle abgebildet werden. Die berechneten Unter-
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schiede sind für die Tripod-Struktur zwar größer, sie sind jedoch auch für die Jacket-
Struktur relevant. Eine allgemeine Tendenz hin zu größeren oder kleineren Lasten ist für
keinender betrachtetenModelltypen feststellbar. Dieswird sowohl durchSchnittgrößen
in statischen Lastfällen als auch durch Ergebnisse von dynamischen Ermüdungslast-
Berechnungen (primär mithilfe schädigungsäquivalenter Einstufen-Kollektive) gezeigt.
Wie oben beschrieben lassen sich die großen Unterschiede in den Schnittlasten nicht
aus den Ergebnissen von Modalanalysen ableiten – obwohl es sich bei einer dahinge-
henden Interpretation von Eigenfrequenzen und -formen um ein verbreitetes Vorgehen
in der frühen Phase eines Entwurfsprozesses handelt.

Auf Basis der Ergebnisse der vorliegenden Arbeit wird die Verwendung von Superele-
menten in der aeroelastischen Modellierung von O�shore-Windenergieanlagen mit
verzweigtenTragstrukturenempfohlen. AuchvereinfachteAnsätze zurBeschreibungder
lokalen Knotennachgiebigkeiten sind möglich. Die Verwendung dieser alternativer An-
sätze ist jedoch weniger geradlinig, weniger elegant und physikalisch weniger korrekt.

Schlagworte: O�shore-Windenergieanlage, verzweigte Tragstrukturen, Modellierung.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background andmotivation

On July 11, 1991, the Vindeby O�shore Wind Farm, the first O�shore Wind Farm in the
world started feeding electricity to the grid (Figure 1.1 shows the installation of one of
the eleven 450 kW units). Since then, O�shore Wind Energy developed from this early
experiment to a multibillion dollar market and an important pillar of the worldwide re-
newable energy production. Unit sizes grew from 450 kW at Vindeby to the 7.5MW-class
OWTs currently (by August 2014) in the prototyping phase. With increasing turbine sizes
and greater water depths at projected sites, multi-member support structures such as
jackets and tripods became technically and economically feasible. Since the first erec-
tion of a wind turbine (WT) on a jacket structure in Beatrice Field in Scottish territorial
waters in 2006, branched structures are being installed and planned in increasing num-
ber. These are mainly jackets and tripods (and tripiles) and, even with the current de-
velopment towards very large monopiles, it is still expected that especially jackets will
have their share of future projects depending on turbine size, water depth, wave climate
and soil conditions.

O�shorewind energy is a young industry and serial productionof support structures just
kicked o�, it is certainly immature compared to other industries producing large quanti-
ties of one type of machine, e.g., the automotive industry. Larger series production and
local and system-wide optimizations will improve the design, manufacturing and eco-

Figure 1.1: Turbine installation at Vindeby O�shore Wind Farm1.
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nomics of OWTs. However, as long as site-specific design is required, the economies of
scale cannot be applied, at least not to the structure as a whole. Production costs com-
binedwith the financial and technical risks in the o�shore wind sector (compared to on-
shorewind)must be considered. So even for production runswith only a few structures,
this justifies higher engineering e�ort that results in lower safety factors and, therefore,
more optimized products.

The support structure leads to a significant share of the capital expenditure (capex) of
an OWT and further optimization of the structures - with the turbine atop in a system
approach – can support levelized cost of energy (LCoE)2 reduction that finally leads to
a subsidy-independent o�shore wind energy future. Design and certification of these
structures is basedon load assumptions gained fromextensive simulations. Loads simu-
lation is a complex task, however, the e�ort is necessary as high availability and cost ef-
fectiveness is only achievablewhen (1) all significant load e�ects3 are predicted accurate
enough toguaranteea reliabledesign, and (2) the loade�ects arenotmassively overesti-
mated leading to high reserve which indicates a design that is not cost e�ective4. There-
fore, a deep understanding of system behavior and a detailed knowledge of load e�ects
is vital for the use of this optimization potential, which is where this work comes into
play. Herein, the loads simulation tool ADCoS in its o�shore version (ADCoS-O�shore)
including a new superelement feature is used to perform investigations on an OWTwith
a jacket and a tripod structure. The more accurate simulation leads to a better under-
standing of the system OWTwith jacket or tripod support structures with a focus on the
support structure itself.

1.2 Objectives andmethodology

OWT system development has been realized in recent years in parallel with the devel-
opment of the respective aeroelastic tools5 that are used for calculating load e�ects of
these systems. Currently, the use of beammodels or modal reduced beam-like models
is common to represent the support structures within these tools. This is the case even
with the inaccuracy of beammodels –whenmodeling joints of branched steel structures
of the respective type – that is known from the o�shore oil and gas industry. On top of
that, the joints are o�en the critical fatigue driven parts of multi-member support struc-
tures. The use of parametric formulae – that were developed in the early nineties and
found their way to the respective guidelines and standards – is a reasonable approach
todealwith this issue evenwith these formulaebeingdeveloped for parameter ranges of
oil and gas jackets (e.g. diameter relations between brace and chordmembers). To deal
with other simulation tasks and / or in other industries, the use of superelement or sub-
structuring approaches – that were developed in the mid sixties – in FE analyses is very
common. The parametric formulae that are widely used, as well as the superelements
that are used herein are both based on more detailed FE shell models6, but the deriva-

1http://www.ewea.org/fileadmin/apps/30years/; August 5, 2014.
2LCoE is used herein even if it is more reasonable to use the up-to-date definition of Society’s Cost of Elec-

tricity (SCoE), (http://www.gwec.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/GWEC-Global-Wind-Report_9-April-2014.
pdf; September 26, 2014) in discussions on cost of energy.

3In thiswork, the IECdefinition for load e�ects is used: “load e�ect: e�ect of a single loador combination of
loads on a structural component or system, for example internal force, stress, strain,motion, etc.” (IEC 61400-3
(2009), Section 3.19, p.11). This is equivalent to the system’s reaction to external loading.

4In general, uncertainties lead to higher safety factors and these in turn lead to higher cost.
5The labels aeroelastic tool, aero-hydro-servo-elastic tool, wind turbine simulation tool, wind turbine

global dynamics tool and wind turbine design tool are o�en used synonymously – even if the commonly used
term design tool is not precise because the tools are rather simulation tools than design tools.

6The suitability of shell elements is generally not put in question – as long as themodeling is realized care-
fully - for (1) the structures investigated herein at (2) the structuralmodel fidelity that is of interest for thiswork.
Section 2.3.4 provides a description how the probability of modeling errors is minimized based on experience

http://www.ewea.org/fileadmin/apps/30years/
http://www.gwec.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/GWEC-Global-Wind-Report_9-April-2014.pdf
http://www.gwec.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/GWEC-Global-Wind-Report_9-April-2014.pdf
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tion of the superelements is more straightforward and leads tomore accurate represen-
tations. The sti�ness relations between the connecting points of the residual structure
are the samewhen a shell joint is replaced by a superelement – for any parameter range.

In thiswork, a superelement feature in theaeroelastic tool ADCoS-O�shore isdeveloped,
verified and used for simulation of an OWT model with a jacket- and with a tripod sup-
port structure. Conclusions on the structural behavior are drawn. Modeling for loads
simulation is brought to a new level by providing the possibility to use a well proven FE
procedure in a new context. The detailed shell models – that are used in detailed design
of the investigated structures and that were even the base for the development of the
commonly used parametric formulae – are used as a reference in the model develop-
ment and in preliminary numerical comparisons.

1.3 Structure of the thesis

This thesis deals with the development of a superelement feature to include LJF in the
loads simulation tool ADCoS-Ofshore for OWTs with branched support structures, and
the respective simulation results. A�er this introduction, it continues with a chapter on
dynamics of OWTs (Chapter 2) that describes aspects of the o�shore environment, the
properties of OWTs and the state of the art in loads simulation. The onshore version of
ADCoS and the state of the art concerning joint modeling of o�shore structures are pre-
sented subsequently. In Chapter 3, the development of ADCoS-O�shore is described.
The focus is on the application of wave loading to the already validated ADCoS for on-
shore use and on the joint modeling using superelements. Chapter 4 describes load
cases and the rotor nacelle assembly (RNA) model used in the thesis. Furthermore, it
depicts the development of a set of structural models of a generic tripod- and jacket
support structure. Some of these models are used in Chapter 5 for the verification of
the newly developed superelement feature in ADCoS-O�shore, but themain purpose of
the modeling e�ort is the comparison of the calculated results for both support struc-
ture types in Chapter 6. The contribution to the state of the art is summarized, recom-
mendations for possible applicationof the results presentedherein are given, and future
research work is presented in Chapter 7.

and Chapter 4 explains the application of the findings in this work.





Chapter 2

State of the art of o�shore wind
turbine dynamics

This chapter gives the background on dynamics of OWTs from the turbine designer’s or
from a loads simulation point of view. It is subdivided in Section 2.1 for a description of
the environment and the resulting loads, Section 2.2 to provide background on the sys-
temOWT itself and finally, in Section 2.3, an overviewon the state of the art in simulation
of this system in the marine environment is presented.

A distinction of descriptions of the physical system on the one hand, and the modeling
of this system on the other hand, is not realized in a strict sense in this chapter, because
a formally correct approach in this context would not lead to a readable document. That
means, that Section 2.1 and Section 2.2 already cross the borderline between systemde-
scription and modeling. Nevertheless, Section 2.3 gives a general introduction to mod-
eling.

Apart from the above mentioned, an attempt is made to split up the following when it
comes to the rotor and the support structure: The physical description of the structure as
well as loads and loads e�ects (Section 2.2.1 for the support structure and Section 2.2.2
for the rotor), the approaches tomodel the physics (Section 2.3.2) and the implementa-
tion in the respective tools (Section 2.3.3).

The basics chapters of Van der Tempel (2006) are recommended for an introduction in
OWT technology and environment. A more comprehensive overview is provided for ex-
ample by Burton et al. (2011).

2.1 Environment and resulting loads

In this section, the marine environment is described with respect to the engineering re-
quirements forOWTsimulation thatneeds to cover thedamaging influencesduringerec-
tion and operation of the turbines. Most of those environmental influences were well
known either from the onshore wind energy or from the o�shore oil and gas sector even
before large scale o�shore wind developments.

• Corrosion. Compared to onshore wind energy special measures are required to
protect the turbine in the more corrosive marine environment. One possibility to
protect the sensitive parts of themachine inside tower and nacelle is to use air in-
take filters combinedwithanoverpressure innacelle and tower toassure thatonly
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desalinated air is in contact with those parts. This is the case for Areva machines
for example1. To protect the support structure, active as well as passive corrosion
protection is used as described in standards for comparable o�shore structures
(see NORSOK M-501 (2012), NORSOK M-503 (2007)).

• Lightning. Lightning protection systems are installed on the nacelle and in the
blades of OWTs just as in the onshore wind application (see IEC 61400-1 (2005)).

• Ship collision. Especially for wind parks near much frequented sea lanes there is
a considerable danger of collisions. In those cases, the probability of a collision
as well as the severity of the results in case of a collision have to be investigated
(see Christensen et al. (2009), Randrup-Thomsen et al. (2009), Biehl (2004)).

• Earthquake. In areas with high seismic activity, loads resulting from earthquakes
are taken into account. For OWTs the calculation of loads from earthquakes is de-
scribed in IEC 61400-1 (2005). A guideline for a conservative designwith respect to
earthquakes is given in the same standard.

• Ice loads. Ice accretion on blades leads to mass imbalances and reduced aero-
dynamic performance. Respective knowledge has historically been developed in
the aerospace industry and ice accretion simulation tools were designed for air-
cra� purposes (see Kind (2001)). Basically, the physical phenomena in aircra� and
wind turbineairfoil icing are comparable. Purelywindenergy specific ice accretion
simulation tools are narrowed down to the following stand-alone tools: Lewice2,
canice (Paraschivoiu and Saeed (2001)), the respective version of fensap-ice3 and
turbice (Makkonen and Laakso (2001)). One hybrid solution, i.e. combination of
tools, is available: Lewice combined with computational fluid dynamics (CFD).
Icing of the support structure reduces the accessibility of an OWT and locally in-
creases themass of the structure. This leads tomodified natural frequencies. Fur-
thermore, the structural diameter and therefore wave loads are increased. Dy-
namic loads from dri�ing or breaking ice may be taken into account in the early
design phase and lead to the construction of ice-breaking cones. Even if the sea
is ice-free, icing of the support structure can occur in the splash zone. Ice loads
on WT structures in danish waters are investigated in Barker et al. (2005a,b). The
respective standards like IEC 61400-3 (2009) give instruction in terms of sea ice
loading. In Laakso et al. (2010), wind energy in cold climate is addressedmore in a
more general way.

• Marine growth. Marine growth or fouling on support structures of OWTs leads to
increasedmasses and therefore reduced natural frequencies as well as to a larger
diameter and higher surface roughness and therefore increased wave loads. Hard
and so� fouling are distinguished. Hard fouling, a cover of sea shells for example,
can have an approximate thickness of up to tgrow = 200 mmwhereas so� fouling,
as seaweed for example can have a thickness, or length, of up to somemeters.

• The soil properties. These properties di�er in many respects from onshore con-
ditions. One example is the occurrence of scour holes: Waves and currents wash
away the soil around o�shore foundations. Especially for sandy soils, the result-
ing scour holes lead to reduced embedded length of the piles undermudline. This
leads to reduced bearing capacity of the piles in combination with lower natural
frequencies. Designing piled o�shore support structures following the specifica-
tions in GL O�shore (2012), a scour depth of up to 2.5 pile diameters must be con-
sidered. However, this value might di�er depending on the standard or guideline

1http://www.areva-wind.com/fileadmin/infomaterial/AREVAwind_M5000_uk.pdf; October 2, 2014.
2http://icebox.grc.nasa.gov/design/lewice.html; October 2, 2014.
3http://newmerical.com/fensap-ice/; October 2, 2014.

http://www.areva-wind.com/fileadmin/infomaterial/AREVAwind_M5000_uk.pdf
http://icebox.grc.nasa.gov/design/lewice.html
http://newmerical.com/fensap-ice/
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time of day (diurnal variations) which again are usually fairly predictable. On these
time-scales, the predictability of the wind is important for integrating large amounts
of wind power into the electricity network, to allow the other generating plant
supplying the network to be organized appropriately.
On still shorter time-scales of minutes down to seconds or less, wind-speed

variations known as turbulence can have a very significant effect on the design and
performance of the individual wind turbines, as well as on the quality of power
delivered to the network and its effect on consumers.
Van der Hoven (1957) constructed a wind-speed spectrum from long- and short-

term records at Brookhaven, New York, showing clear peaks corresponding to the
synoptic, diurnal and turbulent effects referred to above (Figure 2.1). Of particular
interest is the so-called ‘spectral gap’ occurring between the diurnal and turbulent
peaks, showing that the synoptic and diurnal variations can be treated as quite
distinct from the higher-frequency fluctuations of turbulence. There is very little
energy in the spectrum in the region between 2 h and 10 min.

2.2 Geographical Variation in the Wind Resource

Ultimately the winds are driven almost entirely by the sun’s energy, causing differ-
ential surfaceheating. Theheating ismost intense on landmasses closer to the equator,
and obviously the greatest heating occurs in the daytime,whichmeans that the region
of greatest heating moves around the earth’s surface as it spins on its axis. Warm air
rises and circulates in the atmosphere to sink back to the surface in cooler areas. The
resulting large-scale motion of the air is strongly influenced by coriolis forces due to
the earth’s rotation. The result is a large-scale global circulation pattern. Certain
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Figure 2.1 Wind Spectrum Farm Brookhaven Based on Work by van der Hoven (1957)

12 THE WIND RESOURCE

Figure 2.1: Wind speed fluctuation spectrum fromdays to secondsmodified fromBurton
et al. (2011) originally published in Van der Hoven (1957).

that is used. As scour protection rock layers or layers of geotextile containers may
be used as described in Grüne and Oumeraci (2007).

• Currents. Tidal, storm surge or atmospheric pressure variation induced sub-
surface currents, wind generated near surface currents and near shore wave in-
duced currents are distinguished. In IEC 61400-3 (2009) it is stated, that currents
may be irrelevant for fatigue assessment, but extreme hydrodynamic loads may
di�er significantly especially for large volume structures such as gravity bases if a
sea current is superimposed. This is due to the fact that currentsmay not increase
amplitudes of fluctuating loads but shi� the average values only.

• Water level. Water level di�erences are taken into account in loads simulation. In
IEC 61400-3 (2009) for exampleminimumandmaximumwater levels due to astro-
nomical tides, storm surges andwave heights are described to be applied in loads
simulation and for definition of areas with di�erent corrosion regimes.

Themainmechanical loads onOWTs result fromwind loads on the rotor andwave loads
on the support structure, therefore those load sources are described in more detail in
Section 2.1.1 (wind) and Section 2.1.2 (waves).

2.1.1 Wind

Wind speeds and directions are fluctuating on di�erent scales in time and space by na-
ture. The spatial scales vary from the global wind systems mainly a�ected by temper-
ature di�erences due to di�ering solar radiation in polar and equatorial regions down
to small scaled fluctuations in the range of centimeters. Concerning the changes over
time, periodic phenomenawith periods of several years can be observed as well as high
frequent oscillations up to a scale of seconds. The very low frequencies are relevant for
energy yield predictions, but not for loads simulations. The range that is of interest for
loads simulation falls between several days and a few seconds and is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.2: Bar chart of average wind speeds (10-min. average) and Weibull fit.

The spectral gap4 between the high frequency oscillations on the right-hand side of the
spectrum and the low frequency oscillations at the le�-hand side, showing the low en-
ergy content in this range of frequencies, is directly visible. The synoptic peak results
from changes due to crossing weather phenomena. The diurnal peak represents night
and day changes and the turbulent peak represents high frequency fluctuations. To de-
scribe the random nature of the wind, time series with a given average wind speed Vw
and a length of 10 min ≤ Twind ≤ 1 hour are mainly used, because this length range
lies in the spectral gap5. Due to that, the error, when assuming a stationary stochastic
process is minimized and the windmay be described separately for the lower frequency
range and for the higher frequency range as described in the following.

Long termwind statistics

In the lower frequency range it was found, based onmeasurements, that aWeibull func-
tion fits the distribution of the average wind speeds relatively well at most sites. Fig-
ure 2.2 shows a bar chart giving the averagewind speed probabilities and the respective
Weibull fit. Site-specific measurement data or the Weibull distribution are, therefore,
used to describe the distribution of the average wind speeds for loads simulation.

With eachof thebars shown in Figure 2.2, a directional distribution is associated that can
be visualized in a wind rose. In Figure 2.3, each of the wind roses that are shown repre-
sents awind speed range (bin) of∆b. The values in the figure next to the respectivewind
rose give the median of the bin. This is a commonly used bin size, a useful compromise
between accuracy and e�ort. However, the bin size may be halved in special cases.

Short term and small scale wind speed fluctuations

Looking into smaller sizes in space, the wind speeds at heights that encompass the tur-
bine rotor are relevant for loads simulation. Thesewind speeds increasewith height due

4The significance and even the existence of this gap is widely discussed (e.g. Panofsky and Dutton (1984)),
but it is commonly used in engineering applications as described in the following.

5This is common in the o�shore wind industry, even if the use of three-hour events is a standard in the oil
and gas industry. Floating OWTs are an exception. Here, the necessity of longer time series is accepted even if
the low rigidbodymotioneigenfrequencies are seenas themain reasonandnot theenvironmental conditions.
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Upwind Design Basis – K13 Shallow Water Site  
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B.7. Appendix 
 
 
A. Wind roses 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 2.3: Wind roses for exemplary wind speed ranges (bins) of a size of∆b= 2 m/s at a
Dutch North Sea site (modified from Fischer et al. (2010)).

to the atmospheric boundary layer (wind shear). The shape of the wind shear profile
is highly dependent on the surface, characterized by its roughness, and the tempera-
ture distribution. For loads simulation, the profiles are approximated with logarithmic
or power law functions as shown in Figure 2.4. The figure gives four wind shear profiles:
Two profiles with a typical surface roughness for an onshore site with flat terrain (red:
power law; black: logarithmic) and two profiles with a typical surface roughness for an
o�shore site (blue: power law; green: logarithmic). The respective equations are given
e.g. in Section 3.65 of IEC 61400-3 (2009)).

Based onmeasurementswith high resolution in time and space, the randomsmall-scale
variations of wind speed and direction (or wind velocity as a three dimensional vector)
were analyzed extensively in the past. Such time seriesmay basically be described in the
frequency range based on a spectrum giving the frequency dependent energy content
of the fluctuations (as already shown in Figure 2.1). In WT loads simulation, di�erent
spectra are commonly usedwith the basic input parametersVw as described above, and
a standard deviation σ or turbulence intensity

Ti = σ/Vw. (2.1)

Generally, σ increases, and Ti decreases with increasing Vw. Equation 2.2 gives a Spec-
trum as defined by Kaimal et al. (1972):

fSk(f)

σ2
=

4fLk/Vw
(1 + 6fLk/Vw)5/3

. (2.2)

The frequency f , the frequency dependent velocity spectrum Sk(f), a length scale Lk
and the wind speed Vw are used in this equation. Commonly used spectra are defined,
and a larger set of spectra used in current standards is compared by Burton et al. (2011).
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Figure 2.5: Generic wind time series for Vw = 9 m/s and Ti = 20 % (modified from Xiros
(2015)).

Whendetailedmeasurements are not available, the spectra are used to generate generic
time series. As an example, Figure 2.5 shows a time series generatedwith a Kaimal Spec-
trum for an average wind speed of Vw = 9 m/s and a turbulence intensity of Ti = 20 %.
The Mannmodel (cf. Mann (1998)), that is used to generate three dimensional and fully
correlated wind fields becomes more andmore common in loads simulation.

Above, single-point time history data or spectra are described, however, variation of this
speed across the rotor disk is important for turbine loading. So, a grid of points over the
rotor disc is typically applied. Because the described air flow is a fluid flow, the wind
speed at a given time at each point is correlated to the wind speeds at the other points
in the described area. The correlation decreases with increasing distance between the
considered points andwith increasing frequency. Themathematical formulations of the
coherence functions (i.e. the correlation between two points on such a grid) are com-
monly given in the appendices of the standards.

The current approaches lead to acceptable results; however, in complex terrain, such
as hilly forests and in wakes of other turbines, the methods have important limitations.
In the respective standards, approaches are described to account for wake e�ects. In
large wind farms, relatively simple models are used to calculate increased turbulence
intensities and decreased averagewind speeds to simulatewake e�ects. See Section 2.3
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as well for more information on wind field simulation and ongoing research on wake
e�ects.

Extreme wind speeds and gusts lead to extreme loads on WTs. These events are treated
separately because of their importance inWTdesign. This is particularly true for extreme
load calculation of gusts, that typically have durations of a few seconds to minutes, and
are not covered very well in the aforementioned approach. Those incidents occur ran-
domly and can be described with so-called n-year wind speeds, which give the maxi-
mum averagewind speed over a given time interval that is statistically exceeded once in
n years.

As measured data over the necessarily long time periods are rarely available, extrapola-
tions can be performed using extreme value distributions. In the respective guidelines,
sites for WTs are classified and the values, for example 50-year wind speeds, are given
for each class (see e.g. GL O�shore (2012).)

Gust wind speeds over time are simplified and described with di�erent approaches. A
one-minus-cosine, or aMexican-hat-like gust shape (GLO�shore (2012), Kühn (2001)) are
common. Other shapes and combinations with wind direction changesmay be found in
the respective standards like IEC 61400-3 (2009)6.

2.1.2 Ocean waves

Apart from tsunamis (seismic seawaves), very small waves (dominated bywater surface
tension e�ects) and tidal waves, ocean waves are wind induced (water is deflected due
to wind by friction) gravity (restoring force) waves.

With upcoming wind small waves develop, the amplitude and wave length of those
waves increases with wind speed and with the distance the wind is acting over the sea,
the fetch length. Simultaneously, smallwaves, interferingwith thebiggerwaves, emerge
continuously. A constantwind condition over a su�icient fetch length andover su�icient
time leads to a sea state that is related directly to the wind speed. In this case, the sea
state would be fully developed and unidirectional (long-crested waves).

Especially for strongwinds, the described situations – or conditions close to it – are rare.
Wind direction changes, intersectingwave systems, di�erent water depths, di�erent na-
tures of the seabed and the influence of the coastlines lead to an irregular short-crested
sea surface in reality.

Herein, the field of water-wave description and resulting loads is strongly compressed
while focusedon theneeds ofOWT loads simulation and structuralmodeling. For details
and a wider focus see e.g. Sarpkaya and Isaacson (1981) or Chakrabarti (2005). Breaking
waves and higher order e�ects are not described here. Structures are assumed to be hy-
drodynamically transparent (small structural diametersD relative to thewave lengthλ);
feedback from (moving) structures to thewave field (reflection, refraction, di�raction) is
not taken into account7. Based on that, the wave loads topic is divided into the descrip-
tion of the water particle movement (this section) and the calculation of the load on the
structure based on these kinematics. This is described in Section 2.3.2 for theOWT loads
simulationapplication. Thekinematics calculation is limited to regular, i.e. deterministic
(linear andnonlinear) and irregular, i.e. stochastic (linear)wavesor sea-states. Nonlinear
irregular approaches are not discussed in detail here, the reader is referred to e.g. Mit-

6Gusts are short termwind speed fluctuations and therefore theoretically covered by the abovementioned
spectral approach. But their special importance for OWT makes it reasonable to use supplementary gust de-
scriptions considering parameters like the point in time associated with the fastest change of the wind speed
for example. Furthermore, gusts are combined with wind direction changes.

7Even if these e�ects might become important for structural diameters in the range of the tripod central
joint, it is uncommon to consider these in loads simulations.
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tendorf (2006). Amongst others, Mittendorf compared water particle kinematics of non-
linear irregular waves obtainedwith two di�erentmethods towave flumemeasurement
results. He concluded that the kinematics predicted by the local Fourier approximation
method described by Sobey (1992) showed good agreement with themeasured data, so
this might be a reasonable approach towards nonlinear irregular wave consideration.

Wave theories

Water waves can simply – and relatively accurate – be approximated with a linear water
surface elevation in the case of small amplitude waves in deep water. With increasing
wave height and decreasing water depth (or both), the wave shape becomes steeper – it
becomes nonlinear – until the wave brakes.

The Airy wave theory8 based on the work of G.B. Airy (cf. Airy (1845)) is an easily applica-
ble theory to describewave particle kinematics. Using this theory the fluid is considered
as nonviscous, irrotational and incompressible, a potential flow problem. This is further
simplified via linearization of the nonlinear boundary conditions. Furthermore, a free
surface of infinite horizontal extent and a horizontal see bottom are assumed. The re-
sulting problem is solved analytically and leads – amongst others – to a description of
the water particle kinematics for deep water waves (high water depth to wave length
ratio d/λ) as shown in Equation 2.3 to Equation 2.6. The velocity field of the two dimen-
sional wave is described in terms of the horizontal velocity u̇w(x, z, t) and the vertical
velocity ẇw(x, z, t). The horizontal velocity component is

u̇w(x, z, t) = aω
cosh(kw(d+ z))

sinh(kwd)
sin(ωt− kwx) (2.3)

and the vertical velocity component ẇw is

ẇw(x, z, t) = aω
sinh(kw(d+ z))

sinh(kwd)
cos(ωt− kwx). (2.4)

The time derivatives of the velocities are the accelerations and written as

∂u̇w
∂t

(x, z, t) = üw(x, z, t) = aω2 cosh(kw(d+ z))

sinh(kwd)
cos(ωt− kwx) (2.5)

for the horizontal acceleration component üw and as

∂ẇw
∂t

(x, z, t) = ẅw(x, z, t) = −aω2 sinh(kw(d+ z))

sinh(kwd)
sin(ωt− kwx) (2.6)

for the vertical acceleration component ẅw. The wave amplitude a, the angular fre-
quency ω, the wave number kw = 2π/λ, the water depth d and global coordinates are
used in Equation 2.3 to Equation 2.6.

This description leads to a sinusoidal surface elevation. The maximum velocities and
accelerations are found at the water surface, their magnitudes are decreasing fast with
depth following the hyperbolic functions. The basic formulation of Airy wave theory
does not provide any kinematics information above the still water line, this is accounted
for with stretching methods extrapolating the kinematics to the actual elevation (see
Wheeler (1970) for the so-calledWheeler Stretching.

For deep water waves, the water particles move in closed circles. Due to the boundary
condition at the bottom that sets the vertical motion to zero, the circles become more
andmore flat ellipsoids towards the bottom in shallowwater. Figure 2.6 shows thewater
particle trajectories for a typical shallowwater wave (le�) and a deepwater wave (right).

8also linear wave theory or small amplitude wave theory
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Figure 2.6: Water particle trajectories as described with linear wave theory (modified
from Vorpahl (2006)).

Airy wave theory is widely used despite its theoretical limitation to waves with small to
moderatewave heights and themissing description of the kinematics above the still wa-
ter line in its basic formulation. This is mainly due to its simplicity, and the linear for-
mulation that allows for superposition of Airy waves (or wavelets) to irregular sea states.
Linear wave theory is described in more detail in Hapel (1990). For a very clear descrip-
tion see also Krogstad and Arntsen (2000).

Stream-function wave theories have been developed for the numerical description of
highly nonlinear waves. Refer to Dean (1965) and Chaplin (1980) for the stream-function
theory as implemented in the so�ware used in this work. These theories describe the
water surface elevation using a linear term and the superimposed harmonics of the fun-
damental wave frequency. The order of the stream-function wave theory refers to the
highest order harmonic used in the calculation. The resulting surface profile is sym-
metric vertically through the crest, with a higher and steeper crest and a flatter trough
than a linear wave. Using high order stream-function wave theories, water waves near
the breaking limit can be described. Usually, stream-function waves are calculated for a
given wave with increasing order of the theory until the resulting kinematics converge.

The water particles of ocean waves have an average velocity in the direction of wave
propagation. That means, that there is a mass transport along this direction which is
called Stokes Dri�. Consequently the orbital particle paths as described are open. Wave
theories like the linear theory, or the stream-function wave theory in the basic formula-
tion do not take this fact into account, but superimposing a slow constant current this
limitation may be overcome.

Figure 2.7 shows regions of validity of commonwave theories. Description of the Stokes
theoriesmentioned in the figure and explanations on the areas of application of the the-
ories – for example with a focus on analytical theories – can be found in Wilson et al.
(2003). These topics are not of primary interest for OWT loads simulation, wheremainly
Airy- and stream-function wave theories are used.

In this figure the wave heightH is shown over the water depth d, whereas both values
aremade dimensionlesswith the square of thewave periodT 2 and the acceleration due
to gravity g. The curve at the le� shows thewave breaking limit, and the heightHb is the
wave height at this limit. WithH ≥ 0.9Hb none of the described theories is valid. For
shallow water waves, one breaking limit is defined by the ratio of wave height to water
depth, its value is approximatelyH/d = 0.78. For deep water waves, the wave global
steepness ofH/λ = 0.14 (with the wave length λ) is the theoretical limiting parameter.

Small amplitude waves in deep waters may be described with linear wave theory, but
with increasing ratio of wave height to water depth, the more complicated nonlinear
theories are applied. Big shallow water waves can only be reasonably described using
a higher-order stream-function wave theory as shown in Figure 2.7. See Goda (2010) for
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Figure 2.7: Applicability of di�erent wave theories (Figure 4.G.1 of GL O�shore (2012)).

other wave theories.

As WTs are installed in relatively shallow waters, compared to other o�shore structures,
the areas of applicability that are described here are of particular importance for the
o�shore wind application.

Short term and long term stochastic sea state description

Measuring water surface elevation at a fixed position leads to a random time series
and cannot realistically be described with a single periodic wave. Still the frequency-
dependent energy content of such a time series can be described in the frequency do-
main with a wave spectrum (short-term statistics). This leads to a realistic energy dis-
tribution over a range of frequencies, but the sea state is assumed to be uni-directional
(long-crestedwaves, 2-dimensional sea state). In real sea states, waves donot propagate
in one direction, the sea state is composed of single waves with distributed directions.
The waves are short-crested. This may be accounted for with a wave spreading func-
tion, leading, together with the abovementioned energy spectra, to a two dimensional
spectrum. Wave spreading is not described in the following, for a basic description it is
referred to Annex B5 of IEC 61400-3 (2009).

Two wave spectra that are commonly used in OWT loads simulation, the Pierson-
Moskowitz Spectrum (PM) and thewave spectrumdeveloped during the Joint North Sea
Wave Project (JONSWAP) spectrum are characterized herein (see Chakrabarti (2005) for
others). For both spectra, the significant wave height Hs and a period, e.g. the mean
zero-crossing period Tz are used as input parameters.Hs is defined as the mean height
of the highest one third of waves in a sea-state (traditionally estimated as mean wave
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height in visual observations). It is four times the standard deviation of thewave heights
in a narrow-banded sea-state (Hs = 4σ). Tz is the average period between two zero-
crossings with positive slope in an irregular sea-state and can be determined directly
from the time series. For a given spectrum and given Tz , the peak period Tp of the spec-
trum, that is the period associated with the highest energy in the spectrum (the spectral
peak) can be derived. Tp and Tz are interchangeable as input parameters, but the calcu-
lation of Tp from Tz and vice versa di�ers for the di�erent spectra.

The PM spectrum was first described by Pierson and Moskowitz (1964) and developed
based onmeasurements in the Atlantic Ocean during stable weather conditions. It is ba-
sically a one parameter spectrumwith themeanwind speed Vw as input parameter, but
it can bemodified to allow for use of significant wave heightHs andmean zero crossing
period Tz .

The JONSWAP spectrum is described by Hasselmann et al. (1973) and later found its way
to the respective standards and guidelines. Measurements in the North Sea, in a region
where sea states are usually not fully developed, led tomore peaked spectra than those
described by Pierson and Moskowitz. For this reason, the PM spectrum was modified
with a Peak-Shape Parameter γj whereas the global energy content is kept constant.
Equation 2.7 to Equation 2.9 give the PM (Spm(f)) and JONSWAP (Sj(f)) spectra and
the respective parameters as provided e.g. in DNV-RP-C205 (2007).

Sj(f) = Aγ
5

32
π−1Hs

2Tp
−4f−5 exp

(
−5

4
(fTp)

−4

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Spm(f)

γj
exp
(
−0.5

(
f−Tp−1

σjTp
−1

)2)
(2.7)

with

Aγ = 1− 0.287 ln(γj) (2.8)

and σj as follows:

σj = σa for f < fp and σj = σb for f > fp. (2.9)

Figure 2.8 shows JONSWAP spectra for a significant wave height ofHs = 1 m and a zero
crossing period of Tz = 3.5 s with a peak-shape parameter of γj = 1 (which is a PM
spectrum) in blue, and a JONSWAP spectrum with γj = 3.3 (which is a standard value
for JONSWAP spectra) in red. The same value for the zero crossing period Tz leads to
slightly di�erent peak periods Tp (and therefore associated peak frequencies fp).

Traditionally, averaging times of at least Tsea = 3 hrs are common in the o�shore oil
and gas industry, as this is a good aproximation for a constant significant wave height
Hs during a typical storm event. In onshorewind energy, a time series length ofTwind =
10 min is common as mentioned above. With these spectral descriptions, generic time
series for simulation purposes can be generated.

To simulate the turbine lifetime of usually 20 or 25 years, long termoceanwave statistics
are used (comparable to the wind speed distribution shown in Figure 2.2). A common
approach to describe these statistics is by the use of wave scatter diagrams giving the
probability of pairs of significant wave heightsHs and zero crossing periods Tz in a two
dimensional matrix or including a wind speed bin as third dimension. Figure 2.9 shows
the format of an excerpt of such a three dimensional scatter diagram as an example.

The numbers on the axes give the median of the range, i.e. a value of 3.5 in the Hs-
column describes a range of 3.25 m ≤ Hs ≤ 3.75 m. The last column and the last row
give summarized probabilities (prob.). This is the wave data for a wind speed bin 6 ≤
Vw ≤ 8 as shown in the top le� field.
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Figure 2.8: JONSWAP spectra forHs = 1 m andTz = 3.5 s for γj = 1 (blue) and γj = 3.3
(red).
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from Xiros (2015)).
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Upwind Design Basis – Ijmuiden Shallow Water Site  
 

16 
 

A.4.5.2. Extreme values 
 
The values for the extreme wave conditions are taken form the Noordzeewind OWEZ project, which is 
close to the studied location and were detailed studies about the extreme values were performed. The 
relation between wave height and return period was found to be: 
 

( ) 0626.6)ln(479.03, +⋅= xTH returnhrss  
 
In Table 6 different significant wave height values for different periods of occurrence are given. To 
obtain the maximum wave height the following relationship is used: 
 

max 1.86 sH H=  
 
The factor 1.86 can be used fort he given location, as the water depths is relative shallow. For deeper 
water sites this factor should be higher (close to 2). 

 
 

Table 6: Extreme wave heights as a function the return period 
Treturn  
[yr] 

Hs  
[m] 

Tp  
[s] 

Hmax  
[m] 

1 6.06 9.7 11.27 
5 6.83 10.3 12.70 
10 7.25 10.7 13.49 
50 8.07 11.3 15.01 
100 8.41 11.6 15.64 

 
 
A.4.5.3. Wave directions 
 
The 3-D scatter diagram does not take directionality into account. Therefore a different diagram is 
produced giving the spreading of wave directions per wave height bin. First, θwave;full is gathered in bins 
of 30°. Subsequently, Hs and θwave;full are sorted to obtain the number of occurrences of each wave 
direction per wave height bin. Figure 4 shows the wave rose for all measured values. In this figure 0° 
corresponds with north. It can be seen that the dominant wave directions between north north west 
(NNW) and west south west (WSW). The probability of occurrence is given as total value on the radial 
axes. The full series of wave roses sorted for each wave height are given in the appendix. 

 
Figure 4: Wave rose for the measurement location Figure 2.10: Wave rose example for a Dutch North Sea site (Figure 4 from Fischer et al.

(2010)).

The long-termwave direction distribution can be visualized in wave roses, that are simi-
lar to thewind roses shown inFigure 2.3. Figure 2.10 gives suchawave rose, herewith the
absolute number of occurrence on the radial axes and over all sea states. It is common
to generate such wave roses for all significant wave height bins separately. The long-
term statistical oceanographic properties described herein are well documented based
on long termmeasurements for many sea areas9.

Extremewavesmay lead to design-driving ultimate loads and are therefore treated sep-
arately (comparable to wind gusts, cf. Section 2.1.1). Usually, a regular 50-year wave is
derived based on the respective 3-hour extreme sea-state.

The accuracy of an irregular sea state – which is more realistic than a regular wave as
mentioned above – may be combined with the nonlinear nature of large waves during
storm events. In this case, a highly nonlinear single wave (based on stream-function
wave theory) is embedded in an irregular sea state. This is called constrained wave ap-
proach. This was described by Rainey and Camp (2007) and becomes increasingly com-
mon even if the spectrum is falsified by the properties of the extreme wave. The prob-
lem, that long sea state realizations are necessary in case the designer wants to realize
one wave of a given height in a random sea state, is solved with this approach as well.

2.2 System properties of o�shore wind turbines and re-
sulting load e�ects

This sectionprovides systemproperties ofOWTs that are relevant in the loads simulation
context for common three-blade, pitch-controlled, upwind turbines with a horizontal
axis. For other turbine concepts and more detailed descriptions, refer to standard text
books like Burton et al. (2011). A special focus is put on the di�erent o�shore support
structures.

9http://www.globalwavestatisticsonline.com/; October 2, 2014.

http://www.globalwavestatisticsonline.com/
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2.2.1 Support structures and respective properties

Support structures for OWTs as shown in Figure E.1 are subdivided in foundation, sub-
structure and tower; and theoretically all substructure, tower and foundation types
might be combined. Furthermore, geometrical delimitation between tower, substruc-
ture and foundation is only reasonable to a certain extent and limited for example for full
truss towers (transition between sub-structure and tower) or monopile support struc-
tures (transition between foundation and sub-structure). Not all possible combinations
of tower, substructure and foundation are presented in this work. The description is lim-
ited to common and relevant types. For more details on the design of support structure
types originating from the oil and gas industry, it is referred to standard textbooks like
Chakrabarti (2005). An overview focusing on already realized and on planned OWT sup-
port structures including number of items and dependency of support structure type
with external parameters – like the water depth for example – is given by Strach and
Quiroz (2012).

Gravity bases are heavy structures, usuallymadeof reinforced concrete, that feature hol-
low sections that can be filled with gravel, sand or water. This implies one of the pos-
sible advantages; certain types of gravity bases are floatable and can be towed to the
site and be installed by lowering to the ground during filling. Gravity based structures
usually require a certain e�ort when it comes to soil preparation and scour protection.
Loads are transferred by pressure and shear stresses on the underlying soil layer. Resis-
tance against horizontal loading can be increased by skirts penetrating the soil when the
structure is lowered to the ground. Wave loads on gravity based structures are usually
quite significant due to the large surface-piercing structural diameters (see Section 2.1.2
and Section 2.3.2 for the relations between (1) wave loading and (2) diameter and depth
level). Gravity bases are widely used since the first OWTs were installed10.

Monopiles are large steel tubes that are hammered, drilled or vibrated into the seabed.
Hammering ismost common, drilling is used onlywhen necessary due to soil conditions
because it is generally more expensive than hammering. Vibrating is relatively new in
the o�shore wind foundation context and currently under development. An important
advantage of vibrating is amassive reduction of the pile driving noise. The structures are
usually cylindrical, but may have conical parts. Commonly, the monopile ends approxi-
mately 10-20m over mean sea level (MSL) where it is connected to the tower; usually by
means of a grouted transition piece (TP). Vertical loads are transferred to the seabed by
means of pile skin friction and tip bearing. Horizontal loads are counteracted by lateral
soil resistance. This usually defines the necessary pile length, because pile tip displace-
ment must be prevented. Figure 2.11 shows the described load bearing behavior for a
monopile (le�).

Monopiles are– compared toother support structures – simple structures, that caneasily
be mass produced, stored and transported. The structures have relatively large diame-
ters aroundMSLand thereforeattract relatively largewave loads. For largermonopiles in
deeper waters, hydrodynamic loads become increasingly important compared to wind
loads, even for large turbines. Seidel (2014a) gives an example of a monopile for 40m
of water and a 6MW turbine for which the hydrodynamic longitudinal fatigue loading
is nearly two times the wind loading. For lateral fatigue, the di�erence between wind
and wave loading is even larger because of the reduced wind loads. In such cases, load
mitigation concepts using the turbine controller become important (see Fischer (2012)).
Monopiles are by far the most common OWT substructure.

Jacket11 structures are three dimensional space frames. Most commonly, jacket sub-

10One early example is the Middelgrunden o�shore wind farm in the Øresund near Copenhagen that was
commissioned in 2001 (http://www.middelgrunden.dk/; October 27, 2014.).

11“To impress o�shore people with your knowledge during a night at the bar (. . . ) remember the di�erence

http://www.middelgrunden.dk/
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Figure 2.11: Load transfer (shear force and bending moment) to the soil for a monopile
and a jacket structure.

structures are designed with four legs (chord members) welded to smaller braces con-
necting the legs. Mudbraces might connect the legs horizontally close to mudline. Two
design solutions are common to anchor jackets to the ground: Jacket stabs or pile
sleeves. In the first case, the jacket legs are placed in the pre-installed piles during the
installation process. In the second case, pile sleeves, i.e. short vertical tubes, arewelded
at the lower ends of the jacket legs and the piles are driven through the pile sleeves and
grouted. Usually jackets are combined with tubular towers.

In the Beatrice Wind Farm Demonstrator Project project12 jackets were used for the first
time in 2006. The findings that led to the realization of jacket structures in this project
are describedbySeidel andGosch (2006). So far, by the endof 2014,more than 100OWTs
on jackets have been installed worldwide, mainly with Senvion turbines atop.

Loading on jackets ismainly transferred to the ground via axial loading in the jacket legs
as shown in Figure 2.11 (right). The lowmass combinedwith high sti�ness and load bear-
ing capacity of jackets is described by De Vries (2008). Due to the small water-piercing
structural diameters, the wave load has amuch smaller share of the total load in case of
an OWT on a jacket support structure.

Apart from the four-legged jacket combined with a conical tower that became the stan-
dard forOWT jackets, full truss towers (see e.g. Muskulus (2012)), the twisted jacket struc-
ture13 designed by Keystone Engineering, or three legged concepts14might be promising
solutions. One prototype jacket with cast joints was erected so far: Senvion’s Bremer-
haven prototype that is described in Seidel (2007).

Tripods are – like jackets – three dimensional trusses and are basically subdivided in
flat face tripods (FFTs) and centre column tripods (CCTs)15. Both concepts are briefly de-
scribed by Seidel and Foss (2006). So far, only CCTs are realized in the o�shore wind in-
dustry16, consisting of a central column, that is supported by three inclined legs that are
connected to pile sleeves. Lower braces are connecting the pile sleeves to the lower end
of the central column and the pile sleeves might be interconnected by horizontal mud-
braces. In case of the tripods thatwere realized so far, the tubularmembers are intercon-

between jackets and towers. The foundation of a tower is connected to the frame at the seafloor, a jacket’s
foundation is formed by piles that are driven through the legs and connected at the top.” (Van der Tempel
(2007), p. 39). In the o�shorewind community, both possibilities would be called a jacket nomatter where the
piles are connected and even nomatter if piles are used or not.

12http://sse.com/whatwedo/ourprojectsandassets/renewables/Beatrice/; October 2, 2014.
13http://issuu.com/lahdesigns/docs/ibgs_e-brochure/1; October 24, 2014.
14http://www.oceanologyinternational.com/RXUK/RXUK_OceanologyInternational/documents/marine_

renewables_installation_d_cra�_hochtief.pdf?v=634733678398185262; October 24, 2014.
15Other designs are possible and at some point jackets and tripods can nomore be clearly distinguished.
16FFTs are not further investigated in this work, therefore CCTs are referred to as tripods in the following.

http://sse.com/whatwedo/ourprojectsandassets/renewables/Beatrice/
http://issuu.com/lahdesigns/docs/ibgs_e-brochure/1
http://www.oceanologyinternational.com/RXUK/RXUK_OceanologyInternational/documents/marine_renewables_installation_d_craft_hochtief.pdf?v=634733678398185262
http://www.oceanologyinternational.com/RXUK/RXUK_OceanologyInternational/documents/marine_renewables_installation_d_craft_hochtief.pdf?v=634733678398185262
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Figure 2.12: Branched support structures for a water depth of approximately 30m. From
le� to right: Tripiles at construction site, jacket and tripod installed onshore (pictures:
private).

nectedbywelded joints, which implies a significantwelding e�ort. Like for jackets, shear
forces and overturning moments are mainly transferred to the ground in terms of axial
loading in the piles (see Figure 2.11). Wave loads on tripod structures are relatively high
due to the large diameter central column and the large central joint (connecting the cen-
tral column to the legs) which is found at the height level of the highest wave loads close
to the sea surface. The first OWT on a tripod – an AREVA Wind M 500017 – was erected
onshore in 2006. Since then, roughly 100 machines were installed o�shore on tripods.

Tripiles18 are structures consisting of three piles, that are usually hammered into the
ground, extendedby grouted tubularmembers (the extensions are connected like jacket
stabs). These extensions are connected by a cross shaped box girder. The three up-
per tubes are welded to the cross shaped connecting joint forming a relatively complex
structure. The structure combines properties of a jacket and a monopile as shown in
Figure 2.11 in terms of the load transfer to the soil. Due to relatively large pile diameters
close to the still water line, a tripile attracts significant wave loads. As it is horizontally
compliant, this leads to large wave induced fatigue loading (Seidel (2014a)). Since the
prototype erection in 2008, 80 turbines developed by BARD Engineering were installed
on tripiles. Figure 2.12 shows the three aforementioned support structure types.

For details on floating wind turbine concepts and loads see Jonkman (2007), Jonkman
and Cordle (2011), Jonkman and Matha (2011), Breton and Moe (2009) and Hender-
son and Witcher (2010). This includes spar buoys, barges, tension-leg platforms, semi-
submersibles, and solutions combining aspects of these concepts. Stationkeeping of
floating WTs is realized using catenary or taut mooring lines.

Many authors give overviews of currently used and planned support structure types
(see e.g. De Vries et al. (2011) and Carbon Trust (2008)) and relate the usability of a
type of structure to the water depth. Updated with recent developments toward larger
monopiles (see e.g. Seidel (2010), Willecke and Fischer (2013) and Seidel (2014a)), this
leads to approximations as shown in Table 2.1.

For di�erent reasons, such water depth ranges can only give trends and never give fixed
boundaries. There are other parameters that have a strong influence on the selection of

17http://de.areva.com/scripts/areva-wind/publigen/content/templates/show.asp?P=93&L=DE&SYNC=Y;
October, 27, 2014.

18http://www.bard-o�shore.de/; October, 27, 2014.

http://de.areva.com/scripts/areva-wind/publigen/content/templates/show.asp?P=93&L=DE&SYNC=Y
http://www.bard-offshore.de/
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Table 2.1: Approximate water depth ranges for di�erent support structure types.
Structure type Water depth range [m]

Gravity base 0 – 25
Monopile 0 – 40
Tripod, tripile, jacket 25 – 60
Floater 60 – 1000

the substructure such as turbine size, soil conditions and wave climate. And the techni-
cal and economical feasibility ranges and the respective trends might change fast. An
example is the current development of larger monopiles. During the first decade of
this century, it was common to expect a boundary for the use of monopiles at a wa-
ter depth of approximately 25m and at turbine sizes of 5MW. Even if the lack of larger
pile driving hammers and the lack of production and handling capabilities for larger
monopiles were given as reasons, it was expected that jackets would be economically
advantageous compared tomonopiles beyond these limits. This trend has changed and
monopiles in water depths of 40m in harsh North Sea Conditions with 6MW turbines
atop are expected to be built19. In the Gunfleet Sands 3 Demonstration O�shore Wind
Farm Project20 a 6MWOWTwas installed on amonopile in shallowwater. Seidel (2014a)
expectsmonopiles to be used in the future for 6MW-class turbines inwaters deeper than
35m and Willecke and Fischer (2013) give design examples for turbines up to 7MW in a
water depth range of 30-50m.

The fact, that the given water depth ranges are approximations only can be found for
gravity bases aswell. For the Thornton Bank project in Belgianwaters for example, grav-
ity based structures were used for 5MW turbines in water depths of up to 27m as de-
scribed by Thomsen et al. (2007). But for the second project phase, the owner switched
to jacket structures.

Evenwith the current trend towards largemonopiles, multi-member support structures
such as tripods, jackets or tripiles21 are currently used andwill have amarket share in the
future too. This is especially the case for jackets. The huge potential for o�shore wind
projects in water depths between 30m and 60m, especially in European coastal waters
underpins this expectation.

For all types of multi-member support structures, it causes a larger e�ort to predict the
elastic behavior of the joints and the TPs, compared to the relatively simple tubular
members. This is especially the case for cast joints. Details on the modeling of joints
are given in Section 2.3.7.

Even if the dynamic behavior of anOWTdepends strongly on the support structure type,
the following can be stated: The structure of an OWT is generally slender – i.e. it has
a small structural diameter to length ratio – and heavily loaded on top. Due to the im-
portance of cost e�iciency, support structures are relatively light weight and compliant
and are, therefore, prone to vibrations from the structural side. The structures are ex-
posed to significant ocean loads from waves and currents (cf. Section 2.1.2). The first
eigenfrequency of current support structures is below 0.4Hz and therefore close to the
wave frequency range. The described properties may lead to vibrating structures and
couplings between the moving structure and the water-induced load.

19Monopiles are – especially by financial institutions – seen as proven technology, which is very important
to realize a project. This is the case even if technical experts tend to see larger uncertainties for themonopiles
due to size e�ects (especially in terms of hydrodynamics and dynamic soil behavior under dynamic loading).
20http://www.lorc.dk/o�shore-wind-farms-map/gunfleet-sands-3-demonstration; October 27, 2014.
21Tripiles are patented as such and only used by one company (Bard Engineering) by now, therefore the

future use of tripiles is closely tied to the development of this company. This makes a forecast even more
di�icult than for other types of structures.

http://www.lorc.dk/offshore-wind-farms-map/gunfleet-sands-3-demonstration
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2.2.2 Load e�ects on the rotor

For detailed descriptions of rotor aerodynamics and resulting loads it is referred to the
respective literature (see e.g Hansen (2007b)). Therein, a narrowly focused overview on
the aspects that are relevant in the context of this work is provided.

The rotor is a large and heavy rotating part22 of the WT meant to produce torque from
the wind based on aerodynamic li�. This results in massive aerodynamic loading of the
slender and compliant blades, mainly in blade flatwise23 direction depending on the lo-
cal wind vector (cf. Section 2.1.1). Mainly due to unsteady inflow, dynamic stall e�ects,
i.e., flow separation and reattachment behavior di�ering from the quasi-static phenom-
ena, significantly changingblade loadsarise. Aerodynamic towere�ects, i.e. a localwind
velocity dip in front of the tower, produce a dip in aerodynamic loads as a blade passes
the tower leading to significant periodic excitations (so-called 3P excitation in the fixed
frame). The rotor spinning through a turbulent wind field, where a blade passes a local
gust several times (eddy slicing), leads to excitation of the 3P frequency (and higher har-
monics) as well. Local aerodynamics in the rotating system are complex and rotational
li� enhancement and stall delay can play important roles (see Schreck (2007)).

Themachine is excitedonceper revolution (1Pexcitation) – for example –due to rotor im-
balance (accuracy level in blademanufacture and onsite counterbalancing). Wind shear
leads toperiodically changing loadsonceper revolution for eachblade,withhigherwind
speeds experienced when the blade points upward leading to additional loads com-
pared to those experienced by a downward pointing blade. Yaw errors cause a compara-
ble e�ect as the blademoves into the wind for half a rotation and out of the wind for the
second half in these cases. The rotation itself leads to Coriolis loads, centrifugal loads,
centrifugal sti�ening of the blades, and gyroscopic loads during yaw and pitch move-
ment. Gravity of the blades changes sign once per revolution leading to periodic blade
bending-moment changes that are significant in amplitude andnumber of cycles and in-
creasingly important for larger and heavier blades. The example of the National Renew-
able Energy Laboratory (NREL) 5-MWbaseline wind turbine (see Jonkman et al. (2009)) at
the K13 Deep Water Site (see Fischer et al. (2010)) in the Dutch North Sea with a lifetime
of Ttot = 20 years and a turbine availability ofAv = 90 % (realistic values), leads to the
following values for the lead-lag blade root bending-moment peak-to peak amplitude
(∆Mroot,grav.) and the number of cycles (N20) due to gravity.

∆Mroot,grav. = 3.6 MNm N20 = 9.4 · 107

Asa comparison, theaverageof the flatwiseblade rootbending-moment (themainaero-
dynamic load due to rotor thrust) isMroot,thrust ≈ 7.5 MNm for the same turbine at
rated wind speed where the thrust is at its maximum value during power production.

2.2.3 Coupled e�ects, important non-linearities and summarized
loads

The system properties of an OWT include the following nonlinear e�ects:

• Blade-pitch (and therefore aerodynamic loade�ects) andgenerator-torqueare ac-
tively controlled turbine parameters. This means, that e.g. generator-torque can-

22Some authors emphasize that today’s WTs are the largest rotating machinery in the world.
23Flatwise bending: Blade bending around the local chordline. Flapwise: Blade bending around the axis in

the rotor plane, perpendicular to the undeformed blade axis. Edgewise bending: Blade bending around an
axis perpendicular to the local chordline. Lead-lag bending: Blade bending around the axis perpendicular to
the rotor plane, perpendicular to the undeformed blade axis (see IEC TS 61400-23 (2005).
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not be described as a simple function of an input parameter like instantaneous
wind speed.

• Aeroelastic e�ects on the rotor are of a highly nonlinear nature. During normal
operation, for attached flow conditions, an instantaneously increasedwind speed
leads to an increase of the blade angle of attack. This, in the consequence, leads
to an increase of aerodynamic li� and drag loads as long as the li� and drag curves
have a positive slope which is the case until stall occurs.

A blade vibrating in a flapwise bending mode that is moving into the wind expe-
riences a relative wind speed that is the sum of the global wind speed, the blade
rigid bodymovement, due to the rotor rotation, and the velocity due to the elastic
deflection (blade and support structure). The instantaneous relative wind speed
experienced by the blade is higher than it would be for a rigid blade and the aero-
dynamic loads increase due to that. An increased aerodynamic load in rotor thrust
directionacts against thebendingdirectionanddecelerates theblade. Whenmov-
ing back, the blade is decelerated again for the same reason. This aerodynamic
damping may lead to an OWT that is switched o� experiencing higher support-
structure fatigue load e�ects, than an operating turbine, because in case of the
non-operating turbine, wave excitation is not reduced by aerodynamic damping
(see Fischer and Kühn (2010)).

A turbine that is operating at the angle of attack with the maximum aerodynamic
li�would experience the opposite e�ect, a negative damping, i.e. an aerodynamic
instability, because in such a case, an increased angle of attack (see above) would
lead to a li� decrease and therefore to an increase of the load in the direction of
the instantaneous deflection.

The aerodynamic damping therefore depends on the pitch system (or where ex-
actly the set point for the angle of attack lies) and the airfoils (or on the questions
if the li� curves sharply peaked and if does the blade suddenly stall or not). Bur-
ton et al. (2011) give an example showing the aerodynamic damping ratio over the
wind speed in the partial- and in the full load range for a pitch regulated WT. The
damping is positive over the whole wind speed range, generally decreases with
wind speed and has a dip at the ratedwind speedwhere the pitch system steps in.

Torsional flutter, i.e., the e�ect of periodically changing angles of attack and there-
fore aerodynamic loads, leads to increased motion in a combined blade mode
(bending and torsion) and may lead to a significant nonlinear increase of blade
load e�ects (see Kleinhansl et al. (2004); Hansen (2007a)).

• The dynamic properties of the system depend on the turbine status. Blade bend-
ing eigenmodes and frequencies, for example, depend on rotor speed due to ef-
fects like the aforementioned centrifugal sti�ening. As a result, dynamic ampli-
fication factors change and the system’s response to excitations with the same
amplitude and frequency is di�erent for di�erent rotational speeds (see Bir and
Jonkman (2007)).

• OWTs have nonlinear components. A grid loss, for example, leads to an abrupt
torque loss. In so-called Fault Ride Through situations, turbines run through grid
errors without shutting down, even if certain loads increase significantly. Short
circuits lead to peaks in generator torque resulting in heavy rotor loads. The soil,
in which OWTs with piled support structures are fixed, provides large uncertain-
ties. However, it is commonly accepted that force-displacement relationships for
embedded piles are not linear.

• Rotor blades are usually fiber-reinforced composite structures allowing large de-
flections. For large deflections, 2nd order e�ects in bending may become signif-
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Figure 2.13: Combined vibration mode (strongly exaggerated) including blade bending
and support structure modes (global bending and local bending at lowest brace).

icant leading to nonlinear force-displacement relations in blade-bending direc-
tions. This is especially relevant for large and compliant blades.

Summing up, OWTs are loaded (1) statically due to mean wind andmean currents (hori-
zontal loads) and gravity on non-rotating components (vertical loads). Furthermore, (2)
periodic loads occur due to gravity on rotating components, regular wave components,
wind shear, tower disturbances and yaw errors and (3) stochastic loads result from irreg-
ular waves and turbulent wind. Finally (4) turbine start-ups and shut-downs, gusts, ex-
tremewaves andmeanderingwakes of neighboring turbines lead to transient loadswith
significant absolute values and gradients. Combined with compliant structures and the
turbine lifetime, this leads, in many cases, to highly dynamic systems with fatigue loads
being design driving for several components.

Support structure and blade natural frequencies, aswell as themain rotor excitation fre-
quencies, are ina comparable range for currentOWTs. Theproximityof eigenfrequencies
ofdi�erent components leads to combinedstructural e�ects that are visible in combined
vibrationmodes including for exampledi�erent componentmodes (shown inFigure 2.13
for the NREL 5MWdesign on a jacket support structure taken from Vorpahl et al. (2011)).

Due to the importance of dynamics, the 1st global natural frequency of the system is a
keydesignparameter for the support structure. Basedon the value of this frequency and
the rotor rotational speeds of the turbine, the support structures are grouped as so�-so�
structures (1st natural frequency under 1P excitation), so�-sti� structures (1st natural fre-
quency between 1P and 3P excitation) and sti�-sti� structures (1st natural frequency over
3P excitation). Usually, Campbell diagrams are used for visiualization. These diagrams
show frequency over rotational speed, and the structural frequencies as well as the – ro-
tational speed dependent – excitation frequencies are displayed. Figure 2.14 illustrates a
so�-sti� design and the possible frequency range for the first systen eigenfrequency in a
simplified way. The generic numbers used in the figure are realistic for a variable-speed
5MWmachine in 30mwater depth on amulti-member support structure.

The grey boxes show the 1P and 3P frequency ranges, 10% safety margins are shown in
blue, the orange box gives the possible range for the first global support structure bend-
ing frequency and the red line shows this frequency for the selected OWT. Willecke and
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Figure 2.14: Illustration of a so�-sti� design.

Fischer (2013) show that the frequency criterium is even driving themonopile design for
generic 5-6MWOWTs in North Sea conditions (water depth range: 30-50m).

Wind loading is much more important and complex in OWTs than for oil and gas struc-
tures. However, themagnitudeof loads resulting fromwind,wavesandcurrents is highly
dependent on which support structure and turbine type are used (cf. Section 2.2.1) and
hydrodynamic loads may contribute 50% to the total loading for smaller turbines on
monopilesor less than 10%to the total loading for very large turbinesmountedon jacket
structures. See Seidel and Foss (2006) for details on fractions of the total load resulting
from wind and waves for several types of loads and selected structures. Seidel (2014a)
gives the fractions ofwind andwave loading contribution for di�erentmonopile andwa-
ter depth examples.

2.3 Wind turbinemodeling and simulation

In this section,wind turbinemodelingand simulationare introduced. Section2.3.1 firstly
dealswith systems,models and simulation in general andnarrowsdown to theWTappli-
cation a�erwards. Section 2.3.2 then describes how OWTs are typically modeled in cou-
pled tools. Each tool features (slightly) di�erent levels of detail modeling the di�erent
components anda large variety of tools are available. Section2.3.3 provides anoverview
on those tools that is not comprehensive. Instead, it is mainly based on experience
with commonly used tools and on the international tool benchmark activities within the
Wind ImplementingAgreement of the International Energy Agency (IEA). These activities
were realized inTask2324 subtask2, alsocalledO�shoreCodeComparisonCollaboration
(OC3) and Task 3025, also called O�shore Code Comparison Collaboration Continuation
(OC4). Aeroelastic tools are constantly adapted tomeet the rising needs of a developing
o�shore wind sector. Therefore, verification and validation26 are continuously needed.
Section 2.3.4 gives an overview on the respective research activities with the main ex-
ample OC3. Extensive e�orts are made to develop new features and / or complete tools
as described in Section 2.3.5. In section 2.3.6, a description of ADCoS – the aeroelastic
tool that is used in this work – in its onshore version is provided and finally, section 2.3.7
gives an overview on the possibilities of joint modeling via parametric formulae and su-
perelements27.

24http://www.ieawind.org/task_23.html; September 9, 2014.
25http://www.ieawind.org/task_30/task30_Public.html; September 9, 2014.
26Verification and validation are used according to the following definition in the context of this work. Val-

idation answers the question: “Are you building the right thing?”. Here this assures that the tool gives a valid
approximationof thephysics in the realworld. This refers to comparisonsof calculated results tomeasurement
data. Verification answers the question “Are you building it right?”, i.e. are the theories or formulae faultlessly
implemented as intended. This is realized via code-to-code comparisons usually. This definition, including
the abovementioned questions is used in Boehm (1981) for example. It is applicable here even if it is used in a
di�erent context (referring to so�ware user needs, not to physical representation of models) in his work.

27This is not exactly part of the state of the art of OWT modeling only. Parametric formulae are used in o�-
shore structuremodeling in general and the substructuring approach, i.e. the use of superelements is awidely

http://www.ieawind.org/task_23.html
http://www.ieawind.org/task_30/task30_Public.html
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2.3.1 From system simulation to wind turbine loadsmodels

Systems are parts of the real world. Due to the complexity of the real world and the re-
spective systems, understanding a system and its reactions on external input is a task
that can – in many cases – only be realized taking advantage of simplification. That is,
developing a model, examining its behavior and drawing conclusions concerning the
behavior of the real system based on the model behavior. A model is not necessarily a
numerical model, it may be an experimental set-up28, an analytical equation on a piece
of paper, or an idea. But by definition, a model is a simplified representation of a part of
the real world. A model of a system without simplification would be a copy of the sys-
tem and it would not lead to the better understanding of the real world that is intended.
A model is therefore wrong by definition, but it has to represent the relevant aspects of
the system su�iciently accurate. A clear summary of systemmodeling basics is given in
Chapter 1 of Cellier (1991).

Technical systems are a subcategory of systems and engineering is usually dealing with
technical systems. Technical systems and even the models of these systems may be (1)
large, (2) complexand (3)heterogeneous. Thatmeans that themodel consistsof (1)many
elements that have (2)many interactions and that are (3) of di�erent types.

Herein, it is dealt with the technical system OWT29 and numerical modeling and simu-
lation. Numerical simulation in this context is the examination of the model behavior
mentioned above. The simplification of the system is realized onmany levels30. Numer-
ical methods might be based on simplification by representing continuous (structural)
systemsusingdiscrete (or finite) elements (seealsoSection2.3.3). On topof that,models
of di�erent fidelity are used when it comes to an OWT design process.

Figure2.15 showsawind turbine systemmodel in the center andvisualizesmoredetailed
component models – such as the detailed FE soil-pile interaction model shown in the
bottom right figure. Every model is accurate enough for the specific task, i.e. represents
the relevant aspects – as mentioned above – of the real system. This seems trivial, but
the knowledge of the fact that everymodel is wrong in the strict sense and that it is only
reasonable for a specific task should always be present in engineering simulation.

It couldbeargued if a loadsmodel of aWT is large. This stronglydependson theperspec-
tive. Engineers that are usually dealing with CFD-meshes for rotor simulation are used
to larger systems. From the point of view of engineers using WT control design mod-
els, a loads model possibly appears large. The size of the support structure component
models used herein is described in terms of number of degrees of freedom (DOFs), that
are given for each support structure model described in Chapter 4. An example indicat-
ing the complexity of theWT is the interaction between structural dynamic behavior and
aerodynamic loading (see also Section 2.2.3). Obviously, a WT loads model is heteroge-
neous, e.g. because it contains (strongly simplified) fluid dynamics component models
for wind and wave loads and structural models for support structures and blades.

In a design process, WT system models are used to simulate the turbine as a whole in
the respective environment to deduce loads and load e�ects. These are used to design
or to redesign components based onmore detailed component models. A designmodi-
fication of a component leads to a modified detailed component model and this in turn

used general FE procedure. But in this work, both approaches are investigated and applied in the context of
OWT.
28Even if it might evoke opposition in the engineering community to follow a definition that makes experi-

mental work a subitem of modeling and simulation.
29Even with the natural surrounding being part of it, the system as a whole – OWT in environment – is con-

sidered a technical system.
30The visual impact of an OWT in a romantic sunset is definitely part of the system, but this specific aspect

will hardly be part of an engineering model.
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Figure 2.15: Systemmodel and componentmodels in OWTdesign (Figure Source: Fraun-
hofer Institute for Wind Energy and Energy System Technology IWES.

leads to modifications in the simplified component model that is part of the WT system
model. With this update, the simulation is redone, refined loads are deduced and used
to check the proper component design.

Today’s loads models feature a fidelity that is balanced based on the system’s behavior
and continuously rebalanced with developing WTs.

On the one hand side, the loads must be accurate enough to enable a reliable and cost
e�ective design. The complexity of the system (cf. above), i.e. the interactions between
components, leads to coupled models. The WT is actively controlled (see Section 2.2),
has to withstand a stochastic environmental loading (see Section 2.1) and features fa-
tigue driven components. This, in turn leads to a large set of load cases to cover the
turbine’s lifetime realistically. New features like the branched support structures that
are dealt with herein must be modeled properly. Further development of certain com-
ponents might lead to the necessity of new modeling features. As an example, larger
andmore compliant rotor bladesmight call for secondorder deflectionmodels (see Sec-
tion 2.2.3). In general, development of data processing capabilities allows for more de-
tailed models.

On the other hand, in an iterative design process, each design loop must be realized as
e�icient as possible to keep the total e�ort on an acceptable level 31. Aspects that are not
relevant for the specific modeling purpose should not be accounted for. As an example,
a Blade Element Momentum Theory (BEM) model (see Section 2.3.2) is a very simple
aerodynamic model but nevertheless it can lead to su�iciently accurate results when
looking into important loads simulation outputs like blade root bending moments.

31To reduce simulation e�ort, the possible application of simulations in the frequency domain – that is very
common in the design of oil and gas structures (See e.g. Faltinsen (1990)) – is enticing. But due to the non-
linearities of WT systems (see Section 2.2.3), frequency domain approaches generally cannot replace WT time
domain simulation. Therefore it is not elaborated in detail on frequency domain approaches in this work. The
interested readermay refer to Kühn (2001), who gives a comparison of frequency and timedomain approaches
(see especially Table 6.5 of the before mentioned work). Frequency domain simulation can be a reasonable
complement to time domain simulation to decrease simulation e�ort. Savenije and Peeringa (2009) compare
results from frequency domain and time domain simulations, point out di�erences and elaborate for example
on the linearization ofMorisons equationwhich is a premise of the applied frequency domain approach. There
are di�erences in the results, but the authors state, that the faster frequency domain approach is valuable for
design iteration in an early stage. Seidel (2014b) uses a frequency domain approach to calculate wave induced
fatigue loads on amonopile and to perform e�icient comparisons between di�erent sites.
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In Section 2.3.5, current developments concerning aeroelastic tools are described and
for a large subset of these developments the general approach is comparable: The fi-
delity of one component model is increased while the residual loads model is kept the
same. This is straightforward, but it is only reasonable in case (1) the computational and
modeling e�ort is acceptable, (2) the modification has an e�ect on results that are (3)
relevant in the investigated context (cf. above).

It is commonly accepted, that component models with di�erent levels of detail and a
loads model including the WT as a whole, i.e. integrating all the (simple) component
models, are used in the design process. With the stepwise process as described above,
this results in the following use case: A�er calculating loads with the loads model, the
respective component is checked andmodified. Based on that, the detailed component
model is modified. This modification is then transformed to the component model that
is part of the loads model. This transformation – that can for example mean to deduce
beam element bending properties from a shell model of a rotor blade is usually real-
ized manually or by means of small custom-made tools. But generally, it is possible to
automate this translation at least from the more detailed to the simpler model. This
promising field is not elaborated herein, it is referred to the OneWind project, the so�-
ware OneWind R© and the respective literature such as Strach et al. (2012) and Strobel
et al. (2012).

Currently mainly two approaches – or hybrid forms of those – for simulation of load ef-
fects on OWTs are common in Research and Industry. In the following, these two main
approaches are briefly described. It is referred toBöker (2010), Seidel et al. (2004), Seidel
et al. (2005) and Kühn (2001) for details on the hybrid forms32 33.

Usinga sequential approach, theWT ismodeledand simulatedwith a strongly simplified
support structure, e.g. clamped with associated rotational and translational sti�nesses
at the tower base flange. This is usually realized by a wind turbine manufacturer. A�er-
wards, the turbine loade�ects arepassedon toano�shore contractor that is responsible
for the substructure and foundation design. The o�shore contractor then includes the
turbine load e�ects into the substructure and foundation model for the design of those
components and hands back adapted substructure properties and loads to be included
in the turbinemodel to the turbinemanufacturer a�er simulation. Several loopsmay be
realized. This approach is historically grown and has the advantage that confident in-
formation on the respective components do not need to be exchanged between turbine
manufacturer and o�shore contractor. However, this may lead to lacking accuracy e.g.
depending on the definition of the interface and the di�erent sub-models that are used.
But with a certain e�ort and experience accurate results can be achieved as shown in
practical industrial experience.

This work focuses on the coupled, fully-coupled or aero-hydro-servo-elastic approach
that includes the OWT as a system in one numerical model. In the wind community, the
respective tools are usually called aeroelastic tools. The importance of this approach,
that is more straightforward and more accurate compared to those mentioned above,
has continuously grown in the recent years and this development is expected to con-

32Böker describes di�erent approaches as follows: A “superpositionmethod”, that is what is called sequen-
tial approach in this section. The “semi-integrated approach” using an equivalent monopile model when sim-
ulating an OWT on a branched structure combined with a subsequent “retrieval run” to obtain load e�ects
on member level in the support structure. A “sequential approach”, which is a further development of the
“semi-integrated approach”, where a superelement is used instead of the equivalent monopile that replaces
the substructure as a whole. The “full coupling”, where either RNA or support structure are treated as a su-
perelement that is modified in each time step and where the system including this superelement is solved in
one of the so�ware packages involved. The “fully integrated approach” that includes the system as a whole in
one tool. This is referred to as coupled approach herein and this is the approach used in ADCoS-O�shore as
described in Chapter 3.

33Zwick et al. (2015) give a short description of sequential approaches and the respective simulation results
compared to a coupled approach.
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Figure 2.16: OWTmodel in coupled tool with boxes for components and arrows for inter-
actions (Figure source: IWES).

tinue. Each coupled tool features a slightly di�erent fidelitymodeling the di�erent com-
ponents and a large variety of tools is available.

2.3.2 Coupled simulation using the respective tools

Figure 2.16 shows the system OWT as it is typically modeled in an aeroelastic tool on
the example of a turbine on a piled jacket substructure. The modeled subsystems or
components of the turbine are shown in boxes, the arrows represent interactions. The
subsystems may be structured as external components (wind, water, soil and electrical
grid), support structure components (tower, substructure and foundation) and RNA (ro-
tor, drive train, nacelle structure and control system). What is common for all the tools
that are used in (industrial) loads simulation is that every component is modeled in a
simplified way compared to the detailedmodels that component designers take advan-
tage of. This is due to the fact that computational e�iciency is important, because (1) all
components are modeled in one system model and (2) the number of load cases that
has to be simulated in a standard loads simulation is large.

For the structural dynamic description in OWT time domain simulations, multibody
simulation (MBS)-, FE- or modal-approaches are used. The basis of MBS are intercon-
nected rigid bodies that are restricted with constraint conditions. The links between the
bodiesmay be realized as simple kinematic joints or typically in terms of spring damper
systems. Such a dynamic system can be described with a system of ordinary di�eren-
tial equation in time. MBS systems were originally developed for the calculation of rigid
body motions and large deflections and are therefore well suited for such problems. An
introduction to MBS with a focus on the interconnections between the bodies is given
byWoernle (2011). Wittenburg (2008) elaborates on themathematical background. The
level of sophistication and the variety of features of modern general purpose MBS tools
canbe studied in the respective so�waredocumentation34. One important feature in the

34See for example: http://www.mscso�ware.com/product/adams; January 14, 2015.

http://www.mscsoftware.com/product/adams
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context of WT simulation is the possibility to include flexible bodies in MBS systems.

Using the finite element method (FEM), the partial di�erential equations describing a
structure’s behavior (continuous system) are simplified to di�erence equations (discrete
system) that can be solved numerically. Originally, the FEMwas developed for structural
problems, but it is based on universal principles and can therefore be applied to a large
set of physical problems. Usually the equations are written in matrix form as shown in
Chapter 4 with errors depending on the discretization, i.e. the size of the single element
in relation to the investigated region. For an introduction including the mathematical
background and heat flow examples, as well as structural examples it is referred to Ot-
tosen and Petersson (1992), amore hands-on overview associatedwith the so�ware An-
sys is given by Müller and Groth (2007).

For the structural description in WT simulation, a modal condensation technique (see
also Section 4.1.1) may be used to reduce the number of (FE) DOFs to a small set of
(modal) DOFs to increase computational e�iciency.

Even if mainly combinations of these approaches are used, tools and models may be
labeled as MBS-, FE- or modal-tools (or -models) in literature. In such a case, the label
reflects the approach that is used predominantly35 in the respective tool / model. An ex-
ample involving all three methods would be the use of a FE preprocessor that reduces
structural rotor blade elements tomodal bodies that are included in aMBS environment
for time domain simulation. As shown in Section 2.3.3, di�erent approaches are com-
mon in WT simulation but in general, all approaches allow for flexible structures and
many tools somehow deal with the problem of large deflections.

Soil and foundation are usually implemented in one module. In the most simple case,
the foundation under mudline is assumed to be rigid. More realistically, rotational and
translational sti�nesses, i.e. a soil sti�ness matrix, are applied at mudline. This sti�ness
matrix might be derived with a nonlinear p-y method and can be linearized depending
on the load level. See e.g. API RP 2A-LRFD (1993) for details on nonlinear force displace-
ment relationships for soil representation called p-y curves36 that are based on thework
byReeseet al. (1974). Moredetailedmodels includedistributed linear springs for soil rep-
resentation combined with usually linear elastic piles. From this starting point, includ-
ing the p-y method directly in the aeroelastic model is the next step towards increasing
model fidelity and accuracy.

The control system component usually includes the possibility to set up simple pitch
controllers (PI-control) directly. For the use ofmore sophisticated operation and control
routines, interfaces to external tools may be provided. In this context, an interface to a
dynamic link library (DLL) of the type that is used in the so�ware Bladed might be seen
as a standard by now. For simulation of current WTs, a control system including at least
a blade pitch and a generator torque control is common.

The drivetrain may be divided in mechanical and electrical subcomponents. MBSmight
be used to calculate the behavior of gear box, low speed sha�, high speed sha� and gen-
erator whereas modeling obviously highly depends on the drive train type. At least, a
drive train rotational sti�nessanddamping summed-up inone rotationalDOFanda (me-
chanical) generator in terms of a rotational speed-torque-relationship need to be taken
into account. Power electronics are usually not defined as a separated component. If an
influence fromthepowerelectronics to the residual system is intended in the simulation,
thismaybemodeledaspart of thegeneratordefinitionorwithamodifiedgenerator con-
troller.

Simulation of the electrical grid, or at least of e�ects resulting from the grid is necessary

35It may also reflect the approach that is used basically in the opinion of the respective author.
36Also called Winkler springs.
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in a subset of load cases. Especially grid losses leading to overspeed and a subsequent
shut down of the turbine are included.

Rotor and aerodynamic loads calculation

Wind is described in three-dimensional wind vectors at discrete positions at least over
the rotor swept area over time stochastically (cf. Section 2.1.1). In today’s OWT simula-
tions, Taylor’s Hypothesis that relates temporal to spacial fluctuations as described by
Taylor (1938) is accepted. This is underpinned by recent measurement campaigns (see
Schlipf et al. (2010)). Due to that, the wind field can be described as a three-dimensional
grid in space, sliding over the WT. Constant wind speeds or simple functions over time
(gusts) and space (wind shear) can be simulated in current tools. Thewind speeds at po-
sitions (or time steps) between the given points are interpolated. A turbulence generator
to set up turbulent wind fields (see Section 2.1.1) is included. A pseudo random number
generator, di�erent stochastic seeds and a su�icient37 length of the wind field – that is
defined in the respective standards (see e.g. IEC 61400-3 (2009)) – are used. The wind
generationmay be included directly or an external tool may be coupled to the aeroelas-
tic tool. The wind field may be generated as a whole before starting the simulation.

The rotor is modeled flexible because rotor blades are compliant structures allowing
large deflections that need to be taken into account (cf. Section 2.2). Several structural-
dynamic approaches are common (cf. above and Section 2.3.3).

For aerodynamic loads calculation two inputs are used: The first are li� and drag coef-
ficients depending on the angle of attack. The li� and drag curves are usually derived
from two-dimensional wind tunnel airfoil testing. The parameters are used in combina-
tion with a simple aerodynamic theory such as the BEM.

Glauert (1935) developed BEM to describe the aerodynamics of airplane propellers and
Schmitz (1955) applied it toWT rotors. It became a standard in engineering aerodynamic
calculation and it is described in many definitive books on WTs (see e.g. Burton et al.
(2011)). The theory combines the blade-element and the momentum theory. In blade-
element theory, it is assumed that the blade aerodynamics can be described with two
dimensional airfoils (blade-elements) that are independent of theneighboring elements
for calculation of aerodynamic forces based on local flow conditions. These forces are
then integrated over the blade length. The momentum theory assumes that the loss of
momentum through the rotor area is the work that is done by the air flow on the rotor.
Based on this, the local flow conditions can be calculated that are the input for the loads
calculationwith blade-element theory. Combining both, a simple static theory to iterate
the aerodynamic forces is described. To overcome its basic restrictions, BEM is extended
with modifications to account for hub- and tip losses. A correction for yaw errors and
the so-called turbulent wake state are included (originally described in Glauert (1935)
and Glauert (1926)). During fast changes in inflow conditions, dynamic stall occurs. This
nonlinear and unsteady separation and reattachment of the flow is usually accounted
for by using semi-empirical corrections (see Leishman and Beddoes (1989)).

A more general theory for the description of the pressure distribution over a rotor is the
potential-flow-based Generalized Dynamic Wake Theory (GDW) as described in Peters
and He (1991). It includes three-dimensional and unsteady e�ects and the respective
equations can be solved directly (non-iterative). Aerodynamics of WTs are described in
more detail in Hansen (2007b) and summarized in the context of WT tool development
in Moriarty and Hansen (2005). Hansen and Madsen (2011) give a detailed overview on
WT aerodynamics. With the relative velocities at the rotor, aeroelastic e�ects (cf. Sec-
tion 2.2) are included in the simulation.

37See also Section 2.3.4 for loads di�erences resulting from di�erent stochastic realizations.
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Support structure and hydrodynamic loads calculation

Substructure and tower are modeled flexible and several structural dynamics ap-
proaches are common (cf. above and Section 2.3.3). The models include the possibil-
ity for loads calculation on the submergedmembers based on Morison’s representation
(see Morison et al. (1950)) and a simple drag force calculation to account for wind on the
structural parts above the waterline. Buoyancy loads and load e�ects that result from
marine growth need to be taken into account. In the case of floating WTs, at least a sim-
ple mooring line model needs to be included.

Regular (cf. Section 2.1.2) and irregular (cf. Section 2.1.2) water wave kinematics are
used as input inMorison’s semi-empiric representation. Herein, the total load per length
qwave, which is in the basic formulation perpendicular to the considered cylinder, is a
superposition of an inertia component qm and a drag component qd (here for relative
kinematics between structure and fluid, horizontal water particle kinematics and a ver-
tical tubular structure):

qwave = ρw
π

4
D2üw + Caρw

π

4
D2(üw − ü)︸ ︷︷ ︸

qm

+
1

2
CdρwD|u̇w − u̇|(u̇w − u̇)︸ ︷︷ ︸

qd

(2.10)

The inertia term is derived assuming a potential flow problem (nonviscous, incompress-
ible and irrotational fluid) around a cylindrical tube. It consists of two terms. The first
term (Froude-Krylov Force) depends on the absolute acceleration of the fluid üw and the
displacedwater (hereρw

π
4D

2 = ρwA, as qwave is the forceper length). Surface e�ects are
not taken into account, there is no damping due to wave radiation for example. The sec-
ond term depends on the relative acceleration between fluid and structure üw − ü and
the hydrodynamic added mass Caρw

π
4D

2 that may be interpreted as the water mass
moving with the structure through the water. The added mass coe�icient Ca depends
on the cross sectional shape and the local flow conditions.

Viscous drag is neglected assuming a potential flow problem but it was found to have a
significant influence on the loads. Therefore, the empirical term qd – depending on the
water density ρw, the diameter of the structure perpendicular to the fluid velocityD, the
square of the relative velocity |u̇w − u̇|(u̇w − u̇) and the empirical drag coe�icientCd –
is included. Morison’s representation leads to an inertia componentwith a phase shi� of
90 ◦ and a drag component in phase with the water surface elevation.

Morison’s basic formulation is extended e.g. with terms for tangential drag along amem-
ber or using a modified inertia term to account for larger diameter members (see Mac-
Camy and Fuchs (1954)). However, it is still an approachwith strong restrictions and em-
pirical coe�icients that have to be derived frome.g. tank testing. See Sarpkaya (2010) for
a comprehensive critique of Morison’s representation that is widely used primarily due
to its simplicity.

2.3.3 Capabilities of currently available aeroelastic tools in detail

Developers38 and modeling capabilities of tools are shown in Table 2.2. The table is fo-
cused on tools for bottommounted support structures, a comparable overview is given
38Code developers: NREL, MSC.So�ware (MSC), Ansys Inc. (Ansys), Texas A&M University (TAMU), Ameri-

can Bureau of Shipping (ABS), McDermott International Inc. (McDermott) from the USA; Endowed Chair for
Wind Energy at the Institute for Aircra� Design at the Universität Stuttgart (SWE), IWES, Leibniz Universität
Hannover (LUH), Institute of Mechatronics at Chemnitz University of Technology (IFM), REpower Systems SE
now Senvion SE (Senvion), Aero Dynamik Consult Ingenieurgesellscha� mbH (ADC), SIMPACK AG (SIMPACK),
Siemens PLM So�ware (PLM) from Germany; Risø National Laboratory for Sustainable Energy and Technical
University of Danmark (Risø DTU), Siemens AG - Wind Power (Siemens) from Denmark; Germanischer Lloyd
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in Table 6 of Robertson et al. (2014) with a focus on floating OWTs.

Aerodynamic calculations are based on BEM and GDW (cf. Section 2.3.2) including dy-
namic stall corrections inmost of the tools39. A particlemethod– that is computationally
more costly – is only implemented in GAST.

Hydrodynamic loads are calculated basically with Airy wave theory, stream-function
wave theories or user defined kinematics combined with Morison’s equation. Other
wave theories arenotdetailedhereand theconstrainedwaveapproach (cf. Section2.1.2)
is not included in the table. Methods based on potential flow are implemented in a few
tools. Most of the tools provide interfaces to include controller-DLLs and simple algo-
rithms are usually directly implemented. Alaska/Wind, FAST, HAWC2 and andMicroSAS-
OWT provide interfaces to Matlab for controls development. Structural modeling is usu-
ally based on Multibody formulations (MBS), modal reduced systems, the FEM or com-
binations of those. The (catenary) mooring system of a floating WT may be simulated
in some of the tools using user-defined force-displacement relationships or quasi-static
catenary equations. For further information on the tools, refer to the publicly available
manuals (e.g. HAWC2, Bladed, FAST), theweb pages of the so�ware developers (e.g. An-
sys, Adams, SIMPACK)andpublicationspresenting the tool development to the scientific
community (e.g. Seidel et al. (2005) for Flex5-ASASNL, Böker (2010) for Flex5-Poseidon).
ADCoS-O�shore is described in more detail in Chapter 3.

2.3.4 Tool verification and validation

Code-to-code verifications allow for simplification of load cases andmodels and, there-
fore,make it possible to tracebackdi�erences to theunderlying sources. A code-to-code
comparison may get close to a validation for newly developed codes if those are tested
against tools that are widely used and were extensively validated in advance.

In contrast, during a validation process, load cases – which means in this case the in-
fluence from the physical environment – can not be simplified or partially switched o�,
even if simple external conditionsmaybe selected from long termmeasurements for cer-
tain comparisons. Kaufer and Cheng (2014) elaborate accurately on the challenges and
limitations during a validation process. Furthermore, it can hardly be analyzed to which
extent a di�erence found between simulated and measured data is due to modeling er-
rors, measurement errors or limitations of implemented theories. In practice, it is o�en
a challenge to get detailed design data of a given turbine and structure due to confiden-
tiality reasons from the manufacturer’s side40. And especially o�shore, a measurement
campaign is a complex and costly task.

Summing up, verification is a reasonable first step during codedevelopment, it has tech-
nical advantages – not advantages in terms of e�ort only – compared to direct validation
and it might even replace validation to a certain extent depending on the confidence
towards the other tools in the comparison41.

In the OC3 project, NREL’s generic 5MWWT (see Section 4.2 for a more detailed turbine

Garrad Hassan (GH) from the United Kingdom; Institute for Energy Technology and the Norwegian University
of Life Sciences (IFE-UMB), Norwegian Marine Technology Research Institute (MARINTEK), Norwegian Univer-
sity of ScienceandTechnology (NTNU), FedemTechnologyAS (Fedem), SINTEF, Virtual PrototypingA/S (Virtual
Prototyping) fromNorway; National Technical University of Athens (NTUA), Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
(AUTh) from Greece; Energy Center of the Netherlands (ECN), Knowledge Center Wind Turbine Materials and
Constructions (WMC) from the Netherlands.
39In some of the tools, a filter causing a time delay in the equilibrium of momentum loss over the rotor and

locally calculated aerodynamic loads is implemented to enhance BEM . Such dynamic wake models are also
called GDW by some authors. It is not di�erentiated between both in the table provided here.
40In a large research consortium and for a state of the art turbine, this is basically impossible.
41It is obvious that common simulation techniques do not need to be validated for every single application.
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Table 2.2: Overview of aero-hydro-servo-elastic modeling capabilities. The abbrevia-
tions used here are given in Table 2.3.

Code Developer Aerodynamics
(aero)

Hydrodynamics
(hydro)

Control
(servo) Structure (elastic)

ADAMS-
Aerodyn

MSC + NREL +
LUH + IWES

BEM or GDW +
DSI

Airystr. or UD or
Stream + ME DLL or UD MBS

ADAMS-
WaveLoads

MSC + NREL +
LUH

BEM or GDW +
DSI

Airystr. or UD + ME,
Airy + PF + ME DLL or UD Turbine: MBS, Moor-

ings: QSCE, UDFD

ADCoS-
O�shore

ADC + IWES BEM + DSI Airystr. or UD or
Stream + ME DLL or UD FEM

alaska/Wind IFM BEM or GDW +
DSI

Airystr. or UD or
Stream + ME

DLL or UD
or SM FEMP + Modal / MBS

ASHES NTNU BEM + DSI Airystr. + ME UD FEM

BHawC Risø DTU +
Siemens

BEM or GDW +
DSI Airystr. or UD + ME DLL or UD MBS / FEM

Bladed GLGH (V3.X) BEM or GDW +
DSI

Airystr. or UD or
Stream + ME DLL or UD Turbine: FEMP +

Modal / MBS, Moor-
ings: UDFD

Bladed
Multibody
(V4.X)

GLGH BEM or GDW +
DSI

Airystr. or UD or
Stream + ME DLL or UD MBS

FAST NREL BEM or GDW +
DSI

Airystr. or UD + ME,
Airy + PF + ME

DLL or UD
or SM Turbine: FEMP +

Modal / MBS, Moor-
ings: QSCE

FAST-Ansys NREL, Ansys,
ABS

BEM or GDW +
DSI Airystr. or UD + ME DLL or UD

or SM FEMP + Modal / MBS

FAST-
CHARM3D

NREL, TAMU,
ABS

BEM or GDW +
DSI Airy + PF + ME DLL or UD

or SM Turbine: FEMP +
Modal / MBS, Moor-
ings: FEM

FEDEM
WindPower

Fedem BEM or GDW +
DSI

Airystr. or Stream +
ME DLL or UD FEM + Modal / MBS

FLEX5 Risø DTU BEM or GDW +
DSI

Airystr. or UD or
Stream + ME DLL or UD FEMP + Modal / MBS

FLEX5-
AQWA

Risø DTU + An-
sys + Senvion

BEM or GDW +
DSI Airy +PF + ME DLL or UD Turbine: Modal /

MBS, Moorings: FEM

FLEX5-
ASAS(NL)

Risø DTU + An-
sys + Senvion

BEM or GDW +
DSI

Airystr. or UD or
Stream + ME DLL or UD FEM + Modal / MBS

FLEX5-
Poseidon

Risø DTU + SWE
+ LUH

BEM or GDW +
DSI

Airystr. or UD or
Stream + ME DLL or UD FEM + Modal / MBS

GAST NTUA BEM or 3DFW +
DSI

Airystr. + PF or
Stream + ME DLL or UD MBS / FEM

HAWC Risø DTU BEM or GDW +
DSI Airystr. or UD + ME DLL or UD FEM

HAWC2 Risø DTU BEM or GDW +
DSI

Airystr. or UD or
Stream + ME

DLL or
UD, SM Turbine: MBS / FEM,

Moorings: FEM,
UDFD

MicroSAS-
OWT

McDermott +
NREL + AUTh

BEM or GDW +
DSI Airy or UD + ME DLL or UD

or SM FEMP + Modal / MBS

OneWind IWES BEM or GDW +
DSI Airystr. or UD + ME DLL or UD Turbine: MBS / FEM,

Moorings: QSCE

Phatas-
WMCFem

ECN +WMC BEM + DSI Airystr. or Stream +
ME DLL or UD FEM

Samcef
Wind Tur-
bines

PLM BEM + DSI or UD Airystr. or Stream
or UD + ME DLL or UD Turbine: FEM / MBS.

Moorings: FEM /
UDFD

Simo MARINTEK BEM Airy + PF + ME DLL Turbine: MBS, Moor-
ings: QSCE, MBS

SIMPACK SIMPACK BEM or GDW +
DSI Airy + PF + ME DLL or UD MBS

USFOS-
vpOne

SINTEF + NTNU
+ Virtual Proto-
typing

BEM + DSI Airystr. or Stream +
ME DLL or UD FEM

3Dfloat IFE-UMB BEM or GDW Airystr. or UD or
Stream + ME UD Turbine: FEM, Moor-

ings: FEM, UDFD
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Table 2.3: Abbreviations used in Table 2.2.
BEM: Blade Element Momentum Theory
GDW: Generalized Dynamic Wake Theory
3DFW: Free Wake Vortex Particle Method
DSI: Dynamic stall implementation
Airy: Airy wave theory
Airystr.: Airy wave theory with stretching method(s)
Stream: Stream-function wave theory
ME: Morison’s equation
PF: Linear potential flow with radiation and di�raction
DLL: External dynamic link library (DLL)
SM: Interface to Simulink with MATLAB
UD: User-defined subroutine
UDFD: User-defined force-displacement relationships
QSCE: Quasi-static catenary equations
FEM: Finite element method
FEMP: Finite element method for mode preprocessing only
MBS: Multibody simulation
Modal: Modal reduced systems

description) on a monopile with fixed foundation, a monopile with flexible foundation,
a tripod and a floating spar buoy was simulated in four subsequent phases.

The foundationmodel used in Phase II for themonopile is based on the commonly used
p-y method (see Section 2.3.2) and three simplified linear models are derived: An ap-
parent fixity length (AF) model (extending the monopile using a cantilever beam with
adapted length and sti�ness properties below mudline), a coupled springs (CS) model
(defining coupled rotational and translational springs i.e., a sti�ness matrix at mudline)
and a more detailed, distributed springs (DS) model (extending the monopile below
mudline and defining a set of linear springs distributed over the depth to represent the
soil).

A set of load cases with increasing complexity was defined; load cases and model prop-
erties can be separated in the following subsets:

• Eigenanalyses of the stationary but fully flexible turbine in the absence of water
in the case of the bottom-mounted structures and in still water in the case of the
floating spar buoy are performed.

• All load cases in this set are run with support structure and turbine being rigid.

• The turbine is defined as a flexible onshore WT, i.e. all influences from sea water
are neglected.

• A flexible o�shore structure with an RNA modeled as a tower top mass or with a
rigid nacelle and rotor and with disabled aerodynamic loads is simulated.

• The OWT is fully flexible and all load sources and DOFs are enabled.

In Figure 2.17, results from a load case including the fully flexible OWT on the monopile
with flexible foundation under stochastic wind loading (Vw = 11.4 m/s, Mann model)
and irregular wave loading (Irregular Airy waves, Hs = 6 m, Tp = 10 s) are shown as
an example. The legend on top of the figure shows the partner that submitted the re-
sults42, the so�ware used and the implemented foundationmodel. The graph shows the

42Except for theNational RenewableEnergyCenter of Spain (CENER), the contributors arementionedabove.
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Figure 2.17: Legend for the OC3 Phase II results, Power spectra for fore-a� monopile
bending moment at mudline under combined stochastic wind and wave loading. AF,
CS and DS foundation models are used.

power spectra for fore-a� monopile bending moment at mudline. The results compare
very well among the codes, in general, especially in the frequency range encompassing
the 1st natural frequencies of the support structure, drivetrain, and blades (up to about
1.1 Hz). The di�erences in the higher frequency range are mainly influenced by di�er-
ences among the codes in their predictions of the higher modes of the coupled system.

The comparisons, in general, agreed quite well in the project (see Vorpahl et al. (2013)
for detailed results) and have resulted in a more thorough understanding of the mod-
eling techniques and better knowledge of when various approximations are not valid.
Nevertheless, small results di�erences remain. One finding of the project was, that user
error, e.g. modeling errors occur, but that these errors can be sorted out during the com-
parisons. This is the case because di�erences in the results can be traced back to the
underlying error sources usually. When modeling errors are the only remaining source
of otherwise not explainable errors, they can be eliminated.

All model description and simulation results data from the OC3 project is completely
available to the public43 and can be used in the OWT simulation community without any
limitations e.g. to benchmark newly developed codes44.

The work of OC3 was continued in its follow-up project OC4 in which a jacket type sup-
port structure and a semi-submersible floater are simulated in combination with the
NREL turbine. The jacket structure, that is described in more detail in Section 4.4, was
selected as it was found that there were still open questions, especially concerning the
simulation of local jacket dynamics. The semi-submersible is mainly of interest due to
its challenging hydrodynamics. The project is described in Robertson et al. (2014).

Apart from such large projects, internal code comparisons are realized in many organi-
zations. Examples are the verification of alaska/Wind against Bladed, FAST and FLEX5
at Chemnitz University (see Taubert et al. (2011)), verifying the in-house developed cou-

43http://oc4.collaborationhost.net/Shared%20Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2fShared%
20Documents%2fTask%2023%20OC3&FolderCTID=&View={DC884BEA-74B2-46A4-818C-9F385564CDF6};
October 2, 2014.
44This was realized already by IWES during the development of the so�wareOneWind R© (formerly OnWind).

Even thoughOneWindwasnot testedwithinOC3over the courseof theproject, the so�warewasbenchmarked
using the OC3 results a�er the OC3 project has ended.

http://oc4.collaborationhost.net/Shared%20Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2f Shared%20Documents%2fTask%2023%20OC3&FolderCTID=&View={DC884BEA-74B2-46A4-818C-9F385564CDF6}
http://oc4.collaborationhost.net/Shared%20Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2f Shared%20Documents%2fTask%2023%20OC3&FolderCTID=&View={DC884BEA-74B2-46A4-818C-9F385564CDF6}
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pling betweenPoseidon and Flex5 against Bladed as shown in Kaufer et al. (2010) at SWE
or the stepwise verification of OneWind at IWES (results not yet published). Zwick et al.
(2015) continued the verification of FEDEM-wind power that was realized in OC4 against
Bladed results.

Not only the system simulation, but also single aspects of the aeroelastic simulations
are verified. Zwick and Muskulus (2014) elaborate on di�erences that result from the
commonly applied stochastic wind and wave realizations. They conclude, that an error
of 12-34%ormore shouldbeexpected forultimate loadsandanerrorof 6-12%shouldbe
expected for fatigue loads (powerproductioncase, over allwindspeeds, 1%probability).

A detailed description of simulation tool and model validation is not the scope of this
work. In this context, it is referred in Söker et al. (2006). There, the validation of design
loads for WTs is briefly described and the validation of simulation tools and models is
characterized as the first part of this design loads validation process. The paper refers to
the respective International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standards. IEC 61400-13
(2005) gives detailed information on data acquisition and processing and refers directly
to the (simulated) load cases described in IEC 61400-1 (2005) for comparison.

Extensive measurement campaigns were carried out during the Beatrice Wind Farm
Demonstrator Project where two REpower45 5M WTs were installed in a water depth of
45m on jacket type support structures. Results are detailed in Seidel and Ostermann
(2009) and the challenge to record su�icient wind and wave data for design validation
during the campaign is described. Another example is the Research at Alpha Ventus
(RAVE) initiative46, a research framework accompanying the construction and operation
of theGermanAlpha Ventus test sitewith its six AREVAMultibrid turbines on tripod struc-
tures and six Senvion machines on jacket structures. During this e�ort, extensive mea-
surement data is gathered. Results are presented by Kaufer and Cheng (2014) for ex-
ample. They conclude, that the validation is successful in general and state that one
main challenge in this process is the accurate representation of environmental data.
That means, that it is di�icult to adjust the simulated wind and wave field to the real
environmental situation, because the sensors for the environmental data are limited.
This limitationmakes it di�icult to validate results for single time series in time domain.
This is realizedonly qualitatively. Spectral comparisons in contrast, canbe realizedmore
precisely. Component models are validated as well. As an example, in Robertson et al.
(2015), wave loads on a simple cylindrical structure are validated. The results in gen-
eral compare well. But results di�erences remain. The estimated drag coe�icients, Cd
for Morison’s equation (cf. Section 2.3.2) for example di�er between Cd, min = 0.2 and
Cd, max = 2 which is obviously a large di�erence. It must be stated, that in this case, in-
ertia dominated waves are investigated. This reduces the importance of the drag term
simultaneously increases the di�iculty to properly determine it.

During the HyWind project47, in which the world’s first large OWT on a floating structure
was installed, an extensive measurement campaign was carried out.

2.3.5 Current developments of aeroelastic tool capabilities

Research needs are identified in several areas concerning coupled OWT simulation tools
or – more general – in the WT design process. The developments are mainly driven by
industrial developments.

• More sophisticated hydrodynamics modeling becomes important, especially for
45Now Senvion.
46http://rave.iwes.fraunhofer.de/rave/pages/welcome; September 09, 2014.
47http://www.statoil.com/en/TechnologyInnovation/NewEnergy/RenewablePowerProduction/O�shore/

Hywind/Pages/HywindPuttingWindPowerToTheTest.aspx; October 2, 2014.

http://rave.iwes.fraunhofer.de/rave/pages/welcome
http://www.statoil.com/en/TechnologyInnovation/NewEnergy/RenewablePowerProduction/Offshore/Hywind/Pages/HywindPuttingWindPowerToTheTest.aspx
http://www.statoil.com/en/TechnologyInnovation/NewEnergy/RenewablePowerProduction/Offshore/Hywind/Pages/HywindPuttingWindPowerToTheTest.aspx
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large monopiles and floating platforms. A research project focusing – among oth-
ers – on the hydrodynamic challenges related to the use of largemonopiles is cur-
rently developed at IWES48. Tools for floating turbines are currently being further
developed. JonkmanandCordle (2011) give anoverviewon the state of the art and
Matha et al. (2011) elaborate on hydrodynamics of non-slender floating platforms.
In this context, wave di�raction e�ects (du to the large structural diameter) aswell
as wave radiation (due to large platformmotions) may become important. A pos-
sible next step towardsmore sophisticatedmodels are tailored panel methods for
hydrodynamic loads simulation49. Beyer et al. (2013) use a coupling between an
aeroelastic tool and CFD for the modeling of an OWT on a spar-buoy type floater.

• Integration of ice loads simulation in coupled tools is currently realized (see e.g.
Heinonen et al. (2011) and verification and validation of the respective tool is ongo-
ing. Popko et al. (2012) give a focused summary on consideration of sea ice loading
in the current standards and guidelines especially for application in the Baltic Sea
and point out the respective limitation and future needs.

• The limitations of BEM are commonly understood (cf. Section 2.3.2), especially for
example for load cases including large yaw errors. Several tools already have the
GDW implemented, other groups are working on this topic. The next level when
increasing the fidelity in WT codes are vortex methods (see e.g. Snell (2003) and
Hauptmann et al. (2012)). Onemain aim in this context is to establish solutions be-
tween simple, fast implemented and simulated but less accurate theories like the
BEM on the one hand and computational fluid dynamics including fluid-structure
interaction approaches, that are very expensive in terms of modeling e�ort and
simulation time, on the other hand. Some sophisticated codes use blade-element
theory for the blade loads coupled with CFD and a momentum sink approach for
the induced velocities and the wake. Nevertheless e�orts are made to develop
fluid structure interactionmethods (CFD combinedwith a structural solver) to bet-
ter understand WT aerodynamics and to run small numbers of critical load cases
with high accuracy as well (see Corson et al. (2012) for example).

• O�shore wind parks are built and – to an even larger extent – planned as arrays
of many turbines. This is mainly due to economies of scale concerning grid con-
nection, cabling, transformer stations and maintenance. But it leads every tur-
bine being heavily exposed to the wakes of other turbines50, which in turn leads
to a global velocity loss and higher turbulence. The detailed description of the
wake, the resulting consequences on load e�ects (and energy yield) are current
research fields, and first results frommeasurement campaigns imply that the sim-
plifiedwakemodels described in standards suchas IEC61400-3 (2009) arenot cov-
ering the topic su�iciently (see Schmidt et al. (2013) and Barthelmie et al. (2009)).
This applies for both, loads and energy yield.

• Especially for large drivetrains, simplified modeling (cf. Section 2.3.2) leads to in-
accurate load assumptions. More detailed drivetrain models may be included e.g.
using interfaces as realized in Bladed for gear box models through a defined in-
terface to external so�ware compiled as DLLs51. Another approach is to extend
existing MBS drivetrain libraries for global WT dynamics simulation as described

48TANDEM,Towards anadvanceddesignof largemonopiles, tobe submittedat theGermanFederalMinistry
for Economic A�airs and Energy (BMWi).
49Asanexample, aGHBladedAdvancedHydroversion is currentlybeingverified (betaversion), asmentioned

in Robertson et al. (2014).
50“We are always stating the low turbulence levels and higher wind speeds as advantages o�shore. This

is the case for one turbine, but no one wants to build wind farms of single turbines”; Torben Larsen, Senior
Scientist of Risø DTU on wake e�ects at ISOPE, 2011 Maui HA, USA (orally, not word for word).

51http://www.gl-garradhassan.com/en/so�ware/bladed/TurbineDefinition.php; September 27, 2011.

http://www.gl-garradhassan.com/en/software/bladed/TurbineDefinition.php
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in Hauptmann et al. (2007) using SIMPACK52. In Strobel et al. (2011) it is described,
that existing drivetrain libraries can be included in OneWind.

• Current research topics are themore detailedmodeling of support structures and
the respective investigations concerning the structural behavior. One possibil-
ity to increase the accuracy is to implement a beam model including shear ef-
fects (Timoshenko-Theory or Timoshenko-like theories) instead of a simple Euler-
Bernoulli (EB) beam theory. It was shown by Nichols et al. (2009), in Vorpahl et al.
(2013) and in Klausmann et al. (2012) that the use of a more sophisticated beam
model leads to significantdi�erences for certain loade�ects ina tripodstructure53.
Another approach is the more sophisticated joint description in coupled model-
ing. This is what is described in the present work. Significant work was realized
by Böker (2010) in this context. Local vibration e�ects for jacket structures were
investigated by Popko et al. (2014) using beammodels.

• For design optimization of support structures, design process and tool capabili-
ties are extended to include site- and structure-specific load mitigation systems
(i.e. controls). Recent research has shown that by including specific controls into
the design process and simulations of o�shore support structures, cost-e�ective
solutions can be obtained (Fischer (2012)). Specific load phenomena like exten-
sive sideways structural vibrations as described in Fischer et al. (2012) and Tarp-
Johansen et al. (2009), measurement techniques like LIDAR (Schlipf et al. (2010),
Carcangiu et al. (2011)) or structural dampers (Rodríguez et al. (2011)) are in the
focus.

This list is not comprehensive. Aeroelastic simulation is a task that integrates a large set
of relatively di�erent disciplines – which becomes obvious when considering the loads
models including every component of a turbine in a simplified manner. Research and
development needs – or potentials – arise at almost every interface between the respec-
tive componentmodel in loads simulation and the specialist discipline dealing with this
component in detail.

2.3.6 The onshore version of the aeroelastic tool ADCoS

This section briefly describes the aeroelastic tool ADCoS54, developed by Aero Dynamik
Consult Ingenieurgesellscha�mbH (ADC) in its onshore version.

The tool was developed for coupled onshore WT simulation. The structural calculation
is based on a nonlinear FE approach, i.e. each time step is iterated until a convergence
criterion for the dynamic force andmoment equilibrium conditions is reached. Loads on
the deflected structure are included. A direct time integration method is used to solve
the equations ofmotion. Basically, a two noded standard EB beamelement in 3-D space
is used for the structural description of both, RNA and support structure. Bend-twist or
bend-bend coupling terms are not taken into account for the support structure descrip-
tion. Nonlinear e�ects on the blades, like 2nd order pitch moments resulting from large
blade deflections or torsional sti�ening of the blades due to di�erent rotational speeds
are directly included in the time domain simulations. Local dynamic e�ects concerning

52One of the general trends in aeroelastic tool development is the extension of existing MBS tools
to the needs of OWT simulation. These tools usually feature possibilities for detailed drivetrain
modeling. Examples are SIMPACK (http://www.simpack.com/industrial_sectors_wind.html; February 4,
2015.) or Samcef Wind Turbines (http://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/en_us/products/lms/samtech/
samcef-wind-turbines.shtml; February 4, 2015.).

53The use of Timoshenko-Theory in ADCoS-O�shore is mentioned in Section 2.3.6 as well.
54http://www.aero-dynamik.de/Home_17.html; October 31, 2014.

http://www.simpack.com/industrial_sectors_wind.html
http://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/en_us/products/lms/samtech/samcef-wind-turbines.shtml
http://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/en_us/products/lms/samtech/samcef-wind-turbines.shtml
http://www.aero-dynamik.de/Home_17.html
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single members of a branched support structure are described because thesemembers
are modeled with beam elements.

A simple PI controller for the pitch system and a torque-speed look-up table for the gen-
erator may be defined in the ADCoS Graphical User Interface (GUI) directly. An interface
to external controller DLLs is available to include more sophisticated pitch and or gen-
erator torque controllers. The electrical grid is not included in ADCoS models in detail,
but transient e�ects like grid losses may be included via external DLL. The drivetrain is
basicallymodeled as an oscillator with a torsional DOF (including torsional sti�ness and
damping), a gearbox ratio, two masses and time-dependent moments at both sides of
the sha�, i.e. at the generator rotor and the WT rotor.

Wind is simulated as described in Section 2.3.2 in ADCoS. A turbulence generator sets
up wind fields based on the Kaimal model and a rectangular grid is used. Aerodynamic
loads are calculated based on look-up tables for drag, li� and moment coe�icients and
BEM (cf. Section 2.3.2). Hub and tip losses and a dynamic stall model as described by
Leishman and Beddoes (1989) are included.

The soil structure interaction is notmodeled in detail in ADCoS. Modelsmay be clamped
at mudline in manually selected DOFs, an AF model or a CS model (see Section 2.3.4 for
a brief description of the models) may be used. ADCoS – in its basic onshore version – is
described inmoredetail inKleinhansl et al. (2004). A recent development inADCoS is the
possibility to use beams allowing for shear deflection (Timoshenko-like beamelements)
instead of the basic EB beams, this is described in detail in Klausmann et al. (2012).

2.3.7 Joint modeling with parametric formulae and superelements

In this section, reasons for enhancing joint models are given and two possibilities to
model joints of braced o�shore structures are outlined.

In case of slender tubularmembers, beamelements (that are used in the basic version of
ADCoS) usually lead to su�icient accuracy combined with relatively low computational
e�ort. In a beam model the single elements are clamped at the position of the joints.
Theoretically, this can lead either to an over- or to an underestimation of the sti�ness of
the joints and the surrounding structural elements: The e�ect that decreases the sti�-
ness of a real joint – like a welded connection between a chord member with a larger
diameter and a bracemember with a smaller diameter – compared towhat is calculated
in suchasimplifiedmodel, is a supplementary local flexibility. This flexibility results from
the fact that thebendedbracecausesa local indentation in thechord. On theotherhand,
the representation of a welded tube to tube connection as a simple beam model leads
to the use of beam elements that are longer than the real steel tubes. This is due to the
fact that the beam elements in the model are connected to each other at the intersec-
tion of the centerlines of the tubes, whereas in reality, one tube is welded to the other
at the radius of the tube. Longer beams with the same bending sti�ness lead to larger
displacements for the same loads and therefore the model becomes more flexible than
the real joint. For the o�shorewind application anunderestimation of sti�ness is usually
expected in the models, therefore supplementary flexibility should be included.

The joint flexibility obviously has an influence on the eigenstates of o�shore support
structures and on internal forces and moments55. As described in De Vries (2008), the
joints of OWT structures are o�en design drivers because of their sensitivity to fatigue
loads. This means that the joint modeling in beam models of OWT support structures

55For a twelve-legged jacket structure carrying wellhead facilities exposed to wave loading, it is described
inHSEOTR (2002) that a simulationmodel including local joint flexibility leads to amassively increased fatigue
life estimation for certain structural components.
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Figure 2.18: Joint geometry, loads and DOFs as given by Buitrago (Figure 1 of Buitrago
and Healy (1993)).

is erroneous and the joints are critical structural elements. It is therefore a reasonable
approach to enhance joint models.

Parametric formulae

On the basis of a model including clamped beams at joints there are several possibili-
ties to enhance joint modeling. The approaches described in Fessler et al. (1986a,b) and
E�hymiou (1985) are common. Romeijnet al. (1991) refer toFessler andE�hymiouand in-
vestigated a multiplanar girder structure with di�erent configurations of K-joints. They
developed sti�ness coe�icients for the modeling of the joints including LJF based on
joint models with clamped and free brace ends and came to the conclusion thatmodels
in which all ends are clamped except the loaded one lead to more accurate results than
models with free ends.

Parametric equations were developed by Buitrago and Healy (1993) to describe LJF as
follows: The total displacements are described in two portions. The first portion is the
global displacement that results from the bending deformation of the joint modeled as
a simple beam. The second portion results from the local e�ect described above and
is called LJF. The LJF depends on the load direction, its value and the joint configura-
tion. It is defined for the di�erent joints – gapped K-joints, overlapped K-joints, Y-joints
and X-joints were investigated – and for each relevant load direction separately and re-
lated to the load. The LJFs are made nondimensional with the member diameter and
the modulus of elasticity.

Figure 2.18 shows Buitrago’s definitions to characterize a joint. As an examples for the
calculation of the LJFs, Equation 2.11 and Equation 2.12 give the influence factors from
which the LJFs are calculated following Buitrago for two cases. Equation 2.11 gives the
influence factor fδ1ax1,k for an axial load on brace one in case of a K-Joint that is loaded on
both braces:

fδ1ax1,k = 5.90τ−0.114 exp(−2.163βb)γ
1.869ζ0.009 sin1.869 θ1 sin−0.089 θ2. (2.11)

In case of a Y-joint, that is axially loaded on its brace, the influence factor fax,y is

fax,y = 5.69τ−0.111 exp(−2.251βb)γ
1.898 sin1.769 θ. (2.12)
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Figure 2.19: Basic FE beammodel of joint (le�) andmodified model including local joint
flexibility as described in Buitrago and Healy (1993) (right).

In the equations, the definitions based on the geometric properties given in figure 2.18

τ =
tj
Tj
, βb =

dj
Dj

, γ =
Dj

2Tj
, ζ =

gb
Dj

(2.13)

and the brace angles θi are used.

The calculation of the LJFs is performed using detailed FE analyses with shell models of
the joints. Many of those analyses were carried out with di�erent joint configurations in
which the geometrical parameters given in equation 2.13 and the angles θi were varied
systematically. With the results and the necessary interpolations, parametric formulae
are derived that describe the sti�ness characteristics of awide range of joints of o�shore
structures in a relatively simple way.

Simulating o�shore structures as beam models, those factors can be included as de-
scribed in Schaumann and Böker (2008) using short flexible beam elements with the
propertiesderived fromtheparametric formulae. Those flexible elements are connected
at the radius and not at member centerlines using supplementary rigid links56. This is
reasonableas thedeformationoccurs at the radius,where the tubesare connectedphys-
ically andovercomes the problemof the beammembers being longer than in reality that
is described above. Figure 2.19 shows an exemplary joint as basic beammodel (le�) and
including a flexible element and a rigid link to account for the joint flexibility (right).

Buitrago’s approach can obviously be used in a simulation system that allows for the use
of beam elements only and it does not increase the computational e�ort considerably.
But it has disadvantages: The factors to include the joint flexibilities were deduced for
planar joints with geometric parameters common in the oil and gas industry. Therefore
those factors are – in the strict sense – only valid for those special types of joints. The
factors depend on the loading conditions and the joint geometry. That means, that a K-
joint for example that is loadedononeof thebraces only has tobe consideredas a Y-joint
for the LJF calculation. In a time domain simulation, the same joint may be loaded on
both braces in another time step and this leads to the use of di�erent influence factors
as illustrated with Equation 2.11 and Equation 2.12. The result are di�erent LJFs. This is
impractical formany types of simulations and therefore further simplificationsmight be
necessary. The formulaedescribing the joint flexibility arebasedon thecharacteristicsof
welded joints and therefore not suitable for other solutions, like cast joints for example.

Buitrago set up the parametric formulae based on FE calculations with shell elements
in the early nineties, because it was not possible to solve the whole FE system for each
single task. Increased computer performance may nowadays overcome this restriction
and the FE systems might be computed directly. Buitrago’s approach is included in the
Det Norske Veritas (DNV) O�shore Standard on OWT support structure design (see DNV-
OS-J101 (2014)).
56Buitrago and Healy (1993) and Romeijn et al. (1991) already used short rigid members too.
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Superelements

A more accurate approach, which is also applicable independent of joint type, dimen-
sions and loading, is the so-called superelement or substructuring approach that is not
only used in the o�shore oil and gas industry, but in several other industrial sectors like
the automotive or aeronautic industry as well, and implemented in commercially avail-
able general purpose FE tools such as Ansys or Nastran57.

The general approach is to implement detailed FE models of the respective substruc-
tures58 of the investigated system. So-called master nodes are defined connecting the
detailedmodel to the residual structure. In a reductionprocedure the systemmatrices of
the substructure are condensed to reduced superelementmatrices with the DOFs of the
master nodes. The sti�ness matrix reduction – or condensation – is called static reduc-
tion and described in definitive books like Stelzmann et al. (2006) or Bathe (2001). The
condensed nodes are called slave nodes or internal nodes. Two methods are common
to reduce the mass matrix that are both based on static reduction. The Guyan reduc-
tion procedure (Guyan (1965)) uses the same transformation for reduction of the mass
matrix as applied to the sti�ness matrix. For the sti�ness matrix reduction Guyan refers
to Turner et al. (1956). In contrast, the component mode synthesis or Craig-Bampton
method (Craig and Bampton (1968)) uses a user defined set of eigenvalues of the unre-
duced system to define the transformation of the mass matrix.

The combination of static reduction and Guyan’s method is clearly described in Böker
(2010) and summarized as follows. The static reduction starts with the matrix equation

K u = F (2.14)

that gives the equilibrium between the external load vector F with the sti�ness matrix
K times the displacement vector u (static problem). It is reorganized as[

K
aa

K
ac

K
ca

K
cc

]
·
[
ua
uc

]
=

[
F a
F c

]
(2.15)

with the indices2a referring tomaster DOFs and2c referring to slave DOFs respectively.
The objective is to eliminate the slave DOFs and to get the formulation

K
red.

ua = F s (2.16)

with the sti�ness matrixK
red.

of the superelement59, the respective superelement dis-
placement vector ua and the generalized load vector F s.

Equation 2.15 leads to

uc = K
cc
−1
(
F c −Kca

ua

)
. (2.17)

This equation is used to eliminate uc from Equation 2.15, what results in(
K
aa
−K

ac
K
cc
−1 K

ca

)
ua = F a −Kac

K
cc
−1 F c. (2.18)

With

K
red.

= K
aa
−K

ac
K
cc
−1K

ca
(2.19)

57http://www.mscso�ware.com/; June 4, 2012.
58The substructure is the part of a structure, that is modeled in detail and then replaced by a superelement.

The substructure being a part of an OWT support structure is not meant when substructures arementioned in
this Section.

59The denominations reduced sti�ness matrix or condensed sti�ness matrix may also be used.

http://www.mscsoftware.com/
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and

F s = F a −Kac
K
cc
−1 F c (2.20)

This is the form of eqation 2.16.

With the transformation matrix T defined as

T =

[
I

−K
cc
−1K

ca

]
(2.21)

(Including the identity matrix I with its dimension that results from the number of DOFs
of ua),Kred.

and F s can in general be formulated as

K
red.

= TT K T (2.22)

and

F s = TT F . (2.23)

As described above, Guyanused the static reduction and extended it to themore general
dynamic problem described with the equation of motion

M ü+ C u̇+K u = F . (2.24)

He proposed to use the transformationmatrix T – that is defined in Equation 2.21 for the
sti�ness matrix – for the mass matrixM and the damping matrix C also. This leads to
the superelement mass matrix

M
red.

= TT M T (2.25)

and damping matrix

C
red.

= TT C T. (2.26)

For both reduction methods the transformation of the sti�ness matrix is not an approx-
imation, which means that the sti�ness properties between the master nodes are the
same for both models, the detailed FEmodel and the superelement.

Obviously, the reduction of the mass matrix is an approximation, because it is not pos-
sible to reduce the number of DOFs of a dynamic system and to conserve the level of
accuracy at the same time. But this is not considered to be important for time domain
simulation of OWTs with branched support structures because the internal mass distri-
bution in the superelements – here the joints – has no significant influence on the overall
dynamic behavior of the OWT. It is expected that in the described cases investigated in
this work, even a lumpedmass for a whole joint would not lead to significant errors60.

A general problem applying a superelement approach to tubular structures when using
connections between superelements and beam elements is that the master nodes are
connected to the tube’s walls via rigid links. The cross sections at the respective po-
sitions are sti�ened and ovalization is avoided. The real deformation of a loaded joint
includes an ovalization of the tubularmembers near the connection. Thismust be taken
into account when deciding on the position of the master nodes, which means that the
distance betweenmaster node and the positionwhere the tubes actually intersectmust
have a certain length (see Dubois et al. (2013)).

The computational e�ort for time domain simulations is not increasing with the de-
scribed method compared to simulations with the basic beam model, as the number
of DOFs is approximately the same.
60Internal modes of single joints are associated with a much higher fidelity in the modeling than what is

reasonable in the context of this work. This is themain reason to use the simpler Guyan reduction and not the
Craig-Bampton method. (Even if the Craig-Bampton method is accepted to be more sophisticated, and to be
state of the art for other modeling tasks.)



Chapter 3

Development of ADCoS-O�shore

This chapter describes the development of ADCoS-O�shore, the aeroelastic tool that is
alreadymentioned in Table 2.2 in Section 2.3.3. ADCoS-O�shore is based on ADCoS, that
is described in section 2.3.6 but includes wave loads from Ansys-ASAS1. Furthermore,
the version of ADCoS-O�shore developed in the context of this work o�ers the interface
to include superelement matrices in the output format of condensed matrices in Ansys.
Section 3.1 describes the calculation of wave loads and the application of the superele-
ment approach is described in Section 3.2.

In Section 2.3.3 a set of aeroelastic tools is presented. The advantage of ADCoS for the
purpose of this work is, that it uses FE beams to model the support structure in its ba-
sic version. However, using the superelement feature is the salient point herein and a
superelement feature could theoretically be integrated in other tools too.

3.1 ADCoS including wave loads

Loads resulting from ocean waves are calculated quasi-statically with a rigid structure
in the commercially available structural FE system Ansys-ASAS, a tool widely used in the
o�shore oil and gas industry to simulate o�shore structures. In Ansys-ASAS, hydrody-
namic loads basedonall commonwave theories (regular linear, regular nonlinear and ir-
regular linearwaves / sea states, cf. Figure 2.7) andMorison’s equation (seeSection 2.3.2)
as well as hydrostatic loads can be calculated. Buoyancy may be included in relation to
the time-dependent water surface based on displaced water mass or based on integra-
tion of hydrostatic pressure around the submerged members. The loads calculated in
Ansys-ASAS are transferred to ADCoS as nodal loads by reading a text file in the respec-
tive syntax.

Calculation of wave loads and the overall time domain simulation are separated in this
simulation procedure. Therefore e�ects resulting from relative kinematics due to super-
imposed wave and structural motion cannot be described, i.e. the structural movement
of the structure does not influence the wave load2. However, the wave loads are applied
on the dynamic system what means that e�ects like wave loads leading to local reso-
nances are included.

1http://www.ansys.com/; October 31, 2014.
2The influence of the resulting error is expected to be relatively small due to small structural displacements

and velocities. Furthermore, in this study, models are compared and the inaccuracy is the same for all the
models and does therefore not influence the di�erences in the calculated results.

http://www.ansys.com/
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3.2 Superelement approach in ADCoS-O�shore

An analysis using substructuring in ADCoS-O�shore is generally performed as described
in the following. To facilitate comprehension, di�erent examples are shown.

• Detailed joint modeling in a general purpose FE tool like Ansys.

• Condensation of the detailed joints using e.g. Guyan reduction.

• Superelement inclusion in ADCoS-O�shore.

• Redistribution of wave loads on the superelement.

• Time domain simulation in ADCoS-O�shore.

As an example, the central joint of a tripod is modeled with shell elements in Ansys as
shown in Figure 3.1. The same figure shows the tripod as awhole (small figure on the top
le�). The model consists of the shell structure (blue), the master nodes that are defined
to connect the joint to the residual tripod (black dots) and the radially arranged rigid
connections between themaster nodes and the substructure (magenta colored lines be-
tweenmaster nodes and shell structure). Themaster nodes are located in the centerline
of the outgoing tubular members3.

Ansys 

Reduction Super- 
element 
  FMK


,,

ADCoS-
Offshore 

Figure 3.1: Superelement approach in ADCoS-O�shore. The central joint of a tripod is
condensed and the superelement is included in the loads model for time domain simu-
lation.

In the next step, a Guyan reduction procedure is used and the model is reduced to the
number of DOFs of the fivemaster nodes. Six DOFs at each of the fivemaster nodes lead
to a superelement with 30 DOFs. The superelement, in detail a sti�ness matrix, a mass
matrix and a load vector for themaster DOFs are included in ADCoS-O�shore in the next
step4.

The mass matrix has the same number of DOFs as the sti�ness matrix and contains the
mass of the joint, that is distributed to the master’s DOFs. Those mass properties are
included in the overall system later on to describe the dynamic behavior of the system
forming the inertia term of the equation of motion in ADCoS-O�shore. The accuracy of

3A support structure model including one or more joints set up with shell elements, and beam elements
defining the residual structure is called a shell-joint model in this work.

4A support structure model including one or more joints set up with superelements, and beam elements
defining the residual structure is called a superelement model in this work.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the application of wave loads on superelements. Compared to
the formermodel in ADCoS-O�shore, the slave nodes of the superelement – that should
be loaded with forces andmoments resulting fromwaves – are condensed (red).

the described mass representation is comparable to the one of the basic beam model
that has been used before the implementation of the superelement feature.

The static load vector, that is part of the superelement, comprises the forces and mo-
ments on the master nodes resulting from the dead weight of the joint. The superele-
ment load vector is added to the system load vector in ADCoS-O�shore. The loads re-
sulting from deadweight at themaster nodes are obviously the same as for the detailed
model.

Wave loads cannot beapplieddirectly to the superelements in ADCoS-O�shore. Asmen-
tioned in Section 3.1, wave loads on the members of OWT support structures are calcu-
lated in Ansys-ASAS quasi-statically with given geometry andMorison’s equation. These
distributed loads are then transformed to equivalent nodal loads and included in the
dynamic model a�erwards.

This general approach is used with the newly developed superelement feature as well,
but some modifications must be realized: In Ansys-ASAS, the outer diameter or the hy-
drodynamic coe�icients of the beam models representing the joints, may be adapted
to account for the real joint geometry, which is more complicated in the case of a cast
joint for example. The result of this calculation step is a file containing the wave loads
on each node for each time step to be included in the dynamic simulation. When su-
perelements are used, this file contains loads on nodes that have been condensed and
that are therefore no longer available in the dynamic model in ADCoS-O�shore. The de-
scribed problem is shown in Figure 3.2 and solved via distribution of the loads on the
slave nodes to the neighboring master nodes as follows:

1. The loads on the slave nodes are read from the nodal load file that has been de-
scribed above, written to a slave load vector F sl. and deleted in the file.

2. In the model in Ansys-ASAS, all nodes at master node positions are clamped and
all slave nodes are loaded statically with unit loads consecutively. This results in
a total number of supplementary virtual static load cases of n times six (with n
being the number of slave nodes), each with a unit load in one direction at one
slave node. For each of those load cases, the reaction forces, which are not equal
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to zero only at the neighboringmasters that are clamped, are written to an output
file.

3. The reaction forces and moments are read from the output file from step 2 and
written to a reaction force matrixR.

4. A supplementary load vector for the master nodes Fma. is calculated with the re-
action force matrixR from step 3 and the slave load vector F sl. that was defined
in step 1. This vector Fma. is written to the nodal load file. With this approach, all
wave loads on the slaves are distributed to the neighboring masters by means of
the reaction force matrix as a load distribution key.

5. Steps 1 and 4 are repeated for each time step. This results in amodified nodal load
file for the dynamic time domain simulation.

With this approach, the global values of the wave loads remain the same as for an un-
modified model. Only a distribution to other nodes has been performed. The modifica-
tions described above are verified as shown in Chapter 5.



Chapter 4

Structures, models, load cases
andmodel tests

This chapter provides the basis for the investigations in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. In Sec-
tion 4.1, the model tests and load cases that are used in the context of this work are de-
fined. Section 4.2 presents the RNA model1. Section 4.3 deals with the Tripod support
structure, Section 4.4 with the Jacket. In Section 4.3 and Section 4.4, the structures are
defined first in terms of physical properties and in the following themodels of the struc-
tures are given. The sequence of the models follows the following approach: The start-
ing point are beammodels2 as formerly used in ADCoS-O�shore simulations. In the next
step, shell models3 are developed, that serve as a reference and as the basis to develop
the shell-joint models. The shell-joint models are then the basis for the superelement
model4 development.

Model development is a complex task and parts of the investigations are not shownwith
the same level of detail for both structures but only once. The results are then trans-
ferred. This is the case for the study on the necessity of flanges in the model that is con-
ducted for the tripod structure for example. The jacket and tripod model development
is similar and small redundancies may remain in the text to enhance readability.

Modeling errors have to be avoided. This is especially the case for the shell models, be-
cause (1) a comparison tomeasured data is not performed and (2) the shellmodels serve
as a reference for verification of the other models. Based on this, discretization studies
are realized carefully, further crosschecks with publicly available simulation results are
conducted and all simulation results are checked for plausibility – and consistency be-
tween the models – in detail. With this approach – and with the experience that shows
that modeling errors are leading to inconsistent results – it is expected, that all signifi-
cant modeling errors are eliminated.

All eigenfrequency analyses presented in this chapter excludedamping anddeadweight

1Usually, physical structures and numericalmodels are distinguished. However, this is not always consis-
tently realized in the following, because the physical structures might not exist. The NREL turbine is not a
turbine, but a loads model in the strict sense. It is o�en referred to as a generic turbine.

2A standard Euler-Bernoulli beam element is used herein. Implementation of a Timoshenko-like beam el-
ement – that takes shear deflection into account – and respective investigations on the calculated results is a
separate research topic and not the scope of this work.

3In this work, a standard four-noded shell element, well suited for themodeling of warped shell structures
with moderate thickness and six DOFs per node – such as element type Shell181 (see Ansys R© Academic Re-
search, Release 12.01, Help System, Mechanical APDL, Theory Reference, 14.181, Ansys Inc.) is used.

4Matrix50elements (seeAnsys R© AcademicResearch, Release 12.01, HelpSystem,Mechanical APDL, Theory
Reference, 14.50, Ansys Inc.) are used to include the condensedmatrices in the respective models.
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e�ects. Appendix E gives the coordinate system (CS) definitions; thematerial properties
of steel (ρs,E, ν, µ) are applied in all models as defined in Table A.1.

4.1 Development of model tests and load cases

In this section, the development of model tests and load cases is described. These are
mass, frequency andmode shape checks, static load cases and a set of dynamic timedo-
main load cases based on respective standards that is evaluated in terms of fatigue and
extreme output parameters. This approach is selected to provide an insight in the struc-
tural behavior – depending on the respectivemodels5. Dedicated extreme load cases6 in
the sense of design load cases (DLCs) as defined in standards and guidelines such as ex-
treme waves or gusts or combinations of such environmental extremes combined with
turbine faults, are not investigated. These load cases are important to evaluate extreme
load levels, which is not the scope of thiswork. It is not expected that extreme load cases
would provide a closer insight to the behavior of the models used herein compared to
what can be derived from the combination of the above mentioned checks and simula-
tions.

In model tests, the properties (system properties) of the di�erent models are investi-
gated. These are deadweights, natural frequencies andmode shapes. In load cases, the
system’s response on external loads – or load e�ects – are analyzed. Herein, this means
static analyses and dynamic or quasi-static time domain analyses. Model tests are used
during model development (Section 4.3 and Section 4.4), tool verification (Chapter 5)
and results comparison (Chapter 6). Load cases are used for results comparison (Chap-
ter 6) mainly, but for tool verification as well (Chapter 5).

4.1.1 Mass verification and eigenanalyses

The dead weight of a model gives a first idea of its plausibility and checking the dead
weight is very simple. Furthermore, dead weight is an important design parameter in
conceptual design 7 and even used for rough cost estimates 8.

Eigenfrequencies are simple system parameters resulting frommass and sti�ness prop-
erties that determine the dynamic behavior of a system and give an idea about the plau-
sibility of a model as well.

For a simple linear single DOF oscillator, that is described in standard textbooks such
as Petersen (2010), the system is described with

ku+ cu̇+mü = F . (4.1)

For an undamped system, the damping term cu̇ becomes zero, the equation can be
solved with u = eiωt and the eigenfrequency is

f0 = 1/2π
√
k/m. (4.2)

The response of such a system to a harmonic excitation can be described with the dy-
namic amplification factor V that relates the actual amplitude of the vibration to the

5Natural frequencies and mode shapes allow for a view on the dynamic behavior of a structure in a sim-
ple and fast manner, the static load case provides insight in the load transfer pattern through the branched
structures and the fatigue results put a spotlight on vibration phenomena.

6or ultimate load cases
7Conceptual design is used herein as the first step in a design process consisting of conceptual design, pre-

liminary design, optionally advanced design and final design.
8In this context, cost per ton of processed steel is used for support structures for example.
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Figure 4.1: Dynamic amplification over frequency ratio for single DOF oscillator.

static deflection over the frequency ratio (f/f0) as shown in Figure 4.1. Amplifications
are shown in di�erent colors for di�erent damping ratios.

The one DOF oscillator is a very simple system, but it allows for direct estimates of the
characteristics of more complex structural dynamic systems because certain properties
are transferable. Equation 4.1 gives the basic terms in the description of dynamic sys-
tems, a sti�ness term that is deflectiondependent, the velocity dependent damping and
acceleration dependent mass e�ects. The increase of natural frequencies with increas-
ing sti�ness and with decreasing masses that is expressed in Equation 4.2 is a general
feature of structural dynamic systems. From Figure 4.1 it becomes directly obvious, that
an excitation with a frequency in proximity to the natural frequency – or one of the nat-
ural frequencies in case of a system with many DOF – can lead to excessive vibrations
depending on the system inherent damping.

Physical structural dynamics systems are in general continuous and therefore have an
infinite number of DOF. For technical descriptions these systems are usually discretized
and read as described in Equation 2.24. As a first step in amodal transformation, modal
coordinates are defined as

u = Φ y. (4.3)

Herein, the deflection vector u is used and the modal matrix Φ that contains the eigen-
vectors (Φ = [ϕ1, ϕ1, . . . ϕn]) and the vector of generalized modal coordinates y are
introduced. With this approach, Equation 2.24 can be written in modal coordinates as

ΦT M Φ ÿ + ΦT C Φ ẏ + ΦT K Φ y = ΦT F (4.4)

and can be simplified with the modal massM ′, the modal damping C ′ and the modal
sti�nessK ′ to

M ′ ÿ + C ′ ẏ +K ′ y = ΦT F . (4.5)

ThemodalmatricesK ′ andM ′ are diagonalmatrices because of theM-orthogonality of
the eigenvectors. The modal matrix C ′ can be approximated as a diagonal matrix. The
equations are then decoupled. Finally this allows for a description of the deflections as
a superposition of eigenvectors with the respective nodal coordinates:

u =

k∑
i=1

ϕi yi. (4.6)

Basically, the modal transformation is a coordinate transformation and a decoupling of
the dynamic equations. It can be interpreted as a reformulation of a systemwith nDOFs
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to n systems with one DOF each. It is not a reduction, because the number of DOFs and
the respective accuracy are kept constant when k in Equation 4.6 is equal to the number
ofDOFs in theoriginal system(Equation2.24). Thesignificantadvantageof this approach
is that even a very limited number of eigenmodes in Equation 4.6 already leads to rela-
tively accurate results for the system’s response. Usually, higher modes are damped to
a larger extent (velocity dependent damping) and the excitation spectra tend to be in
a lower frequency range. The lowest eigenvalues therefore already contain the largest
part of the energy of the response spectrum.

In the modal analyses used here, Equation 4.5 is solved in a simplified way neglecting
external loading and damping:

M ′ ÿ +K ′ y = 0. (4.7)

The comparison of mode shapes of di�erent models assures that the relation between
mass and sti�ness is correct (in terms of distribution over the structure). When com-
bining checks of global mass, natural frequencies and mode shapes, the correctness of
mass and sti�ness distribution is therefore assured.

When comparing results obtained with numerical models it is especially important to
consider the respective capabilities of the models (see tower shell deformation as de-
scribed in Section 4.3.3 as an example).

In the design process, eigenfrequencies of the OWT system are very important design
parameters because of the dynamic properties of OWTs in general9 and themultiple dy-
namic excitations that an OWT is subject to (cf. Section 2.2).

Based on the abovementioned, masses and a number of natural frequencies for a given
frequency range that depends on the system are used for comparisons in the course of
this work.

4.1.2 Static load case

A static load case allows for an investigation of the load bearing behavior of a structure,
i.e. the load path through the structure. Generally spoken, this is also possible through
an investigation of OWT time series simulations. However, in such cases, the static loads
are superimposed by dynamic load e�ects. To get a clearer insight, it is reasonable to
look at the e�ect of a simple static load, i.e. to solve Equation 2.14 for the respective
case, before investigating more complicated load cases. To find a reasonable external
load vector, normal operation of the turbine (see Section 4.2 for the turbine description)
is simulatedwith constantwind at ratedwind speed. Wind shear is not included. At rated
wind speed, the rotor thrust is at its maximumwithin the normal operation range of the
turbine. Thecyclic loadsat the tower toppositiondirectlyunder thenacelle areaveraged
to get the static loading. Table 4.1 shows the resulting loads in six DOFs to be applied at
the tower top node in global coordinates.

4.1.3 Time domain load case set

Mainly due to the characteristics of the environmental loading (cf. Section 2.1) and the
system properties (cf. Section 2.2), fatigue load e�ects play an important role in certi-

9The importance of the eigenfrequencies – especially the frequencies associatedwith the first global bend-
ing modes of the structure – could be raised as subject of a separate debate: On the one hand, frequency dif-
ferences of less than 1% can lead to a completely new loads simulation in a certification process (personal ex-
perience). On the other hand, it takesmany revisions in code comparison projects with experienced scientists
and state of the art tools involved to end up with frequency di�erences of a few percent even with simplified
boundary conditions (cf. Vorpahl et al. (2013)).
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Table 4.1: Static loads at tower top position.
Component Value [kN] [kNm]

Fx 740
Fy -1.5
Fz -3500
Mx 4220
My 185
Mz -43

fication and design of OWTs. Both are based on extensive loads simulations in the time
domain. Respective standards, like thewidelyused IEC-61400-3 (see IEC61400-3 (2009)),
contain load case tables featuring a set of DLCs.

The dynamic equation that is to be solved is given with Equation 2.24. Herein, the dis-
placement dependent sti�ness term (sti�ness matrix K times displacement vector u),
the velocity dependent damping term (damping matrix C times the velocity vector u̇)
and the acceleration dependent inertia term (mass matrixM times acceleration vector
ü) are balanced with the external load vector F . Equation 2.24 can be formulated in a
way that clarifies the components of the matrices that are included in the calculation in
ADCoS (cf. Section 2.3.6)10.(

K
k

+K
z

+K
h

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

K

u+
(
C
c

+ C
g

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

C

u̇+M ü = F . (4.8)

In this equation, the sti�ness matrix is expressed as the sum of a centrifugal sti�ness
matrixK

z
that accounts for the centrifugal sti�ening of the blades of the rotating rotor,

an acceleration sti�nessmatrixK
h
, that becomes zero for constant rotational speedand

a structural sti�ness matrix that comprises the structural sti�ness terms. The damping
matrixC is split up in amatrix accounting for virtual gyroscopic damping terms (C

g
) and

a structural damping matrixC
c
.

Following the example of IEC-61400-3, 34 DLCs are defined to allow for simulation of the
turbine’s lifetime. These DLCs are further divided in single load cases (resulting in sin-
gle time domain simulations, see also the beginning of this chapter for the definition of
load case in the context of this work). This usually results in few thousands of load cases
covering the whole lifetime of the turbine for a given site to accurately describe fatigue
and ultimate limit states. For example, the distribution of wind speeds and turbulence
(cf. Section 2.1.1), probabilities of sea states and their directional distribution (cf. Sec-
tion 2.1.2), operational events like start and stop procedures, errors like grid losses or
pitch system failures and di�erent stochastic realizations are accounted for. For detailed
descriptions of load case sets it is referred to the respective standards.

Herein, a load case set is defined as follows. The IEC load case definitions are used as a
starting point. Furthermore, the publicly available design basis defined inwork package
4: O�shore foundations and support structures of the Upwind project11 funded under
the European Unions Sixth Framework Programme (cf. Fischer et al. (2010)), is used for
the necessary site description. This document provides realistic data for a northern Eu-
ropean o�shore site.

Only DLC 1.2 (normal operation of the turbine) is selected. This DLC covers a large share
of the turbine’s lifetime. It does not cover the time when the turbine is deactivated, i.e.
idling in the operational wind speed range due to errors; these cases are relatively rare.

10Kleinhansl et al. (2004) use this formulation that is given in Argyris and Mlejnek (1997).
11http://www.upwind.eu/default.aspx; March 18, 2014.

http://www.upwind.eu/default.aspx
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Availabilities aroundAv=90-95% are realistic. Furthermore it does not cover the situa-
tion of an idling or parked turbine which is relatively rare as well because of the small
probabilities of very low and very high wind speeds.

For further simplification, wind speed bins with higher wind speeds (10min average)
than Vw = 24 m/s are not taken into account. The probability of occurrence per year
for these wind speeds is onlyOyear = 73 hrs./year, therefore the respective situations are
neglected even if the cut-out wind speed of a typical OWT is higher. Using a standard
bin size of ∆b= 2 m/s, this leads to eleven wind speed bins. Table 4.2 provides the av-
erage wind speed Vw, the turbulence intensity Ti, the significant wave height Hs, the
peak period of the PM spectrum Tp and the summed occurrence of this wind and wave
combinationOyear. This diagram is a modified fragment of the lumped scatter diagram
developed in the Upwind Project given by Fischer et al. (2010).

Table 4.2: Modified lumped scatter diagram (see Fischer et al. (2010)).
Vw [m/s] Ti [%] Hs [m] Tp [s] Oyear [h]
4 0.2042 1.10 5.88 780.6
6 0.175 1.18 5.76 1230.6
8 0.1604 1.31 5.67 1219.7
10 0.1517 1.48 5.74 1264.9
12 0.1458 1.70 5.88 1121.8
14 0.1417 1.91 6.07 881.3
16 0.1385 2.19 6.37 661.7
18 0.1361 2.47 6.71 427.3
20 0.1342 2.76 6.99 276.1
22 0.1326 3.09 7.40 168.6
24 0.1313 3.42 7.80 85.6

Further reductionof thenumberof loadcases is realizedby reducing thedirectionalwind
andwave distribution and only taking onewave direction into account instead of the re-
spective wave roses. Thewave direction is along themeanwind direction (α = 0 ◦). Yaw
errors are accounted for in a simplifiedmannermaking use of the angle β betweenwind
direction and horizontal rotor axis direction and three di�erent wind and wave seeds,
i.e. statistical realizations, are used in each wind speed bin. The simulation time (600 s)
is a standard value. In Table 4.3 the described simulation settings are shown.

Table 4.3: Simulations settings for each wind speed bin. Angles of zero degrees describe
the mean wind and wave direction.

Subcase Wind dir. Wind Wave dir. Wave Sim.
no. [-] β [◦] seed [-] α [◦] seed [-] time [s]
1 -8 1 0 1 600
2 0 2 0 2 600
3 8 3 0 3 600

In all wind definitions, a Kaimal wind spectrum and a logarithmic wind shear profile
(cf. Section 2.1.1) are used. Irregular sea states are simulated with superimposed Airy
wavelets (cf. Section 2.1.2).

The load cases are evaluated in terms of extreme- and fatigue output parameters, which
is a common approach. In the current Germanischer Lloyd (GL) guideline for example,
DLC 1.1 (the equivalent to the normal operation DLC described herein) is defined as a
fatigue and ultimate load case (see GL O�shore (2012), Table 4.4.1). The extreme val-
ues are extracted from the results without applying safety factors. For fatigue analy-
ses, mainly DELs are used. The DEL are calculated with a reference number of cycles of
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Nref = 2 · 108. All loads are extrapolated to one year of operation with the occurrences
given in Table 4.2.

The approach used herein leads to a set of 33 load cases and is a good compromise be-
tweene�ort (loadcasedefinitions, simulationset-up, computational time)anda realistic
load case set, i.e. a load case set that is close towhat is used in standardOWT loads simu-
lation. See also Vorpahl and Reuter (2011) for the definition of the load case set which is
used for all time domain simulations in this work. In all time domain results compar-
isons, the same stochastic realizations of wind and waves are used.

4.2 Rotor nacelle assembly

The NREL 5MW turbine that was developed for the purpose of code verification is a rep-
resentativemodel of a three-bladed variable-speed 5MWupwind turbinewith collective
pitch control. The design is based on available information from turbine manufacturers
with an emphasis on the REpower12 5M machine. Detailed data is provided by research
projects – with a focus on the Dutch O�shore Wind Energy Converter (DOWEC) project
– where design data is not available due to confidentiality reasons. During the turbine
model development, thebest available and themost representativedatawas combined.
The turbine definition includes aerodynamic and structural data aswell as the definition
of a control-system. Table 4.4 gives basic properties of the turbine.

Table 4.4: Basic parameters of the generic NREL 5MW turbine as defined by Jonkman
et al. (2009).

Number of blades: 3
Orientation: Upwind
Control: Pitch, variable speed
Rated power: 5MW
Rotor diameter: 126m
Mass RNA: 350 t
Rated rotor speed: 12.1 rpm
Rated wind speed: 11.4 m/s
Gearbox ratio: 97:1

This turbine model is widely used in the scientific community which underlines its suit-
ability for the type of study realized herein. An example is the use as a basis for the refer-
ence turbine in the Upwind project. Furthermore, several modifications of the baseline
model - like a downscaled turbine (Tarp-Johansen et al. (2009)), a two-bladed version
(Larsen et al. (2007)) or a turbine with modified controller (Jonkman and Matha (2009))
– are defined for di�erent purposes in di�erent organisations. Themodel is described in
detail in Jonkman et al. (2009).

4.3 Tripod support structure

The tripod support structure models that are used in this study are based on the defi-
nition – consisting of tripod substructure and tubular tower – by GL Garrad Hassan for
OC3. See also Vorpahl et al. (2010) and Vorpahl and Reuter (2011) for tripod modeling.
Section 4.3.1 gives the structural properties, i.e. the physical properties of the tripod

12Now Senvion
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Figure 4.2: Tripod substructure and positions where cross sectional properties are pro-
vided (cf. Table 4.5).

that have to be implemented in the numerical models. The following sections describe
the models that are used in this study: Section 4.3.2 introduces the development of the
beam model. Subsequently, the support structure is entirely built with shell elements,
as shown inSection4.3.3 toprovidea referencemodel. Basedon this, a shell-jointmodel
is deduced (Section 4.3.4), which is the basis for the superelement model described in
Section 4.3.5.

4.3.1 Structural properties and general modeling assumptions

The tripod substructure is designed for a water depth of 45m and it is extended by a
tower featuringadecreasingdiameterD andwall thickness twith increasingheight. The
elevation of the tower top from the seabed is 132.6m, leading to a realistic hub height
for a turbine of this size.

The tripod substructure is shown in Figure 4.2. Cross sectional properties for the posi-
tions shown in this figure and described in the following are given in Table 4.5. Position

Table 4.5: Cross sectional propertiesD and t for positions shown in Figure 4.2.
Position D [m] t [mm] Comment

1 5.7 50 Central column upper part
2 3.142 50 Central column lowest end
3 2.475 35 Leg
4 3.15 45 Pile sleeve upper part
5 3.15 35 Pile sleeve lower part
6 1.875 25 Brace
7 1.2 25 Mudbrace

one (under the central joint) lies 10m under MSL, i.e. 35m over mudline. From this po-
sition, the tripod central column continues up to 10m over MSL with constant diameter
D and wall thickness t. The central column is conical between position one and two, its
lower end (and the lower end of the lower central joint). All remaining parts have con-
stant diameters. The legs (position three) are attached to the central column composing
the central joint and to the pile sleeves (position four and five), forming the pile sleeve
joints. Braces (position six) connect the pile sleeves and the central column, and mud-
braces (position seven) connect each pile sleeve with the two remaining pile sleeves.
These have a constant outer diameterD but a stepped thickness t, the lower parts - from
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Figure 4.3: Simplified joint model with a supplementary element (dotted line) excluded
from thewave, buoyancy anddeadweight calculation (right) compared to a basicmodel
(le�).

mudline up to the intersection with the mudbraces - are weaker than the residual parts
of the pile sleeves. The piles are not defined because the tripod is supposed to be can-
tilevered at each pile sleeve at mudline in all models. Based on the global CS, the legs
are numbered for the use in thiswork. The first leg is pointing in negative direction along
the x-axis (upwind leg). Leg two is the downwind leg on the le�when looking downwind
(y > 0), the remaining leg three consequently lies downwind right. The central column
and the pile sleeves of the tripod are free flooded, legs and braces are not. It is neither
accounted for marine growth nor for any appurtenances (secondary steel). Appendix C
gives nodes (see Table C.1) and node connectivities (see Table C.2) of the tripod. Further-
more, the tower is defined in terms of cross sectional properties in this appendix (see
Table C.3).

4.3.2 Beammodel

The beam model described in this section is used for later comparison with higher fi-
delity models pointing out the restrictions of beam models for tripod modeling in gen-
eral. Therefore, e�ort during modeling must be made to make sure that the model is
suitable and all restrictions are due to the type of model (beams) and not the modeling
itself (e.g. insu�icient discretization).

Basically, at positions where more than two beam elements are jointed, the connecting
node lies at the intersection point of the centerlines of the elements. Figure 4.3 shows
the described simplification.

To quantify the resulting error, results from a basic model (see Figure 4.3 le�) are com-
pared to those of amodifiedmodel inwhich all joints aremodeled as shown in Figure 4.3
on the right. The following Figure (Figure 4.4) shows the global force in wave direction
on the tripod structure for a basic wave load case over one wave period as an example.
In this case, theWT ismodeled as a rigid structure, wind loads are disabled anda stream-
function wave (cf. Section 2.1.2 and Dean (1965)) with a wave height ofHsf = 8 m and a
period of Tsf = 10 s is applied.

The di�erence of the extremal values in this Figure is 9% based on the value resulting
from the modified model. The static buoyancy force related to MSL between the basic
model and themodifiedmodel caneasilybecalculatedanalytically. Thedi�erence is 7%
based on the value resulting from themodifiedmodel. Doubling ofmasses is avoided as
themass of the small supplementarymembers as shown in Figure 4.3 (dotted line) is set
close to zero (reduced density). The resulting di�erence is not quantified herein.

Based on the above mentioned results, the model including small elements to avoid
doubled parts is selected for all further comparisons. It is obvious that the importance of
the described e�ects directly depends on the type of structure. For buoyancy it depends
namely on the doubled submerged volumes relative to the total submerged volume. For
wave load calculation, the error is a functionof thedoubledouter area andof the vertical
position of this area. As the wave loads aremost important near the water surface, a big
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Figure 4.4: Global wave force on tripod structure in wave direction.
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Figure 4.5: 1st structural eigenfrequency of tripod mudbrace for di�erent discretizations
with respect to a model with 100 elements.

submerged joint near the water surface causes the largest error. This is a simplified ap-
proach as the real doubled volume (buoyancy), surface (wave load calculation) and steel
mass (deadweight and dynamics) are still estimated, however, themodel is significantly
improved by using the supplementary members.

As this study intends to take a closer look at the local dynamic behavior of the structure,
an influence of the discretisation of the tripod tubes has to be avoided. In a first step
toward finer discretisation of the model, the representation of the mudbraces would be
refined because themudbracemodels have the highest length to diameter ratio for one
single FE beam element.

The eigenfrequency associated with the first bending mode of the mudbrace is calcu-
lated for di�erent models. Figure 4.5 shows the di�erences of those eigenfrequencies
formodelswith a number of single elements between two and 50 for themudbrace. The
results are related to a model with 100 elements.

As expected, the di�erences decrease with increasing number of elements. However,
even for the simplestmodel the di�erence to themost detailedmodel – which can serve
as a reference due to the clear convergence – is clearly under 1%. As the computational
e�ort for the time domain simulations should be kept in a reasonable scale, such small
errors are accepted and the model is not refined.

Themodel discretization for wave load calculation near thewater surface is investigated
briefly. For a structural element near MSL for example, a wave load is applied when the
wave crest passes and no load – as there is no water – is applied when the wave trough
passes the structure. The highest wave loads are applied near the water surface. There
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are di�erent possibilities how to treat this in a numerical tool. For reasons of simplicity,
several WT design tools consider the members to be either fully loaded or not loaded
at all. With such an approach, a wave leads to a stepped load for a coarsely divided
structure which is not a realistic result. This problem, that is described in more detail
by Nichols et al. (2009) can be resolved with a finer discretization of the model.

In contrast to this, thewave loads are calculated at several positions alongone structural
element and interpolated to a load per unit length in this work. This is the approach im-
plemented in ASASWAVE and described in detail in the respective so�ware documenta-
tion (ASAS User Manual (2006)). A�erwards, the loads are applied in terms of equivalent
nodal loads to the structuralmodel. Therefore, thewave load calculation is independent
of the structural discretization. The correct application was verified via comparison of
results obtained with models with a coarse discretization and models with a very fine
discretization. These models lead to identical results for the wave loads as expected.

With this approachwave loads can be simulated in asmuch detail as necessary whereas
the structural discretization is not more detailed than necessary for simulation of the
structural response to the loads. This leads to a reduced calculation e�ort for time do-
main simulations with accurate wave load prediction.

The number of DOFs of the resulting beammodel is nbeam=630 DOFs. It is as realistic as
achievable with standard beam elements and reasonable e�ort. Therefore, it is suitable
to investigate the di�erences between beammodels and more sophisticated structural
models.

4.3.3 Shell model

A shell model is defined as a referencemodel. The first five eigenfrequencies andmodes
of the structure are shown in table 4.6 for a basic shell model.

Table 4.6: First five eigenfrequencies and mode shape descriptions for the tripod shell
model.

Frequency [Hz] Description

0.622 1st global bending
0.623 1st global bending
2.135 1st global torsion
2.263 Mainly tower shell deformation
2.263 Mainly tower shell deformation

Two views (side view and inclined bottom view) of the 4th mode shape described in Ta-
ble 4.6 are visualized in Figure 4.6. It is directly visible that this mode shape is not rep-
resentable using beam models for the tower description and that the frequency value
(Table 4.6) is in a range that is significant for global dynamic WT analyses. Both is true
for the 5th and the 6thmode shape as well (not shown here). Even with a RNA included it
is not expected that these frequencies are shi�ed a lot, as the mode shapes are mainly
concerning the tower shell. The mode shapes shown here are not realistic for the fol-
lowing reason: In reality or in more detailed models, these shapes are prevented by the
flanges being part of a tubular tower of this size. The towermodel is based on themodel
description for the OC3 project. In this project, aeroelastic tools are benchmarked that
use towermodels setupwithbeamelements in themost sophisticatedmodelsavailable.
Therefore it was not necessary (for this project) to define the towermodel in great detail.
Using beammodels, the tower definition as it is described in Table C.3 in Appendix C is
completely su�icient, the tower shell deformationmodes shownhere and the respective
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Figure 4.6: 4th shell tripod mode shape that mainly is a tower shell deformation at a
frequency of f4= 2.263 Hz.

frequencies do not show up, the global OWTmodel leads to realistic eigenfrequencies.

In this work, a shell model of the structure is used and therefore, a realistic towermodel
is set up in a first step. A suitable discretization of this towermodel is found in a brief pa-
rameter study refining themesh ineach stepuntil convergenceof thedeadweight andall
frequencies under a limit frequency of fl= 5 Hz is found (results not shown here). With
the respective discretization, amodel of the tower including three flanges (base,middle,
top) is set upusing values for the flangewall thickness and the flangeheight basedonex-
perience with OWT towers of this size. The resulting geometrical flange parameters are
given in Table B.1 of Appendix C. At the tower top level, the DOFs of all nodes are rigidly
connected because the yaw bearing is assumed to be very sti� compared to the tower
shell.

Two requirements have to be fulfilled by the shell model: It has to be realistic referring
to themodel fidelity of a loadsmodel and it has to allow for comparisons with the avail-
able simulation results from the OC3 project. The described flanges lead to amore real-
istic shell model. But the flange mass increases the total mass of the structure. To fulfil
the second requirement, the flange masses are reduced to end up with the global dead
weight of the support structure as defined for the OC3 project. This is realized with a
respective decrease of the flanges’ material densities ρfl as given in Table C.3. The dead
weightdi�erenceof thismodifiedmodel compared toamodel includinga realistic flange
density is ∆m= 2.7 % of the tower mass (≈ 8.7 tons). The maximum di�erence of a
tower eigenfrequency under a limit frequency of fl= 5 Hz due to this modification is
∆fmax= 0.5 %. This means that themodel is still a well justified towermodel and there-
fore the model including flanges with reduced density is used in the following.

The lowest tower frequency calculatedwith thismodel including flangeswhich is related
to a mode that can not be represented in a beam model is shown in Figure 4.7, the re-
spective frequency lies at flow= 3.3 Hz.

Thismeans, that higher natural frequencies and their respectivemode shapes inmodels
that do not include a detailed shell tower (all models in coupled tools) should be treated
with caution.

To assure that the complete tripodmodel that is used in this work is adequate, a param-
eter study varying the discretization is performed. The mesh size for the tripod model
is modified with a parameter that gives the number of shell elements per circumference
of the respective member. With this meshing, leading to the same number of finite ele-
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Figure 4.7: Towermodenot representable in beammodel at a frequency of flow= 3.3 Hz.

Figure 4.8: Tripod pile sleeve joint modeled with di�erent discretizations.

ments aroundeach tube, independent of the tube’s absolute size, a relatively goodmesh
at the joints is obtained with an acceptable e�ort. Figure 4.8 shows a detail of a tripod
joint with di�erent discretizations in Ansys.

The mesh is not refined locally around the intersections of the tripod members at the
joints (including theweldseams in caseof awelded joint) as it is commonwhenmodeling
such steel structures for the following reason: When comparing a locally refined model
to a model which has the same (very fine) mesh for the whole structure, the main dif-
ference is the computational e�ort when simulating the models. Simulation results are
very similar in both cases. Herein, the computational e�ort when simulating is not very
critical, because only few and simple load cases are run with the shell reference model.
The basic parameters dead weight and first eigenfrequencies are compared because a
good convergence of those parameters implies that an accurate mass and sti�ness dis-
tribution and finally a good coincidence of dynamic properties from the structural side
is achieved. Models with four to 56 elements per circumference of each tubular tripod
member are compared.

The convergence of the masses is very good in the shell model. Neglecting only the two
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Figure4.9: Eigenfrequenciesandmodenumbers for tripodshellmodelswith varyingdis-
cretization. The legendgives thenumberof elementsper circumferenceof eachmember
for the respective tripodmodel.

coarsest discretizations (four, respectively six elements per circumference), the maxi-
mum dead weight di�erence is∆m= 0.03 %. (≈ 300 kg) which is obviously negligible.

Figure 4.9 shows natural frequency versusmode number for the first ten eigenmodes of
the tripod for di�erent discretizations. The legend gives the number of elements per cir-
cumference of eachmember of the respective tripodmodel. The eigenfrequency results
di�er visibly between themodels with the coarse discretizations. Between 32 and 56 el-
ements per circumference, the di�erences are very small. For the first two frequencies,
the di�erences are small for all discretizations, for the 3rd, the di�erences are highest.
The higher frequencies (4th to 10th eigenfrequency), di�er for the smaller discretizations
only.

In Figure 4.10, di�erences are shown percentagewise and related to the model with the
highest discretization (56 elements per circumference) for a larger set of models.

A good convergence is directly visible and – apart from the 3rd eigenfrequency for 52 ele-
ments per circumference – the discrepancies are positive, i.e., the lower fidelity models
are sti�er. As already shown inFigure4.9, the3rd eigenfrequency shows the largestdi�er-
ences. For models with 12 or more elements per circumference, all di�erences lie under
∆fmax= 2.5 % except for the 3rd eigenfrequency (upper figure). For higher discretiza-
tions, the di�erences for the 3rd eigenfrequency decrease significantly as well. For mod-
elswith32ormoreelementsper circumference, all di�erencesareunder∆fmax= 0.75 %
(lower figure)

In general, the approach of relating the results to the highest fidelity model should be
treated with caution because it must be assured, that these are the most realistic. How-
ever, in a case with a clear convergence as shown here, this is not that critical.

Di�erent discretizations may lead to slightly di�erent sti�ness distributions, i.e. there
are general di�erences between two models, and the di�erences may be larger for cer-
tain components. As an example, joint sti�nesses may be sensitive to the di�ering dis-
cretization, because the joints have complicated geometries, that cannot be modeled
accurately with only a few shell elements. Usually, joint sti�ness decreases with an in-
creasingnumber of elements in a certain rangeof discretizations. But the global sti�ness
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of a tripod (i.e. the eigenfrequencies associated with global modes) may be described
accurately even using a small number of members.

Due to this kindof sti�ness changes, localmodes can changepositionswhenbeing listed
by increasing frequency in comparisons between models with di�erent discretizations.
As themodelmodification influences the various eigenstates di�erently, other eigenval-
ues become associated with frequencies lying close together. This results in combined
modes in onemodel, that are not described using the other model and vice versa. Addi-
tionally, onemodelmay lead tomodes that combine the same, ornearly the same, single
modes, but in other relative portions than described in the second model. The results
of a brief study on themode shapes are not shown here, however, for coarser discretiza-
tions, the 1st global torsion or the 2nd global bending mode shapes change places with
di�erent bending mode shapes of the mudbraces and combine with these in di�erent
configurations.

The model with 12 elements per circumference of each members is selected for the fol-
lowing description of themode shapes because, starting with this discretization, the or-
deringof themode shapesnomore changes for higher fidelitymodels. Themode shapes
corresponding to the respective frequencies are briefly described in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7: Tripod frequencies and description of mode shapes for the tripod shell model
with 12 elements per circumference of eachmember.

Frequency [Hz] Description

0.657 1st global bending
0.660 1st global bending
2.445 1st global torsion
2.573 Local bending of mudbraces
2.631 Local bending of mudbraces
2.633 Local bending of mudbraces
2.830 2nd global bending combined with mudbrace bending mode
2.845 2nd global bending combined with mudbrace bending mode
3.056 Local bending of mudbraces
3.057 Local bending of mudbraces

Figure 4.11 shows the 3rd mode shape described in Table 4.7, because for this mode, the
largest frequency di�erences (visible in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10.) are described.

It is directly visible, that for the calculation of the mode shape, a proper description of
di�erent parts of the relatively complicated tripod structure is necessary. The torsional
mode does not only include the tripod legs and the tower, but the central joint and all
pile sleeve joints in a complicateddeformation. Modeling of the tube intersections at the
joints and e.g. local indentations in these areas become important here. This explains
the di�iculties finding a frequency convergence for this mode even for discretizations
finer than with 12 elements per circumference, i.e. discretizations at which the mode
shape positions do no more change positions (cf. above). However, as shown in Fig-
ure 4.10 (bottom) the frequencies converge for finer discretized models.

As a further plausibility check, a model including the RNA defined as a mass point is set
up and a modal analysis is performed. Figure 4.12 shows the resulting frequencies, for
the first ten mode shapes again (blue line) for a model with 32 elements per circumfer-
ence for each member. Additionally, the averaged results from the OC3 project (clear
outliers are not taken into account) are included (red dots) for the 1st, 2nd, 4th and 5th
mode shape. These are 1st and 2nd global bendingmodes. Other support structuremode
shapes found here are not published in OC3, as the support structure is not investigated
in that detail (see Vorpahl et al. (2013), p. 534, Figure 18 for the frequencies shown here).
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Figure 4.11: Side view and top view of the tripod’s first global torsional mode at f3=
2.445 Hz (3rd mode) as described in Table 4.7.

As expected, the frequencies are shi�ed to lower values due to the large tower topmass
and inertia when comparing these results to the results shown in Figure 4.9. Mode one
andmode two are the 1st global bendingmodes,mode three is the 1st global torsion. The
2nd global support structure bending modes are found here as mode number four and
five (Insteadof sevenandeight in Figure4.9andTable4.7). Modesix to tenare local brace
bendingmodes andmodes. As expected, frequencies associated with global modes are
shi�edmore significant than those referring to local modes.

Three more points must be stated: First, the calculated frequencies lie in an expected
range, the first two eigenfrequencies are even very close to the OC3 results. Second,
there is a relatively large di�erence for the 2nd global support structure bending modes
between the OC3 results and the results found herein. This is due to the complex com-
bined modes, that cannot be described accurately in the OC3 models, that are beam
models or comparable to beam models. The higher fidelity models used here are ex-
pected to bemore realistic. Themode shape includes a flattening of the tower base shell
close to the central joint, that cannot be described with beammodels (not shown here).
Furthermore, as described above, even the shell models tend to become more compli-
ant for finerdiscretizations. Thereforea sti�er representation in the lower fidelitymodels
in OC3 is expected. Third, the di�erences between the shell models used here are very
small compared to the di�erence to the OC3 average and compared to the di�erences
between the single models benchmarked in OC3 (not shown here).

The investigations presented in this section lead to the following conclusions:

• The tower in a shell reference model for comparisons with results from coupled
tools must be defined including flanges. If this is not the case, the mode with the
lowest eigenfrequency including a large portion of an unrealistic tower deforma-
tion mode is found at f4=2.263 Hz for the structure used herein.

• Even with a realistic tower model, the lowest tower eigenfrequency, that can only
be described with shell models (or even more detailed models) is found at flow=
3.3 Hz for this structure. Therefore, eigenfrequencies over this value should be
treatedwith caution in coupled tools where these tower frequencies are notmod-
eled.

• For tripodmodels with di�erent discretizations, a convergence of the deadweight
of the structure is found directly for a relatively low number of members.
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Figure 4.12: Eigenfrequencies and mode numbers for tripod shell model with 32 ele-
ments per circumference of eachmember including RNA as a point mass (blue line). Av-
eraged results from OC3 project are displayed additionally (red dots).

• The ordering of mode shapes converges fast.

• A clear convergence of the 3rd eigenfrequency, which is related to the 1st global
torsional mode of the structure is found for relatively fine discretiztions only, this
is due to the complex mode shape.

• Frequency di�erences compared to the results found in the OC3 project can be
traced back to the lower fidelity models in this project, and to the complexity of
the mode shapes that is not fully representable in those models.

• The eigenfrequencies that are of interest herein clearly converge using the pre-
sentedmodel set up.

• The frequency di�erences between the models investigated are under ∆fmax=
0.75 % for models with more than 32 elements per circumference of each mem-
ber.

Based on the findings described in this section, a shell model with 32 elements per cir-
cumference of each member members leading to a number of DOFs of nshell=586, 488
DOFs is used as a reference model.

4.3.4 Shell-joint model

As a basis for the superelement model, a shell-joint model is defined. Compared to the
beammodel, the beam elements representing all joints are replaced by shell elements.
Themaster nodes defined to connect the shell joints to the residual structure are located
in the centerlines of the tubular chord and brace members and are rigidly connected
to the outgoing beam element and rigidly connected to the respective shell joint. Fig-
ure 4.13 shows a tripodmodel with shell joints and the central joint in detail. Themodel
described herein has a number of DOFs of approximately nshj = 50, 000 DOFs.
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Figure 4.13: Tripodmodeled with shells and beams (le�) and shell central joint (right).

Figure 4.14: Tripod pile sleeve joint modeled with beam elements with fourteen nodes
(black and red dots) andmodeled as a superelement with six nodes (black dots only).

4.3.5 Superelementmodel

The superelement model is based on the shell-joint model with the shell joints being
replaced by superelements using a Guyan reduction procedure (cf. Section 2.3.7). The
residual beam structure remains unchanged compared to the other models.

The number of DOFs of this structure is nsuper = 474 DOFs, a value even significantly
below its counterpart for the basic beam model. The reason for this is as follows: The
DOFs of each superelement are only the DOFs of its master nodes. As mentioned in
Section 4.3.2, several supplementary members have to be included in the basic beam
model to allow for more realistic load simulation, i.e. to avoid overlapping members,
at the joints. Furthermore, changing properties of the tubes such as diameters Di or
thicknesses ti aremodeledwith several beam elements and at the intersection points, a
node has to be defined which leads tomore elements as well. The parts of the structure
modeled with those supplementary beam elements become part of the superelements
and therefore those DOFs are condensed when preparing the superelement model. Fig-
ure 4.14 shows the beammodel of a pile sleeve joint with fourteen nodes (black and red
dots) and a resulting number of DOFs of nbeam,psj= 84 DOFs. The six master nodes of
the corresponding superelement are shown as black dots; the number of DOFs of the
superelement is nsuper,psj= 36 DOFs.
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Figure 4.15: Jacket with tower and piles (middle), detail of concrete TP (right) and lowest
bay including pile heads (le�).

4.4 Jacket support structure

The jacket support structure models that are used in this study are based on the struc-
ture – consisting of jacket substructure and tubular tower – as described in Vorpahl et al.
(2011) for OC4 thatwas based on a jacket design given in Vemula et al. (2010). See also Tu
(2013) and Tu and Vorpahl (2014) on jacket modeling. Section 4.4.1 gives the structural
properties i.e. the physical properties of the jacket as implemented in numerical mod-
els. The following sections describe themodels that are used in this study. Section 4.4.2
introduces the development of the beammodel. The reference shell model is defined in
Section 4.4.3. Section 4.4.4 provides the description of a shell-jointmodel and based on
that, a superelement model is derived as delineated in Section 4.4.5.

4.4.1 Structural properties and general modeling assumptions

The support structure was designed for a water depth of 50m. The four-legged jacket
substructure features four levels of X-braces and joints (X1 to X4, top-down), three levels
of double-K-Joints (K1 to K3, top-down) double-Y-joints at the top of the structure and
combined double-Y- and double-T-joints at the bottom. Jacket stabs are used and the
penetration depth of the piles is 45m. Mudbraces and a grouted concrete TP are used.
The total jacket height frommudline excluding the tower is 70.15m, including the conical
tower of 68m in length this leads to a hub height of 90.55mwith the RNA as described in
Section 4.2 atop. Figure 4.15 shows the structure. Figure 4.16 shows the jacket primary
steel without TP and piles (cut at mudline) with its members colored based on the re-
spective properties that are given in Table 4.8. The table gives the description of each
component, its color in Figure 4.16 and the properties outer diameterD and wall thick-
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Figure 4.16: Jacket with member properties (cf. Table 4.8) indicated with colors.

ness t.

Table 4.8: Properties of jacket members.
Component Color in Figure 4.16 D [m] t [mm]

X- andmudbraces Grey 0.8 20
Leg at lowest bay Red 1.2 50

Leg 2nd to 4th bay Blue 1.2 35
Leg crossing TP Orange 1.2 40
Pile Not shown 2.082 60

Mean wind and wave directions are aligned and the jacket is positioned with its sides
(top view) parallel to the x- and y-axis respectively. Table 4.9 gives definitions to clearly
identify to jacket legs and sides in global coordinates.

The legs of the jacket structure are free flooded, thebraces are not. Marine growth (thick-
ness tgrow and mass ρgrow) is assumed as recommended by the respective guidelines
(cf. e.g. DNV-OS-J101 (2014)) and given by Fischer and Kühn (2009). This is mainly to
make sure that local vibration phenomena of singlemembers are not falsified due to the
missing growth mass. Table D.4 gives the parameters for marine growth definition. It is
not accounted for any appurtenances and the models defined in the following are can-
tilevered at mudline, i.e. piles are not defined. Appendix D gives nodes (see Table D.1)
and node connectivities (see Table D.2) of the jacket. Furthermore, the tower is defined
in terms of cross sectional properties in this appendix (see Table D.3). Using the masses
given in this table, flanges are defined based on the findings given in Section 4.3.3. The
flange properties are provided in Table B.1.
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Table 4.9: Description for identification of jacket joints, members and positions.
Description Name Position

Jacket leg 1 L1 x > 0; y > 0
Jacket leg 2 L2 x < 0; y > 0
Jacket leg 3 L3 x < 0; y < 0
Jacket leg 4 L4 x > 0; y < 0

Jacket side 1 S1 Leg 1 to leg 2
Jacket side 2 S2 Leg 2 to leg 3
Jacket side 3 S3 Leg 3 to leg 4
Jacket side 4 S4 Leg 4 to leg 1

4.4.2 Beammodel

In Section 4.3.2 it is already described, that the development of the beammodel (herein,
EB Beams are used) requires a certain e�ort. It needs to be assured, that the model is
suitable for this type of structure and that limitations that are found are due to the type
ofmodel (beams) itself and not due to insu�iciency in themodeling (e.g. discretization).

Prior to the definition of the jacket model for the OC4 project (cf. Vorpahl et al. (2011))
the influence of di�erent modeling strategies is investigated in Kaufer et al. (2010). The
influence of overlappingmembers (cf. Figure 4.3) on deadweight, eigenfrequencies and
DEL is relatively small and therefore the use of a basic model is recommended.

The original jacket design includes joint cans to meet the stress requirements in the re-
spective standards. Therefore thenecessity of joint canmodeling in the context of global
dynamics is investigated. For this purpose a basic model of the OWT without joint cans
and amodel including joint cans are defined. The basicmodel is verified via comparison
of masses and first natural frequencies to Flex-Poseidon and GH-Bladed (cf. Table 2.3.3
for the tool descriptions). Themodel including joint cans is verified in terms of the extra
masses compared to a spreadsheet calculation. Themass di�erence for the twomodels
is ∆m≈ 32 tons. A frequency comparison is shown in Figure 4.10 for frequencies up to
3Hz. Di�erences are based on the model without joint cans, i.e. negative percentages
stand for higher values calculated with the model without joint cans.

Table 4.10: Frequency comparison for OWTmodels of jacketwith andwithout joint cans.
Di�erences are related to the model without joint cans.

Mode number [-] Di�. [%] Mode number [-] Di�. [%]

1 -0.67 9 -0.14
2 -0.68 10 -0.18
3 -0.18 11 -0.26
4 -0.04 12 0
5 -0.03 13 0
6 -0.14 14 -0.02
7 -0.32 15 0.13
8 -0.15 16 0.48

The Frequency di�erence is under∆fmax= 0.75 %, which is negligible. Evenwith amass
di�erence of∆m≈ 32 tons, the basicmodel is further used because themass di�erence
is not expected to be important when it comes to dynamic OWT simulation and the def-
inition of joint cans requires a significant modeling and computational e�ort. This is in
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joint Equally spaced 
members 

Figure 4.17: Parts of jacket models including separate joints (le�) and without separate
joints (right).

accordance with the decision that wasmade in OC413. The resulting basic model is used
in OC4 and serves as a starting point for this work.

The wave load calculation – concerning its accuracy close to MSL – is realized as de-
scribed in Section 4.3.2, the wave load calculation therefore is independent of the struc-
tural discretization.

In the next step, discretization checks are conducted. This is realized more deeply than
for the tripod for the following reason: The tripods mudbraces are very slender and
therefore prone to be sensitive to discretization (cf. Section 4.3.2 where these members
are checked). In the case of the jacket, di�erent brace and chord members have a com-
parable slenderness and therefore the structure is investigated as a whole.

Three groups of models are set up and the respective parameter studies are realized. In
the first groupof jacketmodels, thenumberof finite elementspermember is varied from
one to 80, every single member is treated in the same way, i.e. the number of elements
for a chord and a brace are the same in one model and elements are equally spaced.
Figure 4.17 (right) shows amodel of this type with six elements per member.

The second group of models has a fixed joint size and the number of elements between
the joints ismodified again fromone to 80 to allow for a better comparisons to themod-
els including shell elements (cf. Section 4.4.4) and superelements (cf. Section 4.4.5).
Figure 4.17, le� shows a model of this type with six elements per member between the
joints.

Finally, the joint size is modified (cf. joint size in Figure 4.17, le�). For this purpose, a
reference joint size is used based on the findings in Dubois et al. (2013). The length to
diameter ratios for this reference size are as shown in Equation 4.9 and Equation 4.10.
The chord lengthLmeasures from (1) the connectionof the joint to the residual structure
to (2) the intersection points of centerlines of brace and chord members (continuous
chords). Thebrace length l ismeasured from(1) theconnectionof the joint to the residual
structure to (2) the chord radius (brace welded to the outer chord area).

αch = L/Dj = 3 (4.9)

αbr = l/dj = 2.5 (4.10)
13OC4 Project, 2nd Full Committee Meeting, October 29, 2010, 9:00 – 17:00, Germanischer Lloyd Group –

Head O�ice, Hamburg, Germany, Meeting Minutes.
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Figure 4.18: Di�erences in eigenfrequencies relative to the reference beam model for
jacket models with one beam element per member and di�erent joint sizes. Joint sizes
are based on the reference joint size (cf. Equation 4.9 and Equation 4.10).

Themasses remain approximately the same for all models. Figure 4.18 shows the di�er-
ences of the eigenfrequencies for the first tenmodes relative to a reference beammodel
with 80 elements per member as exemplary eigenfrequency results. Results are shown
formodelswithdi�erent joint sizes. Allmodelshaveonlyoneelementpermember (least
accurate models of the respective group of models).

It is directly visible, that the di�erences are very small. Apart from the model without
separate joints, the di�erences for all investigated frequencies are under∆fmax= 0.4 %.
As expected, the results are convergingwith increasing joint size, whichmeans a change
of parameters towards a model with two elements per member with equal spacing.

The results of the discretization studies are summarized as follows:

• For accurate mass representation, the simplest beammodels are su�icient.

• For su�icient eigenfrequency description, one element permember is adequate if
the joints are modeled.

• The joint size influence on frequencies is also small.

Based on these findings, a beam model with one element per member including sepa-
rate elements to represent the joints – leading to nbeam=1, 428 DOFs – is further used in
this study. This model is based on the findings of the OC4 project and further discretiza-
tion studies were carried out to assure its usability as a beam model representing the
state of the art jacket modeling in loads simulation.

4.4.3 Shell model

Amodel consisting of Shell elements is defined using the geometrical parameters of the
jacket as defined in Section 4.4.1. The TP and the grouted parts of the foundation piles
and jacket legs are kept as beammembers for simplicity. This is possible due to two rea-
sons. Firstly, these elements are very sti� (concrete blocks) and therefore do not have a
large influence on the dynamicmodel properties that are investigated herein. Secondly,
the grouted connections are not in the focus of this study.
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Figure 4.19: Two dimensional view of K-Joint modeled with di�erent discretizations.

As described for the tripod shell model (Section 4.3.3), flanges aremodeled to avoid un-
realistically low tower shell deformation frequencies. The flange masses are given for
the tower to be used with the jacket (cf. Table D.3). The geometric properties of the
flanges are defined in Table B.1. In order to meet the given mass and geometric prop-
erties, the density of the flanges is modified compared to the residual structure. The
resulting flange densities ρfl. are given in Table B.1.

The shell elements setting up the structure are defined on their center areas. There-
fore, small gaps in the model are allocated at the thickness steps in the structure (See
for example Table 4.8, between the leg in the lowest jacket bay and the residual leg).
The nodes at these positions are merged to assure a smooth connection and to avoid
supplementary sti�ness that would be implementedwith the use of contact elements14.

A parameter study with increasing number of elements is conducted to find a suitable
mesh. As described in Section 4.3.3 for the tripod model, the number of elements per
circumference is changed with one parameter for all members which leads to a good
mesh quality with an acceptable e�ort. The number of elements per circumference is in-
creased stepwise from four to 56. Figure 4.19 shows one of the jacket’s K-Jointsmodeled
with di�erent discretizations. Themesh quality increase with decreasing element size is
directly visible.

The structural mass convergence of the models is clear and relatively fast. With 12 ele-
ments per circumference, the mass di�erence is under∆m=0.5 % (relative to the mass
of the support structure as a whole). The first 15 eigenfrequencies and the correspond-
ingmode shapes are investigated. As for the tripodmodel (cf. Section 4.3.3) the sti�ness
changes due to the modified discretization have di�erent magnitudes and influences
in the di�erent parts of the structure and therefore, the ordering of the mode shapes
changes for coarse discretizations. It is found, that the ordering of the mode shapes re-
mains constant for models with 16 elements per circumference or more. Table 4.11 gives
the frequencies and a description of the mode shape for the first 15 modes for a model
with 16 elements per circumference. The selection of frequencies and associated mode
shapes nicely shows the di�erent types ofmodes – Globalmodes, local modes and shell
deformationmodes – and the respective ordering. The 3rd global bendingmode is found
at a higher frequency than the lowest modes representing shell deformations (Number
six and seven).

The following is important concerning this result: Mode shapes six and seven as well as
eleven and twelve are mainly shell deformation mode shapes. The lowest frequency in-
cluding a large portion of shell deformation (that is by definition not included in a beam
model (see also Section 4.3.3) lies at flow=5 Hz, meaning that higher frequencies result-
ing from a system simulation not including detailed shell models should be treatedwith

14The use of contact elements would be the second possibility to deal with the gaps.
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Table 4.11: First 15 eigenfrequencies and mode shape descriptions for the jacket shell
model.

Frequency [Hz] Description
0.70 1st global bending
0.70 1st global bending
1.54 2nd nd global bending
1.54 2nd nd global bending
3.16 1st global torsion
5.00 Mainly tower shell deformation
5.00 Mainly tower shell deformation
5.16 3rd global bending
5.16 3rd global bending
6.23 Stretching of the jacket
6.64 Mainly tower shell deformation
6.64 Mainly tower shell deformation
6.70 4th global bending with local bending
6.71 4th global bending with local bending
7.27 Flattening of the jacket

caution. Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21 give the first 15 modes, frequencies and respective
di�erences (related to the highest fidelity model with 56 elements per circumference).

Both figures show that the di�erences due to the discretization are relatively small in
general. The largest di�erences occur for mode numbers six and seven, smaller, but still
remarkable di�erences occur for modes 11, 12 and five. Mode six, seven, 11 and 12 are
not too interesting for the purpose of this study, these are shell deformation modes as
mentioned above that are not suitable for further comparisons. However, if this would
be of deeper interest, an earlier convergence for themodel as awhole could be achieved
when increasing the tower discretization only. This evident assumption is assured with
a brief parameter study (results not shown here). Mode number five is the first global
torsional mode which is more complex and therefore needs a finer discretization for ac-
ceptable modeling accuracy. See Section 4.3.3 and Figure 4.11 for the description of this
topic in conjunction with the tripod structure. Excluding the shell deformation modes,
the di�erences for the first 15 frequencies are under ∆fmax=0.5 % for a model with 28
elements per circumference or more.

A further plausibility check is conducted as follows: The frequencies obtained with the
shell model with 28 elements per circumference including a RNA (modeled as a point
mass) are compared to results of the OC4 project. TheOC4 results are obtained from the
raw data for the eigenanalysis called OC4 load case 1.0a (see Vorpahl and Popko (2011)
for the load case description). Comparable results are published in Popko et al. (2014).
The results are shown in Figure 4.22, where the frequencies for the shell model (green
line) and the average of the respective OC4-results (red dots) are shown.

Only modes one to five (1st global bending, 2nd global bending, global torsion) are ob-
tained in OC4, because the support structure is not investigated in such detail in this
project. All frequencies are shi�ed to lower values due to the RNAmass and inertia. The
results obtained with the shell model herein fit very well to the OC4 results. The di�er-
ences are negligible when taking the spread in the OC4 results into account.

Based on extensive parametric studies as described in this section, the following is con-
cluded:

• With a realistic tower model including flanges, the lowest frequency that can not
be described with a beam model (deformation of the tower shell) lies at flow =
5 Hz for this structure.
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Figure 4.20: Jacket eigenfrequencies andmode shapes for di�erent discretizations. The
number of elements per circumference for each member (for the respective model) is
given in the legend.
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Figure 4.21: Di�erences of jacket eigenfrequencies and mode shapes for di�erent dis-
cretizations related to the highest fidelity jacket model (56 elements per circumference
for eachmember). The number of elements per circumference for eachmember (for the
respective model) is given in the legend.
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Figure 4.22: Eigenfrequencies and mode numbers for jacket shell model with 28 ele-
ments per circumference of each member (green line). The RNA is included as a point
mass in themodel. Results from theOC4 project are displayed additionally (average val-
ues as red dots).

• Thedeadweight of the structure converges very fastwith decreasing element size.

• The ordering of the mode shapes converges relatively fast too.

• In general, frequencies clearly converge.

• Frequencies related to shell deformationmodes and to the global torsional mode
converge slower than others.

• The maximum frequency di�erences fall under∆fmax= 0.5 % for models with 28
elements per circumference or more (shell deformations excluded).

• For themodelwith 28elementsper circumference, the frequency results including
the RNA are plausible when comparing to the results from the OC4 project.

Based on these findings, a shell model of the jacket support structure with 28 elements
per circumference of each member is defined as a reference model for the comparisons
with lower fidelity models in the context of this study. The model has nshell= 1, 346, 496
DOFs.

4.4.4 Shell-joint model

A shell-joint model is defined being the starting point for the reduction procedure lead-
ing to the superelement model for dynamic simulation of the OWT. The model is based
on the beammodel, only the beam element joints are replaced by joints modeled with
shell elements. Master nodes are defined in the centerlines of the outgoing members
to connect the shell joints to the residual beam structure. The master nodes are rigidly
connected to all shell model nodes at the circumference of the respective cross section.
Figure4.23 shows the jacketmodel as awhole (right) andaK-Joint (le�) includingmaster
node positions (black), rigid connections (magenta) and outgoing beams (black).

Themodel has onebeamelement permember as a result of the findings in Section 4.4.2.
The joints have 28 shell elements per circumference (cf. Section 4.4.3). A supplementary
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Figure 4.23: K-Joint in detail (le�) and Shell-joint model of the jacket (right).

check of the globalmass and the lowest eigenfrequencies is conducted against the shell
reference model (Section 4.4.3) that leads to good results, i.e. similar masses and fre-
quencies. Furthermore, a parametric studywith varying size of the joints is realized. The
shell parts in the model should be large enough to minimize the influence of the oval-
ization suppression (rigid connection of the shell joints to the residual beammembers)
on the jointmodel properties on the one hand. On the other hand, thewave loads in the
dynamic analyses are applied on themaster nodes only (cf. Section 5.2) and larger joints
therefore increase a possible error source concerning thewave loads application. Based
on this trade-o�, the joint size is reduced to 0.6 times the reference joint size (See Equa-
tion 4.9 and Equation 4.9 for the reference joint size) and it is assured that the resulting
error in frequencies and masses is acceptable (results not shown here). The resulting
model has nshj=436, 068 DOFs.

4.4.5 Superelementmodel

Using a Guyan reduction procedure (cf. Section 2.3.7), the superelement model is de-
rived from the shell-joint model. The parts of the structure that are modeled with beam
elements remain the same. The internal nodes of the shell joints are condensed, the
master nodes are kept. Mass and natural frequencies are the same as for the shell-joint
model by definition. The number of DOFs of this model is even lower than for the beam
model. Figure 4.24 visualizes the reason for this reduction. As an example, the superele-
ment model of the X-joint (right) features four nodes and nsuper,xj= 24 DOFs, the same
joint modeled with beams has five nodes and nbeam,xj= 30 DOFs. The jacket support
structure superelement model as a whole has nsuper = 1, 164 DOFs.
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Figure 4.24: Jacket Y-joint, K-joint and X-joint with master node positions (black) and
beammodel node positions (black and red).



Chapter 5

Verification of ADCoS-O�shore

The onshore version of ADCoS is not verified in this work because this has been real-
ized before (cf. Kleinhansl et al. (2004)). A�er the development of ADCoS, the tool was
validated and extensively used for loads simulations by ADC. This work was not pub-
lished due to confidentiality resons. In this section, ADCoS-O�shore is verified as part of
the development process. Other tools for verification of ADCoS-O�shore including su-
perelements in a coupled environment are not available to the author. Therefore, the
verification is realized as follows: In a first step, presented in Section 5.1, results from
ADCoS-O�shore are compared to results from other coupled tools using a beammodel
of the support structure in ADCoS-O�shore. This was realized as part of the aforemen-
tioned OC3 project, where a large set of calculated outputs was compared. Only a small
subset of results is presented herein – namely those focused on the support structure’s
behavior underwave loading, because thewave load input is new to the former onshore
versionofADCoS.More results of theOC3project – including results calculated inADCoS-
O�shore are shown in the respective literature (see Nichols et al. (2009); Vorpahl et al.
(2009, 2013)). In a second step, the implementation of the superelements is verified us-
ing a stepwise approach and simplified models in a comparison with results obtained
with the general purpose FE tool Ansys in Section 5.2.

5.1 ADCoS-O�shore without superelements

In this section, the OWT (cf. Section 4.2) on top of the tripod support structure (cf. Sec-
tion 4.3.1) set up as a basic beam model (cf. Section 4.3.2) is used. All results that were
calculatedwith ADCoS-O�shore are shown in red1, results providedby the other contrib-
utors to OC3 phase III2 are shown in grey. This presentation allows for a direct overview
on the ADCoS-O�shore results.

Figure 5.1 shows the first 13 full-system natural frequencies for the stationary but fully
flexible OWT in the absence of water and gives a brief description of the corresponding
modes. The pitch and yaw in the first and second blademodes describes the coupling of
the blade mode with a nacelle pitch and yaw rotation respectively.

The drivetrain torsional natural frequency is not predicted in ADCoS-O�shore because
the respective DOF is not implemented in the modal analysis here. This is of no further
importance as ADCoS-O�shore uses a direct integration method for the time domain

1In Figure 5.5 (top and middle), the results from ADCoS-O�shore are hardly visible due to the very good
agreement with the results from other partners.

2Partners that delivered results in OC3 Phase III: NREL, SWE, LUH, Risø DTU, GL, CENER.
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Figure 5.1: Full-systemnatural frequencies of theOWTon top of the tripod support struc-
ture including a short description of the corresponding modes. ADCoS-O�shore results
are shown in red.

simulation (cf. Chapter 2.3.6). The eigenanalysis is only a supplementary feature and
the lacking DOF in the modal analysis does not influence the time domain results. In
the time domain simulations all valid DOFs are implemented. For the remaining natural
frequencies, the accordance between the results from ADCoS-O�shore and the results
from the remaining OC3 participants is very good. As the natural frequencies andmode
shapes are coherent, a correct sti�ness and mass representation of the OWT in ADCoS-
O�shore is assumedanda similar dynamic behavior of the implemented turbinemodels
can be expected.

Figure 5.2 shows the positions for comparison of load e�ects and their numbering. In
Figure 5.3 and in Figure 5.4, the fore-a� bending moments calculated with the di�er-
ent tools for positions one to six are shown for a load case without wind, but with the
rigid turbine structure loaded with the regular stream-function wave according to Dean

1
2

3
4

5

6

Figure 5.2: Tripod load e�ects output positions used in this section.
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(Hsf = 8 m, Tsf = 10 s) that is used in Section 4.3.2 as well. Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6
give the fore-a� shear forces for the same load case.

The bending moment results in general agree well. A certain spread is visible for the
lower brace and pile (locations five and six) which ismainly due to the beam formulation
used in the di�erent tools. This is not further evaluated herein, it is explained in detail
in Vorpahl et al. (2013). All results from ADCoS-O�shore are in the range of results for the
other tools.

The fore-a� shear forces do not agree as good as the bending moments (Figure 5.5 and
Figure 5.6). The widest variation is seen in the central member (location three). There
are several complications for the calculations of this force: the member is tapered; it is
not inside a tree-like structure, so there aremany paths that the loads can be distributed
along; and it is at the height where thewave loads are strongest (see Vorpahl et al. (2013)
again for details). The results calculated in ADCoS-O�shore agree very well with the re-
sults from most of the codes and in case of outliers (see locations two, three and four),
predictions from ADCoS-O�shore are close to the values, that the majority of the codes
predict.

Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 depict the periodic response of the now flexible OWT under
excitation by the regular wave as described above. Figure 5.7 shows that the tower-
top displacement is relatively similar in character between the codes. Most of the codes
predict a similar phase of the motion as well but there are some outliers. The excita-
tion described in two of the codes is visibly smaller than in the other codes. Most of
the codes show an increasing excitation of di�erent degrees. This means that a station-
ary response to the constant amplitude wave is not reached in the simulations. Both,
the phase shi� and the increasing amplitudes could be due to the initial conditions that
are used for the simulation that have not yet died out. This is not investigated in detail
herein, but more discussion of this issue is provided in Vorpahl et al. (2009). The results
from ADCoS-O�shore compare well to themajority of the results. The support structure
displacements at MSL (see Figure 5.8) show very good agreement, including the ADCoS-
O�shore results. In this case,most of themotion is dominated by the action of thewaves
and not the dynamics of the structure. Summing up, the results shown here underline
that the calculation of wave loads and the dynamics representation in ADCoS-O�shore
in its basic version is accurate.

5.2 Stepwise verification of the superelement feature

The ADCoS-O�shore superelement feature is verified with a check of the sti�ness ma-
trix, the mass matrix and the load vector – i.e. the superelement – and the wave load
redistribution scheme. The whole chain frommodel set-up in Ansys to the time domain
simulation in ADCoS-O�shore (as shown in Section 3.2) is checked using simplifiedmod-
els. The global CS (cf. Appendix E) is used.

The model for the sti�ness matrix testing is shown in Figure 5.9 (le�). It consists of the
tripod central joint superelement (see Figure 4.13), that is cantilevered at all of its down-
ward master nodes (tripod leg members and central column member, black dots) and
one short beam element for load application on top of the joint.

Three static force components (Fx=Fy= 30 MN, Fz= 80 MN) and a torsional moment
(Mz= 1 GNm) are applied at the load application node of the structure (red dot). All
resulting deflections at this node are exactly the same except for the vertical deflection.
However, the di�erence is only∆Fz= 0.17 %, it may even result from rounding errors in
the di�erent FE systems and is therefore not evaluated further.
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Figure 5.3: Fore-a� bending moment at locations one to three (cf. Figure 5.2) for a rigid
OWT under periodic wave loading (top to bottom). ADCoS-O�shore results are shown in
red.
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Figure 5.4: Fore-a� bending moment at locations four to six (cf. Figure 5.2) for a rigid
OWT under periodic wave loading (top to bottom). ADCoS-O�shore results are shown in
red.
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Figure 5.5: Fore-a� shear force at locations one to three (cf. Figure 5.2) for the rigid OWT
under periodic wave loading (top to bottom). ADCoS-O�shore results are shown in red.
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Figure 5.6: Fore-a� shear force at locations three to six (cf. Figure 5.2) for the rigid OWT
under periodic wave loading (top to bottom). ADCoS-O�shore results are shown in red.
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Figure 5.7: Tower-top fore-a� displacement for the flexible OWT under wave loads.
ADCoS-O�shore results are shown in red.
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Figure 5.8: MSL fore-a� support structure displacement for the flexible OWT under wave
loads. ADCoS-O�shore results are shown in red.
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Figure 5.9: Tripod central joint models that are used for superelement sti�ness matrix,
mass matrix and load vector verification (from le� to right). All three models are set up
in ADCoS-O�shore and Ansys and the calculated results are compared.

The model is slightly modified for the mass matrix check (see Figure 5.9, middle). Sup-
plementary beamelementswith the tripod central column, tower and leg sti�nesses but
with negligible masses are included. The model is cantilevered only at the lowest beam
element node. The mass matrix is verified in terms of eigenfrequency results. The fre-
quency values are the direct consequence of the sti�ness distribution (already verified)
and themass distribution and are therefore suitable for this purpose. Furthermore, with
the simplified model used here, it is confirmed, that the superelement has a large influ-
ence on the frequencies. The first ten eigenfrequencies are calculated and compared. All
di�erences are very small and below∆fmax= 0.05 h.

The load vector verification is conducted as follows. The model as shown in Figure 5.9
(right) is defined with the central tripod joint, beam elements with the tripod member
properties and an asymmetrically clamped support. External loading is not applied, but
self weight is included in the simulation. Reaction forces and moments at the support
are compared and the results are practically identical. Themaximum di�erence has the
same order of magnitude as for the frequencies.

The correctness of the wave loads on the superelement is firstly verified by compar-
ing summarized force and moment results before and a�er the redistribution in simple
spreadsheet calculations. In addition, a comparison of exemplary internal forces in the
tripod in wave direction for the whole turbine under wave loads only is realized. The re-
sults time series are very close. This shows that the load application in ADCoS-O�shore
is correct as well. To sum up, the simulation procedure including superelements in AD-
CoS-O�shore leads to the expected results and can be used for further investigations.





Chapter 6

Simulation results comparison
for beam- and superelement
models

In this chapter, simulation results for the tripod (Section 6.1) and the jacket (Section 6.2)
are compared and interpreted. The outputs are called sensors in this chapter. The dif-
ferent structure types may lead to di�erent approaches when it comes to details of the
investigations such as for the positions where load e�ects are compared. Some supple-
mentary tests are shown for one of the structures only and the results are transferred.
As an example, the crosscheck of basic turbine functions is shown for the jacket only (cf.
Section 6.2.3). All eigenfrequency analyses presented in this chapter are realized with
damping and dead weight e�ects excluded.

6.1 Results for the tripod support structure

This section deals with the tripod structure. Basically, the beam model (see Sec-
tion 4.3.2) and the superelementmodel (see Section 4.3.5) are compared, because these
models represent the development in the aeroelastic modeling. The shell model (see
Section 4.3.3) is usedwhenever it is reasonable to verify the results with a higher fidelity
reference model (cf. Section 1.2) of the structure. See also Vorpahl et al. (2010) and Vor-
pahl and Reuter (2011) for investigations on tripodmodels.

6.1.1 Masses and frequencies

In a first step, the dead weights and the first 15 natural frequencies of the superelement
model are compared with results for the shell-joint model as a plausibility check. The
results are identical as described in theory (results not shown). The dead weights and
eigenstates of the beam-, the superelement- and the shell support structure models are
then compared, whereas the shell model serves as a reference. It is the model with the
highest fidelity (cf. Section 1.2), and it has been verified extensively (cf. Section 4.3.3).
Table 6.1 shows the total masses of the structures and themass di�erences between the
beam model and the shell model and between the superelement model and the shell
model respectively.

The di�erence between the beam model and the shell model is∆m=2.6 %. This is due
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Table 6.1: Dead weight of tripod support structure models and comparisons. The su-
perelement model is compared with the shell model (3rd column) and with the beam
model (4th column).
Beam [tons] Super [tons] Shell [tons] Di�. beam – shell [%] Di�. super – shell [%]
1113.3 1081.9 1084.6 2.6 -0.25
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Figure 6.1: Eleven eigenfrequencies and mode shapes for the beam-, the superelement-
and the shell tripodmodel.

to the calculation of the steel volumes at the joints, where the tripodmembers intersect
and due to the conical parts of the joints. These are modeled with continuous changes
in case of the shell joints and stepped in case of the beam joints. More detailed investi-
gations on the mass di�erence show that the shell joints are approximately 10% lighter
than the beam joints, except the lower central joint, which is only 6% lighter. The dif-
ference between the calculated masses using the superelement- and the shell model is
very small (∆m= −0.25 %). It might result frommodeling of the conical parts (stepped
or continuously changing over member length) of the tripod structure (central column
and tower) but this is not further investigatedherein (see Section 4.3.2, Section 4.3.5 and
Section 4.3.3 for the detailed modeling in all three cases).

Figure 6.1 shows eleven eigenfrequencies for the three support structuremodels and the
respectivemode shapes (global bendingmodes, a global torsionalmodeand local bend-
ingmodes of a subset of members). For the shell referencemodel, themode shapes are
given in ascending order of the associated frequencies. The 12thmode shape calculated
with the shell model cannot be described in the other models as it is a shell flattening
mode (comparable to the mode shown in Figure 4.6 for a tower deformation mainly),
therefore the highest mode compared here is the 11th mode. Some of the modes cal-
culated with the superelement and the beammodel, that are connected to frequencies
lying very close together, change places (see Section 4.3.5 for an explanation of this sub-
ject.). For a better comparability of the frequencies of the respective mode shapes, the
modes are assorted in the figure based on the mode shapes, not the frequencies. Fig-
ure 6.2 gives the frequency di�erences for the same mode shapes for the beam model
and the superelement model, with respect to the shell model.

It is directly visible that the shell model leads to the lowest natural frequencies. The fre-
quencies obtainedwith the superelementmodel are slightly higher, those obtainedwith
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Figure 6.2: Frequency di�erences between tripod beam and shell model and between
superelement and shell model.

the beam model are the highest. In general, significant di�erences occur especially for
the beam model compared to the reference. The 1st global torsional frequency is more
than doubled when comparing the beammodel to the shell model (Figure 6.1, 1st global
torsion). The di�erences are significantly reduced for all the modes, when moving from
a beam to a superelement model. The superelement results for the bending modes are
relatively close to the reference, expect for the two2nd globalbendingmodes shapes. For
thosemode shapes, the di�erence is reducedby about one third, whenusing a superele-
ment model instead of a beam model (Figure 6.2, 2nd global bending). The di�erences
for the, very important, first global bendingmodes are approximately halved (Figure 6.2,
1st global bending). The di�erence for the global torsion is reduced by about two thirds
(Figure 6.2, 1st global torsion). But still, the remaining di�erence between the first global
torsional frequencies for the beam- and the superelement model is∆f3= 40 %. All fre-
quency di�erences associated with local bending modes of the mudbraces are strongly
reduced.

Summing up, themass di�erence between shell model and superelementmodel is neg-
ligible and therefore not further investigated. Comparing themasses of the beammodel
and the superelement model, di�erences were expected, as the beam model does not
represent the steel surfaces at the intersection ofmembers at the joints correctly as pre-
viously mentioned. The relatively small di�erence shows the good quality of the beam
model with its massless members included at those intersections.

The eigenfrequencies are shi�ed towards lower values for the higher fidelity models, as
expected. The di�erences between the beammodel and themore sophisticatedmodels
are significant and the lowest eigenfrequencies shown here are important OWT design
parameters. Compared to the beammodel, the use of superelementsmoves all frequen-
cies closer to the reference. The di�erences between the beammodel results and the su-
perelement model results are considerable, i.e. the enhancement when using superele-
ments pays o�. The shell model leads to an increase of computational e�ort that is not
suitable for aeroelastic analyses.
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Figure 6.3: Positions for axial force comparisons in the tripod.

6.1.2 Static load distribution

The load bearing behavior of the beam- and the superelementmodel is compared using
a static analysis based on the following outputs:

• Global tower top deflections.

• Summed reactions at mudline.

• Individual reactions at mudline (for the three legs).

• Axial forces in the tripodmembers.

The output positions and the respective naming convention are given in Figure 6.3. In
comparisons, all results are related to the higher fidelity model, i.e. the superelement
model.

As a further simplification, the models are not loaded externally in a first step (results
not shown), which means that gravity, leading to a symmetric vertical load (Fz not re-
sulting in moment componentsMx andMy), is the only load source. In this case, the
only global deflection component at the tower top is uz and the value of this deflection
is very small. Therefore global deflections are not compared. As expected, the summed
reaction forces at mudline are the same for both models except for Fz , where the mass
di�erence described in Section 6.1.1 is visible. The summedmoments are not equal and
nonzero in both models, which is initially surprising. But the absolute values are small
and this is explainable even in this symmetric loading situation. A nonzero value forMx,
for example, results from imbalances of Fy,i and Fz,iin the structure with the respec-
tive lever arms. The Fz,i force components are large due to gravity and the lever arms
for Fz,i might be slightly di�erent due to the number of digits used in the calculation to
describe the nodal positions of the structure. The large Fz,i values lead to nonzero mo-
mentswhenbeingmultipliedevenwith very small lever armdi�erences in the respective
models.

For the individual reactions for each leg at mudline, significant di�erences occur. For
most of the forces and moments, the values are higher in the case of the beam model.
This is the case for the horizontal reactions (Fx,i andFy,i) for which large di�erences are
plausible: Pressure loads resulting from gravity (Fz) are transferred down the load path
as axial forces in legs and braces to the pile sleeve joints. In the joints, a resulting force
is pushing horizontally outwards (radially out of the tripod center). This component is
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counteracted by tension in themudbraces. Here, it becomes apparent, that the reaction
atmudlinedependsdirectlyon the (modeled) sti�nessof themember. Amorecompliant
mudbrace leads to reduced tension in the mudbrace, but to larger horizontal reactions
at mudline. Furthermore, the modeling of the joint, i.e. the sti�ness of the connection
between pile sleeve andmudbrace becomes important.

Several of the axial forces Fx,A01 to Fx,A10 show large di�erences including changes of
signs for the beam- and the superelement model. The beammodel leads to pressure in
the central column, the superelementmodel leads to a large tension (Fx,A01). The beam
model tripod legs (Fx,A02 to Fx,A04) experience slightly higher tension than the legs in
the superelementmodel. Thebraces (Fx,A05 toFx,A07) show tension forces for thebeam
model (large values) and pressure for the superelement model (small values), for the
mudbraces (Fx,A08 to Fx,A10) it is vice versa (beam model: moderate compression, su-
perelement model: strong tension). This confirms the conclusions explained above, the
load distribution di�ers strongly due to a changed local sti�ness modeling.

The static turbine loads as described in Table 4.1 are applied on the two models in the
next step and the outputs as described above are analyzed. The global tower top deflec-
tions in the relevant directions are given in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Tower top deflection and rotation components for tripod beam- and superele-
ment model for the static load case in global coordinates.

Sensor Beam [m] [◦] Super [m] [◦] Di�. [%]

ux 0.411 0.455 -10
uy 0.039 0.0416 -6.3
ϕy 0.392 0.419 -6.4

The absolute values are plausible, the fore-a� tower top deflection for example is ux≈
0.5 m, a realistic value for this turbine, structure and loading condition. The deflections
for the beammodels have lower values, the di�erence is approximately 10% for the fore-
a� deflection ux and approximately 6% for the side-to-dide deflection uy and the fore-
a� rotation ϕy . As expected, this means that the superelement model is globally more
compliant.

Obviously, in the global (summed) reactions at mudline, the mass di�erence is found
again; these results are as expected and not shown. Table 6.3 presents the mudline
forces for the individual legs (upwind, downwind le� and downwind right as described
in Section 4.3.1).

Table 6.3: Mudline reaction forces for each tripod leg in the global CS.
Sensor Beam [kN] Super [kN] Di�. [%]

Fx,L1 2286 1335 71
Fx,L2 -1510 -1034 46
Fx,L3 -1515 -1041 46
Fy,L1 -2.971 -3.230 -8.0
Fy,L3 -2667 -1816 47
Fy,L3 2670 1819 47
Fz,L1 2280 2201 3.6
Fz,L2 5973 5860 1.9
Fz,L3 6169 6053 1.9

All horizontal forces show large di�erences (between 46% and 71%) exept Fy,L1. How-
ever, the absolute value of Fy,L1 is small. All significant absolute values are higher for
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the beammodel. The values for the vertical forces are relatively close, the summed dif-
ference is the vertical force di�erence due to the di�erent masses. As discussed above,
the results indicate the global change of the load distribution in the tripod structure.
The reaction moments show comparable results, i.e. partly large di�erences and larger
load e�ects for the beam models for all components with a significant load magnitude
(results not shown).

Table 6.4 gives the axial forces in the tripod members following the naming convention
defined in Figure 6.3. Negative values are compressive forces here.

Table 6.4: Axial forces in tripodmembers.
Sensor Beam [kN] Super [kN]

Fx,A01 -460.9 101.1
Fx,A02 -262.8 -308.1
Fx,A03 -5311 -5268
Fx,A04 -5598 -5549
Fx,A05 -2461 426.7
Fx,A06 -613.8 444.2
Fx,A07 -467.9 422
Fx,A08 104.6 -1812
Fx,A09 161.2 29.09
Fx,A10 106.8 175.1

As expected, based on the results described above, the results calculated with the two
models are very di�erent. With the beam model, a large compressive force in the cen-
tral column is obtained whereas the superelement model leads to a tension force with
a much smaller value. Both models yield compressive forces in the legs, the value in
the upwind leg is smaller for the beam model, while for the downwind legs, the values
are slightly higher. The beam model leads to pressure in the braces (Fx,A05 to Fx,A07),
the superelementmodel leads to tension at these positions. AtFx,A08, in themudbrace,
thebeammodel leads topressure, the superelementmodel to a large tension. Relatively
small pressures are calculated in bothmodels for the remainingmudbraces. (Fx,A09 and
Fx,A10).

In this section, the load bearing behavior of the beam- and superelement tripodmodels
is investigated based on results from a static load case. For a better understanding of
the system, an even simpler analysis with loads from dead weight only is performed in
advance. Di�erences are large and therefore the use of themore accurate superelement
model is reasonable. Conclusions are drawn in more detail as follows:

• Thesuperelementmodel is –asexpected–globallymorecompliant than thebeam
model, the di�erence in the relevant deflections is up to 10%.

• For internal forces andmomentswith small absolute values, even very smallmod-
elingdi�erences, or even thenumberof digits that areused internally in a so�ware
tool might lead to di�erences. These can be neglected, especially as the small
loadings do not always lead to a better understanding of the structural behavior
andmore important, because they are not relevant for a design.

• Even for very simple loading conditions, i.e. only structural mass, internal forces
and moments might di�er significantly. The horizontal reactions at mudline for
example are significantly higher for the beam model. This is a plausible result,
even if it is not intuitively understandable.

• For the axial forces in the tripod members, similar load distribution patterns are
visible in the load case with structural mass only and the load case including the
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Figure 6.4: Tripod output positions for DEL comparisons.

tower top loads. The load bearing behavior of the beam- and the superelement
model, however, are totally di�erent. This results from the di�erent sti�nesses
of the joints that significantly influence the load path through the structure. The
di�erences due to this e�ect are surprisingly high.

6.1.3 Fatigue and extreme results

Extreme and fatigue loads simulation results are presented in this section1. To perform
the simulations, the turbine and two tripod models (beam- and superelement models)
are defined in ADCoS-O�shore. The load case set is defined in Section 4.1.3. Herein, a
set of DEL in the tubular members of the structure in proximity to the joints are com-
pared. DEL results are important at these positions because these DEL are in general
used in joint design. Therefore the output positions are selected as shown in Figure 6.4.
(And that is why these outputs are di�erent to the axial force outputs that were used in
Section 6.1.2 to describe the global static load bearing behavior.) Tower top, tower base
outputs and outputs at positionsP07 andP08 are given in global coordinates. The local
(element) CS is used for P01 to P06 and P09 to P11. The x-axis points away from the
closest joint for all outputs in local coordinates.

Table 6.5 shows the tower top displacement extremes for the beam- and the superele-
ment models for all simulated load cases. Values close to zero are not shown.

All deflection extremes are larger for the superelement model, the di�erences are be-
tween ∆umin= 5.6 % and ∆umax= 51.4 %. Di�erences are significant for deflection
directions with large absolute values like ∆ux, max= 10.2 % in mean wind direction or
∆ϕx, max= 14.1 % around the axis where the structure counteracts the mean rotor mo-
ment. The largest di�erences are found for the rotation around the vertical axis. Larger
deflections for the more compliant (see e.g. Section 6.1.2) superelement model were to
be expected. The rotation around the vertical exhibiting the largest di�erences fits to the
former finding of the di�iculty in capturing the torsional behavior of the tripod structure
in the simpler beammodel (see e.g. Figure 6.2).

1The extreme loads are obtained under operational conditions, because extreme load cases in the sense of
extreme DLCs are not simulated as described in Section 4.1.
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Table 6.5: Global extreme values for tripod tower top deflections from beam- and su-
perelement model in global coordinates. Outputs with small absolute values are not
shown.

Sensor Beam [m] Super [m] Di�. [%]

ux, max 0.503 0.560 -10.2
uy, min -0.262 -0.323 -18.9
uy, max 0.121 0.166 -27.1
uz, min -0.012 -0.022 -44.9
uz, max -0.011 -0.020 -46.0

Sensor Beam [◦] Super [◦] Di�. [%]

ϕx, min -0.094 -0.129 -27.1
ϕy, max 0.474 0.502 -5.6
ϕz, min -0.228 -0.458 -50.2
ϕz, max 0.228 0.469 -51.4

The following Table 6.6 gives extreme load e�ects at the tower base. Again, only signifi-
cant values are shown.

Table 6.6: Extreme values of tower base load e�ects for the tripod beam- and superele-
ment model in the global CS.

Sensor Beam [kN] Super [kN] Di�. [%]
Fx,max 866 876 -1.14
Fy, min -417 -484 -13.84
Fy, max 315 351 -10.26
Fz, min -7,078 -7,081 -0.04
Fz, max -6,741 -6,719 0.33

Sensor Beam [kNm] Super [kNm] Di�. [%]
Mx, min -19,893 -23,274 -14.53
Mx, max 36,867 41,132 -10.37
My, max 72,506 71,988 0.72
Mz, min -8,341 -8,026 3.92
Mz, max 8,541 7,774 9.87

Fx, max, Fz, min, Fz, max and My,max show relatively small di�erences. The forces in y-
direction and the associated bending moment around the x-axis are higher for the su-
perelement model. Torsional load e�ects in the tower are reduced when the superele-
ment model is used which is reasonable due to the decreased rotational sti�ness.

In the following, DELs are compared. The shear forces for all output positions (P01 to
P11) are found to be very small in general compared to the other values and are not
shownhere. In Table 6.7 results forP01 toP06 are shown. These are the positions in the
tubular members close to the pile sleeve joints.

The table shows large di�erences for some of the sensors. ForMy,P05, the di�erence is
close to a factor of four. The sensors that exhibit reduced load e�ects for the superele-
ment model are numerous and these are the sensors that show the largest di�erences.
This is the case forMx,P01,Mx,P02,Mx,P03,Mz,P04,My,P05 andMy,P06. Some of the
sensors show an increase, and the respective valuesmight have significant absolute val-
ues (seeMy,P01,Mz,P03,Mx,P04 andMx,P06).

Table 6.8 presents results for P07 and P08 in the central column of the tripod. The re-
sults for these sensors showasmaller spread than the results of Table6.7. The largest dif-
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Table 6.7: DEL results for tripod output positions P01 to P06 in the respective local (el-
ement) CS.

Sensor DEL Beam [kN] [kNm] DEL Super [kN] [kNm] Di�. [%]
Fx,P01 244.64 212.78 15
Mx,P01 89.389 49.135 81.9
My,P01 312.45 396.04 -21.1
Mz,P01 307.4 210.99 45.7
Fx,P02 200.97 173.68 15.7
Mx,P02 91.846 51.948 76.8
My,P02 274.61 196.16 40
Mz,P02 346.99 393.23 -11.8
Fx,P03 173.19 164.59 5.2
Mx,P03 103.21 51.175 101.7
My,P03 180.76 194.78 -7.2
Mz,P03 261.7 358.98 -27.1
Fx,P04 87.673 76.141 15.1
Mx,P04 56.321 101.77 -44.7
My,P04 37.966 35.284 7.6
Mz,P04 191.6 86.494 121.5
Fx,P05 75.869 61.41 23.5
Mx,P05 52.897 105.31 -49.8
My,P05 210.03 63.495 230.8
Mz,P05 46.961 39.377 19.3
Fx,P06 61.272 57.283 7
Mx,P06 50.541 99.14 -49
My,P06 96.974 54.178 79
Mz,P06 43.816 36.342 20.6

Table 6.8: DEL results for tripod output positions P07 to P08 in the global CS.
Sensor DEL Beam [kN] [kNm] DEL Super [kN] [kNm] Di�. [%]
Fx,P07 108.83 101.48 7.2
Mx,P07 347.18 394.34 -12
My,P07 504.42 538.33 -6.3
Mz,P07 643.04 641.06 0.3
Fx,P08 99.513 96.261 3.4
Mx,P08 1160.7 1216.5 -4.6
My,P08 1660.9 1636.5 1.5
Mz,P08 614.23 585.63 4.9
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ference is found for the torsional momentMx,P07 where the superelementmodel leads
to a higher DEL.

Results for the sensors in the tripod legs close to the central joint (P09 to P11) are
provided in Table 6.9. These are comparable to the results for sensors P01 to P06.

Table 6.9: DEL results for tripod output positions P09 to P11 in the respective local (el-
ement) CS.

Sensor DEL Beam [kN] [kNm] DEL Super [kN] [kNm] Di�. [%]
Fx,P09 242.93 212.33 14.4
Mx,P09 88.94 52.008 71
My,P09 324.03 481.61 -32.7
Mz,P09 189.97 137.9 37.8
Fx,P10 199.02 173.35 14.8
Mx,P10 91.339 54.914 66.3
My,P10 173.88 197.13 -11.8
Mz,P10 323.25 463.86 -30.3
Fx,P11 172.48 164.35 4.9
Mx,P11 102.75 53.675 91.4
My,P11 143.65 198.09 -27.5
Mz,P11 270.46 429.69 -37.1

Here as well, the di�erences are large, in most of the cases the load e�ects decrease
with the superelements, but not in all the cases. The largest di�erences occur for
Mx,P09,Mx,P10 andMx,P11, the torsional moments. Important bending moment val-
ues (My,P09,Mz,P10,My,P11 andMz,P11) show significant increases of the load e�ects
when superelements are used.

In summary, the following is stated: Using superelements, the DEL near the joints may
be reduced because the joints aremodeledmore compliant. However, in Section 6.1.2 it
is shown for static load cases, that the load bearing behavior of the two tripod models
is di�erent, i.e. the global load distribution pattern changes when superelements are
used. This is confirmedhereand leads to the fact ofDELs (especially thoseof thebending
moments) being shi�ed towards larger values, too.

This implies that theglobal loaddistributionpattern in the tripod is sensitive to relatively
small sti�ness changes in single members (or joints), a conclusion that is coherent to
the results given in Vorpahl et al. (2013). In this paper, the sensitivity of the tripod’s load
bearing behavior is described as well. Although the sti�ness di�erences are due to the
beam formulation (EB beamelements vs. Timoshenko-like beamelements) and not due
to the joint definition, the resulting load e�ects are comparable. In Klausmann et al.
(2012) it is shown that the beam model with Timoshenko beams even leads to results
close to a shell model for the investigated combination of load cases and structure.

Due to the large di�erences between the results obtainedwith beam- and superelement
models, the use of superelements when performing loads analyses of tripods is strongly
recommended.

6.2 Results for the jacket support structure

In this section, results for the jacket models are compared and conclusions are drawn.
The beam model (see Section 4.4.2) and the superelement model (see Section 4.4.5)
represent the current development in aeroelastic modeling and therefore these two are
mainly compared. The shell model (see Section 4.4.3) is used as a reference, whenever
is is possible and useful to verify the results with a higher fidelity model of the structure.
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Figure 6.5: Eigenfrequencies andmode shapes for thebeam-, the superelement- and the
shell jacket model.

See also Tu (2013) and Tu and Vorpahl (2014) for more investigations on the jacket struc-
ture.

6.2.1 Masses and frequencies

The shell-jointmodel (Section 4.4.4) and the superelementmodel (Section 4.4.5) by def-
inition lead to the same results in terms of masses and sti�nesses, and therefore also
eigenfrequencies. This is verified successfully as a first plausibility check (results not
shown). Table 6.10 gives the steel masses for the beammodel, the superelement model
and the shell model and comparisons between the superelement model and the two
other models.

Table 6.10: Dead weight of jacket support structure models and comparisons (beam
model vs. shell model and superelement model vs. shell model)
Beam [tons] Super [tons] Shell [tons] Di�. beam – shell [%] Di�. super – shell [%]
1489.3 1438.8 1438.5 3.53 0.02

Themass di�erence between the superelementmodel and the shell model is very small
and not further investigated. The overestimation of the mass in the beam model com-
pared to the shell model (∆m= 3.53 %) is mainly due to the overlapping at the joints.
This is a result of the use of the simple beam model including overlapping parts as de-
scribed in Section 4.4.2.

In Figure 6.5, eigenfrequencies for the three support structure models and the respec-
tive mode shapes are shown. These are global bendingmodes, the first global torsional
mode and a vertical stretching of the structure.

The ordering of the mode shapes di�ers for the di�erent models (cf. Section 4.4.1 for a
description of this phenomenon). Hence, themodes corresponding to the first tenmode
shapesof thebeammodel and the superelementmodelneed tobeselectedamongst the
first 15 modes of the shell structure. In general, the higher fidelity models show lower
eigenfrequency values. The results for the superelement model are closer to the refer-
ence, some results of the beammodel are far o�. In Figure 6.6 this is pointed out inmore
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Figure 6.6: Frequency di�erences between jacketmodels. Beam and shell model as well
as superelement and shell model are compared.

detail via comparison of the frequency di�erences instead of the absolute values.

Here, the proximity of the superelement results to the reference results becomes even
more obvious. For the first four modes – the 1st and 2nd global bending modes of the
structure – the di�erences between superelement and shell element results are below
∆f=0.5 %, and therefore almost negligible. For the last fivemodes shown here, the aug-
mentation of the results due to the superelements is very clear. The 5th mode shape
is the 1st global torsional mode. To predict the torsional frequencies accurately, higher
fidelity models than for the bending modes are necessary (cf. Section 4.3.3 and Sec-
tion 4.4.3 also). However, for this frequency, the di�erence to the reference is still more
than halved when using superelements.

In summary, the superelementmodel is a very goodapproximationof the shell reference
for both, mass and eigenfrequencies, keeping the computational e�ort for aeroelastic
simulation at a reasonable level. In terms of deadweight, the smallmass di�erences be-
tween the beam model and the shell model can be traced back to the modeling of the
structure (doubledmembers at joints). The higher fidelity superelement and shell mod-
els are generally more compliant, which is reflected in the eigenfrequencies. The di�er-
ences between the superelementmodel and the shell referencemodel are very small for
the important 1st and2nd globalbendingmodes. Forhighermodes (5th to 10th), the reduc-
tion of the error with respect to the reference is significant for the superelement model.
Even for the torsional mode – that is harder to predict accurately – the error reduction
is more than 50%. The di�erences are smaller than for the tripod (see Section 6.1.1),
but still, the use of the superelement is reasonable. The frequencies are shi�ed towards
more realistic values, and the di�erences are significant for a subset of frequencies.

6.2.2 Static load distribution

For a better understanding of the load bearing behavior of the jacket structure, static
analyses are conducted. In this respect, the following outputs are compared: The global
displacement pattern, tower top deflections, summed as well as individual reactions at
mudline and axial forces in a set of individual jacket members.
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The static loads that are used herein – superimposed or single load components, de-
pending on the respective investigation – are given in Section 4.1.2. In all comparisons,
the results are related to the superelement model that is the higher fidelity model.

The first step is a comparison of the global displacement pattern under external static
load for the beam- and superelement jacket models (results not shown). This is real-
ized for the di�erent combinations of load components and the resulting displacement
components are evaluated based on visual checks. Similar displacement patterns are
generally found. As an example, a vertical loading at the tower top leads to an outward
deflection of the jacket legs due to the compressive loads. The horizontal deflection is
increasing from the TP down to the K3 level and then decreasing from the K3-level to
mudline. The displacement pattern is the same for both models. The maximum values
are higher for the beammodel and have absolute values of ux,max≈ 0.5 mm.

This displacement pattern is plausible due to the following: The load direction in combi-
nationwith the inclined jacket legs – that are carrying themain load – lead to the outside
bending of the structure over K3 on the one hand. The constrained DOFs at the legs at
mudline level on the other hand impose a decreasing deflection below K3 ending up
with zero deflection at mudline. The zero deflection at mudline is amodeling constraint
in bothmodels thatmight be discussed. However, for the purpose ofmodel comparison
it is reasonable. The absolute deflection values are plausible for this type of structure
and load. In terms of model comparison, it is stated, that the beammodel is suitable for
jacket representation in terms of global deflections under static loads. It leads to results
that compare well to the results obtained with the higher fidelity superelement model.

In a second step, the tower top deflections are compared. Here as well, the loads are ap-
plied consecutively and superimposed. It is verified, that the general structural behavior
is both, similar (beam and superelement modeling results lead to comparable results)
and reasonable (based on simple static considerations for a jacket structure). As an ex-
ample, Table 6.11 shows the tower top deflections in global coordinates for bothmodels
loaded with all six static load components – and the respective di�erences.

Table 6.11: Tower top deflections under static loading for the jacket beam- and superele-
ment model in global coordinates.

Sensor Beam [m] Super [m] Di�. [%]

ux 0.442 0.478 -8
uy -0.048 -0.050 -4
uz -0.0112 -0.0126 -11

The superelementmodel ismore compliant than the beammodel, all deflections for the
superelement model are larger (negative percentages in Table 6.11). The di�erences are
not excessive. However, the maximum di�erence is∆uz= 11 %which is not negligible.

A comparison of summed reactions at mudline (three constrained translational DOFs)
leads to the expected results: The sums for each component are equal to the applied
loads including the gravity load. Due to the latter, the summed vertical component Fz
is 3% higher for the beam model which is due to the extra weight of the overlapping
members as described in Section 4.4.2 (results not shown).

Table 6.12 shows the reaction forces for the jacket legs at mudline with six load compo-
nents applied at the tower top. The leg numbering is defined in Table 4.9.

It is obvious that there are large di�erences in the results. The load e�ects along the x-
axis resulting from the simulations with the beammodel show similar results for all the
legs. This type of symmetry in the results does not exists for the superelement model.
In the case of the superelement model, the absolute values for leg two and leg three
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Table 6.12: Reaction forces at mudline in global coordinates for jacket legs with static
load components applied at the tower top (six load components). In case of a direction
change (d.c.) of the load e�ect, no percentage is given.

Sensor Beam [kN] Super [kN] Di�. [%]

Fx, L1 -191 -150 27
Fy, L1 0.88 82 -99
Fz, L1 8610 8486 1
Fx, L2 -181 -222 -18
Fy, L2 -8.94 -4.67 91
Fz, L2 75.7 -48.5 d.c.
Fx, L3 -180 -225 -20
Fy, L3 7.9 3.6 118
Fz, L3 444.7 320.4 39
Fx, L4 -188 -144 31
Fy, L4 1.7 -79 d.c.
Fz, L4 8979 8855 1

(Fx,L2= −222 kN, Fx,L3=−225 kN) are higher than for the leg with the highest reaction
obtained with beam models (Fx,L1=−191 kN). A clear pattern in all the reaction com-
ponents is not visible immediately, conclusions cannot be drawn directly. Additional re-
sults, obtainedbyapplying the load components consecutively (results not shownhere),
show at least a pattern that fits to the geometry of the jacket and its symmetries.

Axial forces in the jacket structure (center of each leg and brace member) are compared
in the samewaywith all load components applied consecutively. The loads being trans-
ferred down the structure are distributed to the legs and braces. As expected, the legs
carry themain load. In cases of a larger axial force in a leg for the beammodel in compar-
ison to the superelement model, the respective force in the corresponding brace mem-
bers is smaller and vice versa. Percentagewise, the di�erences are larger for the braces
but these show smaller absolute values. These di�erences are not surprising when tak-
ing into account that the loads are shared between legs and braces (cf. above) and a dif-
ference in the load distribution leads to a small percentagewise di�erence for the large
force in the leg and a high relative di�erence in the small force in the brace.

To get a clearer picture of the structural behavior and the di�erences due to modeling,
the load path through the structure is analyzed. As an example, load e�ects close to
mudline and reactions at mudline under the vertical tower top pressure component Fz
arediscussed. Thevertical load leads topressure in the jacket legs. Due to the inclination
of the legs, this leads to a horizontal force component pushing the legs outwards with
respect to the vertical centerline of the jacket at the level of the double-T-Joint at the
jacket bottom. This deformation is counteracted by the mudbraces, resulting in tension
in the mudbraces. The supporting e�ect of the mudbrace combined with the applied
vertical load pushes the leg towards the jacket centerline. With the constrained DOFs at
mudline, this leads to an outward reaction force at the bearing points.

One horizontal reaction atmudline and the axial tension in the respectivemudbrace are
shown in table 6.13 (only a vertical load is applied, therefore the loading is symmetric,
i.e. the values shown here are the same for each pair of reaction and brace). Both values
are higher for themore compliant superelement structure. Large di�erences for the load
e�ects in braces and legmembers are found for other joints too (results not shownhere).

Summing up, the beam and the superelement model show the same global displace-
mentbehavior. Asexpectedandasalreadyshownearlierby theeigenfrequencyanalyses
in Section 6.2.1, the superelementmodel is more compliant. For the tower top displace-
ment under realistic static loading this leads to a maximum di�erence of ∆ux= 11 %.
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Table 6.13: Horizontal reaction andaxial force in amudbrace for beamand superelement
models.

Sensor Beam [kN] Super [kN]

Horizontal reaction 13 97
Axial force mudbrace 467 532

Mudline height level, L2 

Tower base  

X4 height  level, L2 X4 height  level, L1 

X4 height  level, L4 X4 height  level, L3 

Mudline height level, L3 
Mudline height level, L1 

Mudline height level, L4 

Figure 6.7: Jacket positions where outputs are compared. The supplementary output
positions tower top and blade root are not shown.

Despite these relatively small di�erences in the global behavior, the load distribution in
the jacket, i.e. the load shares in the individual members di�er strongly. This can lead
to higher load e�ects for important outputs such as themaximumhorizontal reaction in
mean wind direction at mudline (see Table 6.12). The results are plausible and coherent
with the general behavior of a jacket and basic static considerations. However, the dif-
ferences are large, the load bearing behavior is changed, even if this is not obviouswhen
global e�ects only are investigated. Therefore, the use of superelements is a reasonable
approach.

6.2.3 Fatigue and extreme results

In this section, extreme and fatigue loads simulation results for the turbine atop the
jacket support structure simulated in ADCoS-O�shore are presented2. These are com-
pared and the respective conclusions are drawn. The jacket structure is modeled with
beam- and superelements respectively. See Section 4.1.3 for the detailed definition of
the load case set. Further output positions are the tower top and the blade root as well
as the jacket sensors given in Figure 6.7.

In a first step, the general turbinebehavior is crosschecked andapreliminary plausibility
check is conductedbasedon time series andbasic turbineoutputs. Figure 6.8, Figure 6.9
and Figure 6.10 show exemplary results.

2The extreme loads are obtained under operational conditions, because extreme load cases in the sense of
extreme DLCs are not simulated as described in Section 4.1.
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Figure 6.8: Wind speed at the blade andpitch angle over time for the jacket beammodel.
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Figure 6.10: Tower base deflections over time for the jacket beam- and the superelement
model in the global CS.

These results are a subset of a load casewith an averagewind speed close to rated speed
(Vw = 12 m/s) with yaw misalignment (β = −8 ◦). See Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 for the
load case description. This is a random sample from a load cases at the turbine’s rated
wind speed where the maximum of the rotor thrust force (being a function of the wind
speed) is activated and where the pitch control becomes active. Figure 6.8 shows the
wind speed at one of the blades and the pitch angle over 60 seconds for the beammodel
only. Thewind speed is slightly over the ratedwind speed for the first 25 seconds in short
time average, therefore the pitch angle is set to positive values between zero and 9.25 ◦.
For the remaining time period the pitch angle is set to zero because of the short term
average wind speed being lower then the turbine’s rated wind speed. The turbine is op-
erating as expected. In Figure 6.9, tower base thrust forces along the global x-axis for the
beam- and the superelement model are presented. The general evolution of the curve
is in accordance with the results shown in Figure 6.8, i.e. the thrust force increases with
decreasing pitch angle in the non-zero pitch region and the thrust force increases with
increasing wind speed in the zero-pitch region. Moreover and as expected, the beam
and the superelement models show very similar results, because the external load is
identical and the load e�ects di�er slightly due to the small di�erences in the dynamic
behavior of the twomodels. This e�ect has a minor influence on the total results at this
output position only.

Figure 6.10 shows the tower base deflections for the beam- and the superelementmodel
for the same time period. The global evolution of the curve is obviously similar. There
are two di�erences: First, the high frequency oscillations somewhat di�er due to the dif-
ferences in the dynamic behavior of the two models. See for example the time period
between 15 and 20 s. Second, and more important in terms of the visible results di�er-
ence, the deflections for the superelementmodel are larger because it is generallymore
compliant. The di�erence is approximately∆ux= 20 %.

Time series of vertical reactions at mudline and axial forces at the X4 level show a rea-
sonable pattern for the given loading and only small di�erences for the beam- and the
superelement model. These di�erences can be traced back to the modeling (mass dif-
ference). Tower top loads e�ects and blade root bending moments are compared in
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Figure 6.11: Tower base DEL for the jacket beam- and the superelement model for all
DOFs in global coordinates.

terms of time series, mean values and DEL. As expected, the di�erences obtained with
the beam- and the superelement model are very small (results not shown).

Summing up, the turbine is operating as expected, the external loads are similar, se-
lected load e�ects at the tower top and the blades are nearly the same and the tower
base deflection time series slightly di�er due to di�erent dynamic behavior of the mod-
els. The most important di�erence are the larger deflections due to the globally more
compliant superelement model. These results substantiate the proper turbine defini-
tion and confirm former findings concerning the influence of the beam- and superele-
ment models.

In the next step, post processed results from all simulated load cases (cf. Section 4.1.3)
are considered. The global mean values of the tower base load e�ects (all DOFs) show
onlyminor di�erences (results not shown). In Figure 6.11, tower base DEL are presented.

The DEL are similar as well and there is no clear tendency as to the influence of themod-
eling: the DEL of the forces are slightly decreased for the superelement model (for Fy
the di�erence is very small). The DEL of themoments are increased except the torsional
momentMz . Results of a brief investigation of the tower base deflections (in terms of
means and standard deviations) show again that the superelement model is more com-
pliant (results not shown).

Table 6.14 and Table 6.15 show the mean values of reaction forces in the main load di-
rection (Fx) at mudline and the respective DEL. The tower base thrust values (average
and DEL) are verified to be almost the same in both models to make sure that occuring
di�erences only result from the jacket modeling and not from di�erences in the applied
external wind loading (not shown here).

Table 6.14: Mean values of the reactions in x direction (global CS) at mudline for jacket
leg 1 to leg 4.

Sensor Mean Beam [kN] Mean Super [kN] Di�. [%]

Fx,L1 -118.5 -78.8 50
Fx,L2 -116.6 -158.3 -26
Fx,L3 -86.5 -129.5 -33
Fx,L4 -87.1 -42.5 105

Themean values di�er stronglywhile theDEL show smaller di�erences, i.e. the vibration
patterns seem comparable, but the load e�ects fluctuate around di�erent mean values.

The mean values (cf. Table 6.14) resulting from the simulations with the beam model
show very similar results for the legs one and two (positive y coordinate) and for the legs
threeand four (negative y coordinate) respectively. This symmetry in the resultsdoesnot
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Table 6.15: DEL of the reactions in x direction at mudline for jacket leg 1 to leg 4 in global
coordinates.

Sensor DEL Beam [kN] DEL Super [kN] Di�. [%]

Fx,L1 30.5 33.8 -10
Fx,L2 30.5 33.6 -9
Fx,L3 28.6 32 -10
Fx,L4 28.6 32 -10

exists for the superelementmodel. This finding is also confirmedwith time series control
samples (results not shownhere). For the superelementmodel, the average value for leg
two (Fx,L2=−158.3 kN) is significantly higher than for the highest loaded leg from the
beammodel (Fx,L1=−118.5 kN).

All DEL are larger for the superelement model, i.e. the more compliant model leads to
largerDELat the constrainedbottomof the structure. However, thedi�erences aremuch
smaller here than for themean values. Themaximumdi�erence is∆Fmax=10 %. Similar
axial force patterns are found in the jacket members at higher levels as well as for the z
component at mudline.

In Table 6.16, extreme values of tower top deflections from all fatigue load cases are
shown (results with very small absolute values and rotational deflections are not com-
pared).

Table 6.16: Global extreme values for tower top deflections. Results from the beam- and
superelement jacketmodels are compared. (All values shown in global coordinates, out-
puts with small absolute values not shown).

Sensor Beam [m] [◦] Super [m] [◦] Di�. [%]

ux, max 0.49 0.53 -8
uy, min -0.19 -0.17 7
uy, max 0.12 0.11 12

The table shows di�erences up to ∆uy, max=12 %. Some of the deflections are larger
for the beam model, others for the superelement model. The latter is interesting, be-
cause globally, larger deflections might be expected for the more compliant superele-
ment model. When looking closer at the results (and when looking into more results
than shown here), it is found that in case of larger deflections resulting from the beam
model, the extreme values result from di�erent time domain simulations and also from
di�erent points in time for each model. For the expected results (larger deflections for
the superelement model, e.g. ux, max), the values originate from the same simulation at
time steps being very close. Based on this observation, the following is stated. The glob-
ally more compliant superelement model does not lead to larger tower top deflections
in all DOFs for the investigated set of load cases. The di�erences in the deflections are
not very large. In case of larger deflections for the more compliant superelement struc-
ture, this corresponds to the expected results. In case of larger deflections for the sti�er
structure, this might be a result of the di�erent dynamic behavior, i.e. the combination
of stochastic external loadingwith ahighlydynamic system. Thesee�ects arenot further
investigated herein.

Globally, the use of superelements for the investigation of the jacket load e�ects is rea-
sonable, because the results di�erences between superelement and the formerly used
beammodels are significant. The following is stated in more detail:

• The internal forces andmoments at positions higher than the tower base level are
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similar. This is as expected, there is only a small influence on the levels of internal
loading over the modified part of the models (the jacket). This is shown here for
the tower base as an example in Figures 6.9 and 6.11.

• The superelement modeling changes the global load bearing behavior of the
jacket. This leads to large di�erences of mean load e�ects. A symmetry in the
loading disappears for the reaction forces at mudline in mean wind direction and
a maximum is found at one of the legs instead (Table 6.14). This is in accordance
with what was found for the jacket under static load only (see Table 6.12).

• DEL at the constrained bottom of the structure are generally larger for the su-
perelement model. For the mean load direction, the di�erence is∆Fx≈ 10 % as
shown in Table 6.15.

• The superelement model is more compliant. This leads to generally larger deflec-
tions and it can be found when time domain simulations are directly compared
(see e.g. Figure 6.10). However, the di�erences in the deflections are not very sig-
nificant. Therefore, it is possible that slightly di�erent dynamics of the systems
in combination with the stochastic loading lead to larger deflections for the sti�er
structure in special cases. This becomes obvious when results are compared as
shown in Table 6.16.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

It is of vital importance for the successive development of the O�shore wind sector that
(1) the LCoE is further reduced and (2) aside from being cost e�ective, o�shore wind
farms are reliable. One driver of the cost of energy reduction is innovation in the OWT
systems. The development of innovative components or turbine systems as a whole is
closely tied to the capabilities of the tools that are used for simulation of the systems,
for the prediction of inherent loads and load e�ects. Developments like the branched
support structures that are currently installed and further developed can only be reli-
able and cost e�ective when their dynamic behavior with aWT atop is understood in de-
tail. That is where this work contributes with the use of improved structural simulation
capabilities in an aeroelastic tool with two common structure types and the respective
conclusions.

Section 7.1 gives the contributions to the state of the art. In Section 7.2 practical recom-
mendations on the application of the results of this work depending on the respective
possibilities –mainly in terms of available tools – are given. Finally, Section 7.3 describes
researchwork that is already ongoing, plannedor that is nowpossible basedon the find-
ings described herein.

7.1 Contribution to the state of the art

Thanks to its superelement feature, ADCoS-O�shoreenables theuser to tackleoneof the
research needs associated with aeroelastic tools: The necessary improvement of joint
representation in loads simulation of OWTs with branched support structures. The su-
perelementmodels aremore accurate than the formerly used beammodels1. Enhanced
beammodels including LJF via parametric formulae are less accurate2 as well and have
a restricted parameter range over which they can be properly applied.

Model development and especially shell reference model development for the tripod
and the jacket support structure have to be realized with caution, but then, the higher

1The shell models – that are used as a reference herein – lead to an increase of simulation e�ort that is not
suitable for aeroelastic analyses.

2This work does not give a direct comparison of results frommodels including Buitrago’s approach and su-
perelement models, but the superior accuracy of the superelement models results from the modeling theory
directly. Furthermore, the implementation of Buitrago’s approach in a coupled tool would be a challenge, be-
cause the application of the parametric formulae depends also from the load direction, and this load direction
changes in every time step in the respective simulations (See also Section 2.3.7 for more background on these
topics).
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fidelity shellmodel can serveasa reference3. The superelementmodels, that aredefined
with the beam models as starting points have an even lower number of DOFs than the
beam models and therefore do not lead to an increase of computational cost. For the
Tripod the number of DOFs is reduced fromnbeam=630 (DOFs) tonsuper=474 (DOFs). The
only drawback is the highermodeling e�ort. But themodeling only has to be done once
and the number of load cases – simulatedwith the samemodel – does not influence this
e�ort.

Studies of the shell models show that relatively low frequencies are associated with
mode shapes that cannot be represented with beam models (shell deformations, like
a tower flatteningmode). This is especially the case for the tower on the the tripod struc-
turewith its lowest shell only frequency atflow= 3.3 Hz. For the jacket structure theprob-
lem occurs at higher frequencies because the tower bottom is sti�ened by the concrete
TP. However, current jacket designs use steel TPs, so this cannot be generalized. This
finding puts in question whether it is reasonable to include higher order global mode
shapes found with beammodels in the design process.

ADCoS-O�shore is verified globally in its basic version – without superelements and
shows very good results in comparison to the other tools benchmarked in OC3. On top
of that, the superelement feature is verified in a carefully applied step by step approach
to assure correct implementation.

For the OWT with tripod support structure and the OWT with jacket support structure,
accuratemass calculations can be achievedwith beammodels given that a certain e�ort
is invested in themodeling. All eigenfrequencies are lower for themore sophisticated su-
perelementmodels than for the beammodels, i.e. themodels becomemore compliant.
In any case, the frequency results for the superelement models are closer to the refer-
ence and therefore lead to an increase of accuracy. The di�erences are significant for a
subset of frequencies for both structures. The largest di�erences occur for the torsional
frequencies. For the tripod, the use of superelements reduces the first global torsional
frequency by∆f3= 40 % compared to the formerly used beammodels.

Static load cases with realistic loading lead to larger deflections – as an example∆Ux≈
10 % for the more compliant superelement models in mean rotor thrust direction for
both, jacket and tripod models, a value that is in an expected range. When it comes to
the load bearing behavior, i.e. the load path through the tripodmodels – it is completely
changed4 when superelements are used. The magnitude of the di�erences i.e. the sen-
sitivity to the sti�ness of the joits is surprising even if comparable results were found for
the tripod when comparing results from EB beammodels to results obtained with Tim-
oshenko (or Timoshenko-like) beam models in Vorpahl et al. (2013). Results from the
fatigue load cases confirm this finding. A subset of DELs is reduced in the proximity of
the joints as expected due to more compliant joints. But this is not the case for all the
DELs, it is not even a general tendency. The jacket models also, show di�ering member
load e�ects in the static load cases. The di�erences are not as large as for the tripod, but
still significant. The use of the more sophisticated model may even lead to a concentra-
tion of loading in one of the jacket legs instead of a more symmetric distribution to two
of the legs.

The results comparisons further increase the confidence in the modeling, because they
show consistent results. This is the case for comparisons between models and for com-
parisons between load cases5.

3This topic is briefly elaborated at the beginning of Chapter 4.
4Dr.-Ing. Holger Huhn, Head of Research & Development at WindMW gmbH, formerly Head of Department

for support structures at IWES: “Der Tripod das unbekannte Wesen” (German for: “The tripod, the unknown
creature”, 2011, private conversation)

5The conclusion, thatmodeling errors would be spotted because of conspicuous inconsistency of results is
in line with experience from OC3 (see also Section 2.3.4).
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The following should be noted: Usually, modal analyses are performed to assure that a
loads model is appropriate. For both structures investigated herein, mode shapes are
comparable, the eigenfrequencies are lower for the superelement models, the models
are more compliant, deflections are larger, but the di�erences are manageable. Modal
analysis results fit with deflection results, i.e. the modal analyses to some extent allow
for a prediction of the deflections. An exception is the first global torsional frequency
for the tripod which is reduced from ft0, beam= 4.6 Hz for the beam model to ft0, shell=
2.1 Hz for the shell model. This di�erence is large and the shell model frequency lies in a
relevant range fordynamicanalyses. In a frequencycheck for controller tuningand loads
simulation (Campbell diagram)di�erencesof a fewpercent areaccounted for. Even if the
lower torsional frequency does not lead to excessive vibrations in this study, in general,
this problemmay occur for other boundary conditions.

The above described straightforward interpretation of frequency results leading to de-
flection patterns cannot be performed for frequency results combined with load e�ects
on member level. It is therefore not possible to derive valuable information on the load
path to the legs and the resulting mudline level – or pile head – loads. The modal anal-
yses results do not point out that there may be such large di�erences, there is not even
the possibility to make a prediction of tendencies how single load e�ects are changed.
For turbine loads, the beam model, crosschecked with a modal analysis might lead to
good results. For member forces and moments in the support structure and for the pile
loading, this is not the case, neither for the tripod, nor for the jacket.

Summing up, the superelement models increase accuracy of aeroelastic simulation for
OWTs with tripod and jacket structures, lead to significantly di�ering load e�ects and
structural deflections and therefore have the potential to lead to more reliable and cost
e�ective structures. But it should be noted – when assessing the results di�erences –
that many sources of uncertainty or even well-known errors exist in the context of loads
simulation and that the quantification of uncertainty on the system level is challenging6.

7.2 Recommendations

The use of superelements to include LJF in the support structuremodels for loads simu-
lations increases the accuracy of the simulations without increasing the computational
e�ort. Only themodeling e�ort is slightly increased. Themore sophisticated loadsmod-
els lead to large di�erences in calculated load e�ects compared to the formerly used
beam models. Therefore, it is obviously recommended to use superelements in loads
simulation as described in this work if the respective level of accuracy is required.

In case this is not possible – e.g. if an aeroelastic tool which does not include such a fea-
ture is used indaily engineeringwork – the followingapproachmight be considered. The
static load distribution proved to give a good comparability to the results later obtained
in the dynamic load case set. Based on this, the following might be realized:

• Set up shell or superelement structure model in general FE tool.

• Set up beammodel in aeroelastic tool.

• Apply the same static loads to both models.

• Tune properties of the beams representing the joints in the beammodel to fit the
static load distribution through the structure.

6Di�erent sources of uncertainty are mentioned in Section 2.3.4 (results di�erences in aeroelastic tool ver-
ification, stochastic input variability, challenges during tool validation, di�iculties when validating specific as-
pects of aeroelastic models) and Section 2.3.5 (di�erent inaccuracies as reasons for tool developments).
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• Run loads simulation with aeroelastic tool and tuned beammodel.

This would be a solution that is comparable to the common use of parametric formulae
from themodeling side (tuned beams at joint) but with another source for the fitted pa-
rameters (basedonmember loade�ects inamoredetailedmodelof thewhole structure,
not based on local deflections derived from shell-joint models). The approach is not as
straightforward as the use of superelements and adds some uncertainty when it comes
to the tuning of the beam parameters – it is hard to assure that all relevant e�ects are
captured7. But an unmodified aeroelastic tool in combination with a standard FE tool
would be su�icient for the modeling and simulation. And the approach would increase
the accuracy compared to the use of unmodified beam models and even compared to
the use of a beammodel that includes LJF based on parametric formulae.

UsingTimoshenko-likebeamelements (mentioned inSection2.3.5basedonKlausmann
et al. (2012) and Vorpahl et al. (2013)) was shown to reduce the error for a tripod structure
aswell. This approach includes sheardeflections in thebeammembersbutneglects LJF.
In contrast to the above mentioned this is closer to the physics, but removes the error
sources only partially (still no LJF included).

This work is dealing with an interdisciplinary topic: Usually, detailed support structure
models are used in o�shore structure departments while loads models including the
OWTasawhole –butwith simpler componentmodels – areusedbyWT loads specialists.
Interdisciplinary work or the combination of knowledge and experience from neighbor-
ing engineering fields can o�en lead to further developments. On top of that, this is es-
pecially the case for WTs, being coupled dynamic systems, that are simulated with re-
spective systemmodels. The system approach combinedwith amore detailed look into
one component is o�en promising. This is explicitly reflected in Section 2.3.1, that de-
scribes the schematic of increasing the fidelity of one component model while keeping
the residual model as it is during tool development. Nevertheless, the results described
herein show that especially the combination of loads models with – slightly – more de-
tailedsupport structuremodels is a reasonableapproachwhen it comes to loadsofOWTs
with multi-member support structures8.

7.3 Future work

Based on this work, the superelement feature in the aeroelastic tool ADCoS-O�shore
can be further used to deepen the knowledge on load e�ects in branched OWT support
structures applying full load case sets – as used in the certification of OWTs. This work
focuses on the loads and load e�ects. The influence of the presented modeling feature
on the lifetime of components9 and the relevance of the di�erences in terms of typical
design drivers is a logical next step.

Herein, the development and modification of ADCoS-O�shore is carefully verified step
by stepmainly by comparing results for single components of themodels. A reasonable
next step is the verification via results obtained with the complete model. This requires
a tool with comparable capabilities such as the one currently being developed based on

7In fact, themethodology for theproper tuningof thebeampropertieswouldbe themain challenge in such
an approach, mainly because of the size and complexity of the models.

8OWTs on multi-member support structures are far from being a mature technology and the transfer of
knowledgebetween two relatively developed engineering fields (Here: WTs on tubular towers on the one hand
side and multi member o�shore structures on the other hand side) is not a simple task. Therefore this is not
surprising.

9Such a taskwould also include detailed investigations on the contribution of eachDLC to the total damage
and the changes of the respective distribution due to the use of superelements.
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the work by Böker (2010). The verification via tool comparison is planned in the national
German Research Project GIGAWIND life10.

The next step a�er a verification via tool comparison is a validation with real life data.
This is planned in general in the O�shore Code Comparison Collaboration Continuation
with Correlation (OC5) project, the follow-on project to OC4 within the IEA wind frame-
work11. Furthermore, in the above mentioned GIGAWIND life project, tool validation –
including the superelement feature for a branched support structure – based on RAVE
measurement data is planned.

In general, the limited possibilities for validation of aeroelastic tools in research projects
– especially with a large number of research partners – are hampering tool develop-
ment. Respective measurement campaigns, and making (turbine) data available for re-
searchers, i.e. a reduced sensitivity concerning confidential data, would be beneficial
not only for the research community, but in the mid term for the competitiveness of the
o�shorewind industry as awhole - and therefore for each single OWTmanufacturer too.

10http://www.gigawind.de/gigawind_life.html?&L=1; September 09, 2014.
11https://www.ieawind.org/task_30/task30_Public.html; December 09, 2014. OC5 is not set up as a new IEA

Wind Research task, but as an extension of the existing Task 30.

http://www.gigawind.de/gigawind_life.html?&L=1
https://www.ieawind.org/task_30/task30_Public.html
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Appendix A

Support structures material
definition

The parameters given in Table A.1 are basically applied in all support structure models
used in this work. In case of modifications, this is explicitly stated.

Table A.1: Steel material definition.

Density ρs= 7800 kg/m3

Young’s modulus E = 2.1 · 1011 N/m2

Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3
Wöhler Material Exponent µ = 3





Appendix B

Flange definition for towers

Table B.1 gives the flange parameters for the towers used with the tripod- and the jacket
substructure, respectively. The steel densities for the flange material ρfl. are adapted to
meet the globalmass requirements for both structures. The coordinates are given in the
global CS. At the top flange level, all nodes are rigidly connected. The geometric flange
parameters are the same for the tripod- and the jacket support structure, only the flange
positions and densities di�er.

Table B.1: Flange parameters: Height over MSL (z) at lower end of flange, flange height,
flange thickness and flange density.

Flange Height Thickness z Tripod z Jacket ρfl. Tripod ρfl. Jacket
[mm] [mm] [m] [m] [kg/m3] [kg/m3]

Bottom 110 230 10 20.15 1707 5361
Middle 100 180 48.8 54.15 2181 6292
Top 240 150 87.6 88.15 1256 3780





Appendix C

Details on tripod structure and
models

Table C.1: Tripod substructure nodes and coordinates in the global CS.
Node x [m] y [m] z [m]

1 -24.802 0.0000 -45.000
2 12.400 21.479 -45.000
3 12.400 -21.479 -45.000
4 -24.802 0.0000 -42.979
5 12.400 21.479 -42.979
6 12.400 -21.479 -42.979
7 -24.802 0.0000 -41.143
8 12.400 21.479 -41.143
9 12.400 -21.479 -41.143
10 -24.802 0.0000 -39.306
11 12.400 21.479 -39.306
12 12.400 -21.479 -39.306
13 -24.802 0.0000 -34.071
14 12.400 21.479 -34.071
15 12.400 -21.479 -34.071
16 0.0000 0.0000 -34.713
17 0.0000 0.0000 -32.188
18 0.0000 0.0000 -10.000
19 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
20 0.0000 0.0000 10.000
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Table C.2: Tripod substructure members connecting the nodes given in Table C.1. See
also Figure C.1.

Member Node 1 Node 2

1 1 4
2 2 5
3 3 6
4 4 7
5 5 8
6 6 9
7 7 10
8 8 11
9 9 12
10 10 13
11 11 14
12 12 15
13 7 17
14 8 17
15 9 17
16 10 19
17 11 19
18 12 19
19 4 5
20 5 6
21 6 4
22 16 17
23 17 18
24 18 19
25 19 20

Figure C.1: Tripod substructure members (le�) and nodes (right).
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Table C.3: Cross sectional properties outer diameterD and wall thickness t of tower to
be used with the tripod substructure.

Height w.r.t. MSL [m] D [m] t [mm]

10.0 5.700 50.0
13.5 5.700 50.0
18.0 5.700 32.0
22.5 5.687 31.5
27.5 5.673 30.9
32.5 5.658 30.3
37.5 5.644 29.6
42.5 5.629 29.2
47.5 5.615 28.6
52.5 5.601 28.0
57.5 5.586 27.5
62.5 5.572 26.9
67.5 5.558 26.3
72.5 5.543 25.7
77.5 5.529 25.2
82.5 5.514 24.6
87.6 5.500 24.0





Appendix D

Details on jacket structure and
models

Table D.1: Jacket substructure nodes and coordinates in the global CS.
Node x [m] y [m] z [m] Node x [m] y [m] z [m]

9 6 6 -45.5 35 4.82 -4.82 -8.922
10 -6 6 -45.5 36 -4.82 -4.82 -8.922
11 6 -6 -45.5 37 4.592 0 -1.958
12 -6 -6 -45.5 38 -4.592 0 -1.958
13 6 6 -45 39 0 4.592 -1.958
14 6 -6 -45 40 0 -4.592 -1.958
15 -6 6 -45 41 4.385 4.385 4.378
16 -6 -6 -45 42 -4.385 4.385 4.378
17 5.967 5.967 -44.001 43 4.385 -4.385 4.378
18 -5.967 5.967 -44.001 44 -4.385 -4.385 4.378
19 5.967 -5.967 -44.001 45 4.193 0 10.262
20 -5.967 -5.967 -44.001 46 -4.193 0 10.262
21 5.62 0 -33.373 47 0 4.193 10.262
22 -5.62 0 -33.373 48 0 -4.193 10.262
23 0 5.62 -33.373 49 4.016 4.016 15.651
24 0 -5.62 -33.373 50 -4.016 4.016 15.651
25 5.333 5.333 -24.614 51 4.016 -4.016 15.651
26 -5.333 5.333 -24.614 52 -4.016 -4.016 15.651
27 5.333 -5.333 -24.614 54 4 4 16.15
28 -5.333 -5.333 -24.614 55 4 -4 16.15
29 5.064 0 -16.371 56 -4 4 16.15
30 -5.064 0 -16.371 57 -4 -4 16.15
31 0 5.064 -16.371 58 4 4 20.15
32 0 -5.064 -16.371 59 -4 4 20.15
33 4.82 4.82 -8.922 60 4 -4 20.15
34 -4.82 4.82 -8.922 61 -4 -4 20.15
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Table D.2: Jacket substructure members connecting the nodes given in Table D.1.
Member Node 1 Node 2 Member Node 1 Node 2

13 9 13 63 32 36
14 10 15 64 32 35
15 11 14 65 33 41
16 12 16 66 33 37
17 13 17 67 33 39
18 14 19 68 34 42
19 15 18 69 34 38
20 16 20 70 34 39
21 17 25 71 35 43
22 17 18 72 35 37
23 17 21 73 35 40
24 17 23 74 36 44
25 18 26 75 36 38
26 18 20 76 36 40
27 18 22 77 37 43
28 18 23 78 37 41
29 19 27 79 38 44
30 19 17 80 38 42
31 19 21 81 39 42
32 19 24 82 39 41
33 20 28 83 40 44
34 20 19 84 40 43
35 20 22 85 41 49
36 20 24 86 41 45
37 21 27 87 41 47
38 21 25 88 42 50
39 22 28 89 42 46
40 22 26 90 42 47
41 23 26 91 43 51
42 23 25 92 43 45
43 24 28 93 43 48
44 24 27 94 44 52
45 25 33 95 44 46
46 25 29 96 44 48
47 25 31 97 45 51
48 26 34 98 45 49
49 26 30 99 46 52
50 26 31 100 46 50
51 27 35 101 47 50
52 27 29 102 47 49
53 27 32 103 48 52
54 28 36 104 48 51
55 28 30 105 49 54
56 28 32 106 50 56
57 29 35 107 51 55
58 29 33 108 52 57
59 30 36 109 54 58
60 30 34 110 55 60
61 31 34 111 56 59
62 31 33 112 57 61
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Table D.3: Cross sectional properties outer diameterD andwall thickness t of the tower
to be used with the jacket substructure.

Height w.r.t. MSL [m] D [m] t [mm] point mass [tons]

20.15 5.600 32 1.9
21.15 5.577 32 No
32.15 5.318 30 No
42.15 5.082 28 No
54.15 4.800 24 1.4
64.15 4.565 22 No
74.15 4.329 20 No
83.15 4.118 30 No
88.15 4.000 30 1.0

Table D.4: Marine growth parameters for the jacket model. Coordinates are given w.r.t.
MSL.

Depth range: −40 m ≤ z ≤ −2 m
Thickness: tgrow = 100 mm
Density: ρgrow = 1100 kg/m3





Appendix E

Coordinate systems and parts of
an o�shore wind turbine

The global CS is defined as follows: Its origin lies at MSL in the tower centerline. The
global x-axis is pointing in the mean wind direction, the z-axis is pointing vertically up-
wards and the y-axis forms a right handed CS.

The local (element) CS is defined as follows: The x-axis is aligned with the member axis,
the local z-axis is perpendicular to a plane formed by the global x-axis and the local x-
axis. If the local- and the global x-axis are parallel, the local z-axis is parallel to the global
y-axis. With the local y-axis, a right handed system is formed.

IEC definitions as shown in Figure E.1 are used when it is referred to parts of an OWT.
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Figure E.1: Parts of an o�shore wind turbine according to IEC (Figure 1 of IEC 61400-3
(2009), licenced by VDE Verband der Elektrotechnik Elektronik Informationstechnik e.V.
– Department DKE).
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